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Abstract
We establish two WDVV-style relations for the disk invariants of real symplectic fourfolds
by implementing Georgieva’s suggestion to lift homology relations from the Deligne-Mumford
moduli spaces of stable real curves. This is accomplished by lifting judiciously chosen cobordisms
realizing these relations. The resulting lifted relations lead to the recursions for Welschinger’s
invariants announced by Solomon in 2007 and have the same structure as his WDVV-style
relations, but differ by signs from the latter. Our topological approach provides a general
framework for lifting relations via morphisms between not necessarily orientable spaces.
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1 Introduction
The WDVV relation [19, 22] for genus 0 Gromov-Witten invariants completely solves the classical
problem of enumerating complex rational curves in the complex projective space Pn. Invariant
counts of real rational J-holomorphic curves in compact real symplectic fourfolds, now known as
Welschinger’s invariants, were defined in [29] and interpreted in terms of counts of J-holomorphic
maps from the disk D2 in [24]. J. Solomon announced two distinct WDVV-type relations for these
counts in February 2007 and outlined an approach to their proof in the general spirit of the original
proof of the complex WDVV relation in [22]. However, the outline of the proof described in [25]
left a number of conceptual points mysterious and clearly required a major technical effort to
implement.
The proof of the complex WDVV relation in [22] involves defining a count of J-holomorphic maps
in a symplectic manifold pX,ωq for every cross-ratio ̟ of four points on P1 and showing that this
count does not depend on ̟. This is also the strategy used in the alternative proof of a WDVV-
type relation for counts of real rational curves passing through conjugate pairs of points only (no
real point constraints) in [10]. The complex WDVV relation can alternatively be viewed as a direct
consequence (at least conceptually) of two specific points, ̟1 and ̟2, of the Deligne-Mumford
moduli space M0,4 « P
1 of stable complex genus 0 curves with 4 marked points determining
the same element of H0pM0,4q. This perspective is suitable for lifting homology relations in any
dimension from moduli spaces of curves to moduli spaces of J-holomorphic maps and has proved
instrumental to studying the structure of complex Gromov-Witten invariants as in [13, 27]. This
is also the strategy used in the primary proof of a WDVV-type relation for counts of real rational
curves passing through conjugate pairs of points in [10]. In all of these settings, the moduli spaces
of curves and maps are closed and oriented.
1.1 Lifting homology relations
In Spring 2014, P. Georgieva suggested that WDVV-type recursions for the real genus 0 invariants
of [29] might be obtainable by lifting
(R1) a zero-dimensional homology relation on the moduli space RM0,1,2 « RP
2 of stable real
genus 0 curves with 1 real marked point and 2 conjugate pairs of marked points and
(R2) the one-dimensional homology relation on the moduli space RM0,0,3 of stable real genus 0
curves with 3 conjugate pairs of marked points discovered in [10]
to the moduli spaces Mk,lpB;Jq of real rational J-holomorphic maps constructed in [9]. Unlike in
the complex case and in the real case considered in [10], major conceptual issues arise in lifting
relations from RM0,1,2 and RM0,0,3 to Mk,lpB;Jq and in translating any lifted relations into
invariant counts of curves because the moduli spaces Mk,lpB;Jq are generally not orientable. The
present paper deals with these issues by lifting homology relations along with bounding cobordisms
for them to cuts of Mk,lpB;Jq along certain hypersurfaces.
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We first re-interpret the disk counts of [24] in the spirit of Steenrod homology [26] in terms of
counts of real J-holomorphic maps with marked points decorated by signs as in [9]. We then lift
homology relations, along with suitably chosen bounding chains Υ, from RM0,1,2 and RM0,0,3 to
the bordered moduli spaces xMk,l;l˚pB;Jq obtained by cutting Mk,lpB;Jq along hypersurfaces that
obstruct the relative orientability of the forgetful morphisms
f1,2 : Mk,lpB;Jq ÝÑ RM0,1,2 and f0,3 : Mk,lpB;Jq ÝÑ RM0,0,3. (1.1)
The simple topological Lemma 3.5 expresses the wall-crossing effects on the lifted relations in
Mk,lpB;Jq in terms of the intersections of the boundary of xMk,l;l˚pB;Jq with Υ. This allows us to
obtain the two WDVV-type relations for the map counts depicted in Figure 1 on page 11, with the
left-hand sides representing the initial relations in RM0,1,2 and RM0,0,3 and the right-hand sides
representing the wall-crossing corrections. The first two relations of Theorem 1.1 are obtained by
using the two relations of Figure 1 with the divisors H1 and H2 as the first two non-real constraints
and points as the remaining constraints. The last relation of Theorem 1.1 is obtained by using the
second relation of Figure 1 with the divisors H1, H2, and H3 as the first two non-real constraints
and points as the remaining constraints.
By the comparison between the curve counts of [29] and the map counts of [24] established in [8], the
relations of Theorem 1.1 are equivalent to the relations for the former stated in [6, Theorem 1]. They
completely determine Welschinger’s invariants of P2 and its blowups, as shown in [25] and [14],
respectively. For the ease of use, these results are summarized in [6]; the low-degree numbers
obtained from the three relations for Welschinger’s invariants and listed in [6] agree with [2, 3, 5,
15, 16, 17, 18, 31].
The relations of [6, Theorem 1] for Welschinger’s invariants are the same as implied by the state-
ments of Theorem 8, Proposition 10, and Theorem 11 in [25]. The relations of Theorem 1.1 for the
map invariants in the present paper involve the same terms as the difference between equations (6)
and (7) in [25] and the symmetrization of equation (5) in [25], but different signs. The comparison
between the curve counts of [29] and the disk counts of [24] established in [8] likewise differs by
sign from the claim of [25, Thm. 11]. The two sign discrepancies, which do not appear to be due to
the formulations of the definitions of the disk invariants in the present paper and [24, 25], precisely
cancel out to yield the same recursions for Welschinger’s invariants.
This paper presents a general approach for pulling back a relation by a morphism f : MÝÑM
between two spaces which is not necessarily relatively orientable. The lifted relation then acquires
a correction which doubly covers a “non-orientability” hypersurface inM. This approach should be
applicable in many other settings. It has already been used in [7] to obtain WDVV-type relations
for real symplectic sixfolds.
1.2 Main theorem
Let pX,ω, φq be a compact real symplectic manifold, i.e. ω is a symplectic form on X so that
φ˚ω “ ´ω. The fixed locus Xφ of the anti-symplectic involution φ on X is then a Lagrangian
submanifold of pX,ωq. We denote by H2pXq the quotient H2pXq of H2pX;Zq modulo torsion,
by Jω the space of ω-compatible (or -tamed) almost complex structures J on X, and by J
φ
ω ĂJω
the subspace of almost complex structures J such that φ˚J“´J . Let
c1pX,ωq ” c1pTX, Jq P H
2pXq
3
be the first Chern class of TX with respect to some J PJω; it is independent of such a choice. For
B PH2pXq, define
ℓωpBq “
@
c1pX,ωq, B
D
´1 P Z, xByl “
#
1, if 2l“ℓωpBq´1;
0, otherwise.
For J P J φω and B P H2pXq, a subset C Ă X is a genus 0 (or rational) irreducible J-holomorphic
degree B curve if there exists a simple (not multiply covered) J-holomorphic map
u : P1 ÝÑ X s.t. C “ upP1q, u˚rP
1s “ B. (1.2)
Such a subset C is called a real rational irreducible J-holomorphic degree B curve if in addition
φpCq“C.
From now on, suppose that the (real) dimension of X is 4. The (tangent bundle of the) fixed
locus Xφ then admits a Pin´-structure p. Let B PH2pXq and lPZ
ě0 be such that
k ” ℓωpBq´2l P Z
ě0 . (1.3)
For a generic J P J φω , there are then only finitely many real rational irreducible J-holomorphic
degree B curves C Ă X intersecting a connected component qXφ of Xφ and passing through k
points in qXφ and l points in X´Xφ in general position. According to [24, Thm. 1.3], the number
of such curves counted with appropriate signs determined by p is independent of the choices of J
and the points. We denote this signed count of genus 0 curves by Nφ,pB,l p
qXφq. If the number k
in (1.3) is negative, we set Nφ,pB,l p
qXφq “ 0. We denote by Nφ,pB,l the sum of the numbers Nφ,pB,l p qXφq
over the connected components qXφ of Xφ.
Suppose B PH2pXq and ℓωpBqě0. For a generic J PJω, there are then only finitely many rational
irreducible J-holomorphic degree B curves C passing through ℓωpBq points in general position.
The number of such curves counted with appropriate signs is independent of the choices of J and
the points. This is the standard (complex) genus 0 degree B Gromov-Witten invariant of pX,ωq
with ℓωpBq point insertions; we denote it by N
X
B . If ℓωpBqă0, we set N
X
B “0.
For B,B1 PH2pXq, we denote by B ¨XB
1 PZ the homology intersection product of B with B1 and
by B2PZ the self-intersection number of B. Define
d : H2pXq ÝÑ H2pXq, dpBq “ B´φ˚pBq, H
2pXqφ´ “
 
H PH2pXq : φ˚H“´H
(
.
Theorem 1.1 Suppose pX,ω, φq is a compact real symplectic fourfold, p is a Pin´-structure onXφ,qXφ is a connected component of Xφ, and H1,H2,H3 PH2pXqφ´ are such that xH1H2,Xy“ 1 and
H1H3“0. Let lPZ
ě0 and B PH2pXq.
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(RWDVV1) If lě1 and ℓωpBq´2lě1 (i.e. kě1), then
N
φ;p
B,l p
qXφq “ ´2l´3xBylxH1, ByxH2, By ÿ
B1PH2pXq
dpB1q“B
NXB1
´
ÿ
B0,B
1PH2pXq´t0u
B0`dpB1q“B
2lωpB
1 q` B0¨ XB
1
˘
xH1, B
1yxH2, B
1y
ˆ
l´1
ℓωpB1q
˙
NXB1N
φ;p
B0,l´1´ℓωpB1q
p qXφq
`
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq´t0u
B1`B2“B
l1`l2“l´1, l1,l2ě0
xH1, B1y
ˆ
l´1
l1
˙˜
xH2, B2y
ˆ
ℓωpBq´2l´1
ℓωpB1q´2l1´1
˙
´ xH2, B1y
ˆ
ℓωpBq´2l´1
ℓωpB1q´2l1
˙¸
N
φ;p
B1,l1
p qXφqNφ;pB2,l2p qXφq.
(RWDVV2) If lě2, then
N
φ;p
B,l p
qXφq “ ÿ
B0,B
1PH2pXq´t0u
B0`dpB1q“B
2lωpB
1q´1` B0¨ XB
1
˘
xH1, B
1y
ˆ x˜H2, B0y
ˆ
l´2
ℓωpB1q´1
˙
´ 2xH2, B
1y
ˆ
l´2
ℓωpB1q
˙¸
NXB1N
φ;p
B0,l´1´ℓωpB1q
p qXφq
`
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq´t0u
B1`B2“B
l1`l2“l´2, l1,l2ě0
xH2, B1y
ˆ
l´2
l1
˙˜
xH1, B2y
ˆ
ℓωpBq´2l
ℓωpB1q´2l1´1
˙
´ xH1, B1y
ˆ
ℓωpBq´2l
ℓωpB1q´2l1
˙¸
N
φ;p
B1,l1
p qXφqNφ;pB2,l2`1p qXφq.
(RWDVV3) If lě1, then
xH3, ByN
φ;p
B,l p
qXφq “ ÿ
B0,B
1PH2pXq´t0u
B0`dpB1q“B
2lωpB
1 q` B0¨ XB
1
˘
xH1, B
1y
ˆ
l´1
lωpB1q
˙
ˆ xˆH2, B0yxH3, B
1y´xH3, B0yxH2, B
1y˙ NXB1N
φ;p
B0,l´1´ℓωpB1q
p qXφq
`
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq´t0u
B1`B2“B
l1`l2“l´1, l1,l2ě0
xH1, B1y
`
xH3, B1yxH2, B2y´xH2, B1yxH3, B2y
˘
ˆ
ˆ
l´1
l1
˙ˆ
lωpBq´2l
lωpB1q´2l1
˙
N
φ;p
B1,l1
p qXφqNφ;pB2,l2p qXφq.
Taking the difference between the relations of Theorem 1.1 for NφB`B‚,lpX
φq with ℓωpB‚qą0 small
yields relations involving the invariants NφB`B‚,0pX
φq without conjugate pairs of marked points.
In some cases, the resulting relations determine these numbers; see [25, 14].
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Remark 1.2. We define the invariants Nφ;pB,l pX
φq via the moduli spaces of real maps constructed
in [9]. This definition of Nφ;pB,l pX
φq differs by a power of 2 from the definitions in [24, 25], but agrees
in absolute value with the invariants NφB,lpX
φq of [29].
Remark 1.3. Welschinger’s invariants of real symplectic fourfolds pX,ω, φq with disconnected fixed
loci Xφ often vanish; see Theorem 1.3 and Remark 1.1 in [4]. As suggested by E. Brugalle´,
Theorem 1.1 and its proof readily adapt to Welschinger’s invariants with finer notions of the curve
degree B such as those taken inrH2pX, qXφq ” H2pX, qXφ;ZqL b`φ˚pbq : bPH2pX, qXφ;Zq( .
As explained in [9, Section 2.2], there is a well-defined doubling map
d qXφ : rH2pX, qXφq ÝÑ H2pX;Zqφ´ .
If the curve degrees B are taken in rH2pX, qXφq, the sums in Theorem 1.1 should then be taken over
B1 and Bi in H2pX;Zq´t0u and rH2pX, qXφq, respectively. The doubling map d should be replaced
by the composition
H2pX;Zq ÝÑ H2pX, qXφ;Zq ÝÑ rH2pX, qXφq.
All appearances of B and Bi (but not B
1) inside x¨y and p¨q should become d qXφpBq and d qXφpBiq, re-
spectively. The resulting formulas yield relations in particular for the modification of Welschinger’s
invariants which originates in [17, Prop. 1].
The relations of Theorem 1.1 correspond to the partial differential equations (4.82) and (4.76) in [1]
for the generating functions given by (4.68) and (4.72), respectively, if H2pXqφ´ is all of H
2pXq.
These two PDEs are the same as the differential equations (3) and (4) in [25]. The first generating
function in [1] is essentially the same as the generating function Φ in [25] ifH2pXq is one-dimensional
(the latter does not distinguish between curve classes B with the same ℓωpBq). However, the
coefficients in the second generating function differ from the coefficients in the generating function Ω
in [25] by factors of 2 and i, even if H2pXq is one-dimensional. The former is due to the scaling
discrepancy in the definitions of the real invariants indicated in Remark 1.2, while the latter reflects
the sign difference between the relations of Theorem 1.1 and their analogues in [25] mentioned in
Section 1.1.
1.3 Outline of the proof
Theorem 1.1 follows from the two relations for nodal map counts represented by Figure 1 and from
Propositions 5.3 and 5.7. In order to simplify the notation for the remainder for the paper, we
denote qXφ by Xφ, Nφ,pB,l p qXφq by Nφ,pB,l , and the moduli space of real rational degree B J-holomorphic
maps with k real marked points and l conjugate pairs of marked points that send the fixed locus
of the domain to qXφ by Mk,lpB;Jq. If the fixed locus of φ is connected, there is no clash with the
notation above.
We denote by τ the standard conjugation on P1, i.e.
τ : P1 ÝÑ P1, τ
`
rz0, z1s
˘
“
“
z1, z0s.
For every real rational irreducible J-holomorphic degree B curve contributing to Nφ,pB,l , there exists a
J-holomorphic map u : P1ÝÑX as in (1.2) such that u˝τ “φ˝u. Thus, the number Nφ,pB,l is a signed
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cardinality of the subset of the moduli space Mk,lpB;Jq of real rational degree B J-holomorphic
maps sending the k real marked points and the first points in the l conjugate pairs of marked points
to generic points in Xφ and X, respectively.
The domain and target of the evaluation morphism
ev : Mk,lpB;Jq ÝÑ Xk,l”pX
φqkˆX l (1.4)
may not be relatively orientable, but it becomes relatively orientable after removing certain codi-
mension 1 strata from the domain (i.e. the pull-back of the first Stiefel-Whitney class w1 of the
target is the w1 of the domain). We cut Mk,lpB;Jq along these codimension 1 strata to obtain a
bordered manifold xMk,lpB;Jq and give
ev : xMk,lpB;Jq ÝÑ Xk,l
a relative orientation. The codimension 1 strata of Mk,lpB;Jq consist of curves with two compo-
nents and one real node.
The forgetful morphisms (1.1) we encounter take values in the subspaces M
τ
k1,l1 of RM0,k1,l1 of
real curves with non-empty fixed locus; M
τ
k1,l1 is a proper subspace of RM0,k1,l1 if and only if
k1 “ 0. We choose a bordered hypersurface Υ in M
τ
k1,l1 whose boundary consists of curves with
three components and a conjugate pair of nodes and a relative orientation on the inclusion of Υ
into M
τ
k1,l1. Let CĂXk,l be a generic constraint consisting of divisors and points so that the maps
evˆfk1,l1 : xMk,lpB;Jq ÝÑ Xk,lˆMτk1,l1 and ιC;Υ : CˆΥ ãÝÝÑ Xk,l ˆMτk1,l1
are transverse and
dimxMk,lpB;Jq ` dim`CˆΥ˘ “ dim`Xk,lˆMτk1,l1˘` 1 .
With the relative orientations above, the signed counts of the intersection points of
(C1) evˆfk1,l1 with the boundary of ιC;Υ and
(C2) the boundary of evˆfk1,l1 with ιC;Υ
are well-defined and equal.
The first count above decomposes into curve-counting invariants similarly to the complex case.
The second count can also be decomposed, based on the following observations:
‚ most boundary strata ofxMk,lpB;Jq get contracted by evˆ fk1,l1 and thus do not contribute to (C2);
‚ some boundary strata that do not get contracted do not intersect Υ via fk1,l1 due to our choice
of ΥĂM
τ
k1,l1 and thus do not contribute to (C2) either;
‚ intersecting the remaining boundary strata with Υ via fk1,l1 has the effect of specifying the
position of the node (relative to the marked points) on the component of the curve carrying the
first conjugate pair of marked points.
These statements are explained in the proof of Corollary 5.10 at the end of Section 5.3 and in
the proof of Proposition 5.7 in Section 6.3. The equality of the counts (C1) and (C2) then trans-
lates into (RWDVV1) in the case pk1, l1q “ p1, 2q and into (RWDVV2) and(RWDVV3) in the case
pk1, l1q“p0, 3q.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a detailed version of the above outline of the proof of
Theorem 1.1. The notions of relative orientations, pseudocycles with relative orientations (called
Steenrod pseudocycles), and intersection signs between them are defined in Section 3; this section
also contains all relevant observations concerning these notions. Section 4 describes in detail the
hypersurfaces Υ in the Deligne-Mumford spaces M
τ
1,2 and M
τ
0,3 used in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Section 5 sets up the notation relevant to the map spaces Mk,lpB;Jq, states the propositions that
are among the main steps in the proof of Theorem 1.1, and deduces this theorem from them and
the lemmas of Section 4.4. The (somewhat technical) proofs of these propositions are deferred to
Section 6.
Acknowledgments. I would like to thank my thesis advisor Aleksey Zinger for introducing me to this
subject and background material, suggesting the topic, a lot of guidance and discussions throughout
the process of the work, very detailed help with exposition, and constant encouragements.
2 Summary of the proof of Theorem 1.1
The numbers Nφ,pB,l ”N
φ,p
B,l p
qXφq appearing in Theorem 1.1 arise from the moduli space Mk,lpB;Jq
of genus 0 real degree B J-holomorphic maps to X that take the fixed locus of the domain to the
chosen topological component Xφ of the fixed locus of φ. This moduli space has no boundary if
k`2Z ‰
@
w2pXq, B
D
P Z2 . (2.1)
By [24], a Pin´-structure p on Xφ can be used to specify a relative orientation of the restriction of
the total evaluation morphism (1.4) to the main stratum Mk,lpB;Jq of Mk,lpB;Jq if (2.1) holds.
Since Mk,lpB;Jq is generally disconnected, there are a number of systematic ways of doing so, some
of which we index by l˚ P Zě0 with l˚ ď l. By [24] again, these orientations extend across some
codimension 1 boundary strata S, but not others. In our setup, the “l˚-orientation” op;l˚ on the
restriction of (1.4) to Mk,lpB;Jq extends over a such stratum S if and only if a certain Z-valued
invariant ǫl˚pSq of S is congruent to 0 or 1 mod 4; see Lemma 5.1.
If k, l PZě0 and B PH2pXq satisfy (1.3), the path in Mk,lpB;Jq determined by a generic path of
collections of k points in Xφ and l points in X´Xφ and of almost complex structures Jt P J
φ
ω
does not cross the codimension 1 boundary strata S with ǫ0pSq congruent to 2 or 3 mod 4. This
fundamental insight, formulated in terms of moduli spaces of disk maps in [24], along with the
above orientation statements established the invariance of the counts Nφ,pB,l and has since been used
to construct numerical invariants in some other settings.
The image of each codimension 1 stratum S with ǫ0pSq congruent to 2 or 3 mod 4 under (1.4) is
of smaller dimension than S. Along with the orientation statements above, this implies that the
restriction of (1.4) to the complement M
‹
k,l;0pB;Jq of the closures S of these strata is a codimen-
sion 0 Steenrod pseudocycle with respect to the orientation op;0; see Proposition 5.2. The number
N
φ,p
B,l is the degree degpev, op;0q of this pseudocycle.
The orientations on the restriction of (1.4) to Mk,lpB;Jq relevant to lifting relations from M
τ
1,2
and M
τ
0,3 to Mk,lpB;Jq are the orientations op;l˚ of Lemma 5.1 with l
˚“2, 3, as we would like to
apply the lifted relations with two and three divisor insertions. The relevant restriction of (1.4)
shrinks the codimension 1 strata S with ǫl˚pSq congruent to 2 or 3 mod 4, but not with ǫl˚pSq“2.
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In order to deal with this issue, we cut Mk,lpB;Jq along the closures S of the strata S with ǫl˚pSq
congruent to 2 or 3 mod 4. We obtain a moduli space xMk,l;l˚pB;Jq with boundary consisting of
double covers pS of these strata. The relative orientation op;l˚ extends to a relative orientation pop;l˚
of the total evaluation morphism
ev: xMk,l;l˚pB;Jq ÝÑ Xk,l (2.2)
induced by (1.4).
Suppose k, l P Zě0 and B PH2pXq are as in (1.3), k
1 ď k, and l˚ ď l1 ď l` l˚´1 so that there are
well-defined forgetful morphisms
fk1,l1 : Mk,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;Jq ÝÑM
τ
k1,l1 and fk1,l1 :
xMk,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;Jq ÝÑMτk1,l1 . (2.3)
An l˚-tuple h”pH1, . . . ,Hl˚q of divisors in X cuts out the subspace
pZ‹k,l`l˚´1;hpB;Jq ĂxMk,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;JqˆH1ˆ. . .ˆHl˚
of maps with the first l˚ non-real marked points lying on H1, . . . ,Hl˚ . The relative orientation pop;l˚
of (2.2) and the orientation oh on H1ˆ. . .ˆHl˚ induce a relative orientation pop;h of the evaluation
morphism
evh : pZ‹k,l`l˚´1;hpB;Jq ÝÑ Xk,l´1
at the remaining marked points. A tuple p of points in Xk,l´1 and a bordered compact real
hypersurface ΥĂM
τ
k1,l1 determine an embedding
fp;Υ : Υ ÝÑ Xk,l´1ˆM
τ
k1,l1 .
Under appropriate regularity assumptions, the fiber product Mpevh,fk1,l1 q,fp;Υ of`
evh, fk1,l1
˘
: pZ‹k,l`l˚´1;hpB;Jq ÝÑ Xk,l´1ˆMτk1,l1
with fp;Υ is a compact one-dimensional manifold with the boundary
BMpevh,fk1,l1q,fp;Υ “
pZ‹k,l`l˚´1;hpB;Jq pevh,fk1,l1 qˆfp;Υ BΥ
\
`
B pZ‹k,l`l˚´1;hpB;J q˘ pevh,fk1,l1qˆfp;ΥΥ . (2.4)
The relative orientation pop;h and a co-orientation ocΥ on Υ determine signs of the points on the
right-hand side of (2.4) so thatˇˇ pZ‹
k,l`l˚´1;hpB;Jq pevh,fk1,l1 qˆ fp;ΥBΥ
ˇˇ˘pop;h,BocΥ
“ p´1qdimΥ
ˇˇ`
B pZ‹k,l`l˚´1;hpB;J q˘ pevh,fk1,l1 qˆ fp;ΥΥˇˇ˘Bop;h,ocΥ , (2.5)
where | ¨ |˘ denotes the signed cardinality; see Lemma 3.5.
Since only the strata pS of BxMk,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;Jq with ǫl˚p pSq“2 are not shrunk by (2.2), only the strata
pSh ” ` pSˆH1ˆ. . .ˆHl˚˘X pZ‹k,l`1;hpB;Jq
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of pZ‹k,l`l˚´1;hpB;Jq with ǫl˚p pSq“2 contribute to the right-hand side of (2.5). Since pSh is a double
cover of the subspace
Sh Ă SˆH1ˆ. . .ˆHl˚
of maps with the first l˚ non-real marked points lying on H1, . . . ,Hl˚ , we conclude thatˇˇ`
B pZ‹k,l`l˚´1;hpB;J q˘ pevh,fk1,l1 qˆ fp;ΥΥˇˇ˘Bpop;h,ocΥ “ 2 ÿ
ǫl˚ pSq“2
ˇˇ
pShq pevh,fk1,l1 qˆ fp;ΥΥ
ˇˇ˘
Bpop;h,ocΥ .
The moduli space M
τ
k1,l1 contains codimension 1 strata Si with iď l
1 parametrizing marked curves
with two real components so that one of the components carries only the i-th conjugate pair
of marked points. We establish Theorem 1.1 by applying (2.5) with certain bordered compact
hypersurfaces Υ in M
τ
1,2«RP
2 and in the three-dimensional orientable manifold M
τ
0,3 so that Υ
is disjoint from the closure S1 of S1.
The moduli space M
τ
1,2 contains two points P
˘ corresponding to the two marked curves consisting
of one real component and one conjugate pair of components; see the diagrams on the left-hand
side of the first row in Figure 1. We take Υ in M
τ
1,2´S1 to be a path from P
´ to P` as in
Lemma 4.4. In this case, (2.5) is represented by the first row in Figure 1. The labels ǫl˚pSq“2 and
XΥ under the diagrams on the right-hand side indicate that only “intersections” of some strata of
two-component maps with Υ contribute to this relation. These intersections arise from the last part
of the boundary in (2.4) and thus contribute twice each (with the same sign). The strata of two-
component maps whose contributions are described as being insignificant due to sign cancellations
in [25, p10] do not appear in our approach at all.
The one-dimensional strata of M
τ
0,3 that parametrize marked curves consisting of one real compo-
nent and one conjugate pair of components come in three pairs Γ˘i with i“1, 2, 3; see the diagrams
on the left-hand side of the second row in Figure 1. The closures Γ
˘
i of these strata with i“ 2, 3
bound a compact oriented surface Υ in M
τ
0,3´S1 as in Lemma 4.5. In this case, (2.5) is represented
by the second row in Figure 1. The curves represented by the diagrams on the right-hand side in
this relation again arise from the last part of the boundary in (2.4).
We apply the relations represented by Figure 1 with the divisors H1,H2 as the first two non-
real insertions and points as the remaining insertions; we also apply the second relation with the
divisors H1,H2,H3 as the first three non-real insertions. The normal bundle to the strata of
maps represented by the three-component curves in this figure is canonically oriented. Thus, the
restriction of the total evaluation map (1.4) to these strata inherits a relative orientation from its
restriction to Mk,lpB;Jq. The proof of [10, Prop. 4.2] readily applies to express the associated
counts of nodal maps in terms of the real map counts Nφ,pB,l and the complex map counts N
X
B ; see
Proposition 5.3.
The map counts represented by the two-component curves in Figure 1 are more elaborate. Each
stratum Sh of such maps is the fiber product of the evaluation morphisms
evnd : Z1”Zk1`1,l1;h1pB1;Jq ÝÑ X
φ and evnd : Z2”Zk2`1,l2;h2pB2;Jq ÝÑ X
φ
at the nodal points from moduli spaces associated with the two components, for a split of h into an
l˚1 -tuple h1 and an l
˚
2 -tuple h2. The condition ǫl˚pSq“2 implies that each of the total evaluation
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x1
z`1
z´1
z`2
z´2
` x1
z`1
z´1
z´2
z`2
= ´ 2
z`1
z´1
z˘2
z¯2
x1 ´ 2
ǫl˚pSq“2, XΥ
x1
z`1
z´1
z`2
z´2
ǫl˚pSq“2, XΥ
z˘2
z¯2
z`1
z´1
z`3
z´3
+
z˘2
z¯2
z`1
z´1
z´3
z`3
´
z˘3
z¯3
z`1
z´1
z`2
z´2
´
z˘3
z¯3
z`1
z´1
z´2
z`2
= 2
z`1
z´1
z˘3
z¯3
z`2
z´2
` 2
ǫl˚pSq“2, XΥ
z`1
z´1
z˘2
z¯2
z`3
z´3
ǫl˚pSq“2, XΥ
Figure 1: The relations on stable maps induced via (2.5) by lifting codimension 2 relations from
M
τ
1,2 and M
τ
0,3; the curves on the right-hand sides of the two relations are constrained by the
hypersurfaces Υ in M
τ
1,2 and M
τ
0,3.
morphisms
ev1h1 : Z
1
1”Zk1,l1;h1pB1;Jq ÝÑ Xk1,l1´l˚1 and (2.6)
evh2”
`
ev1h2 , evnd
˘
: Z2 ÝÑ Xk2`1,l2´l˚2 ”Xk2,l2´l
˚
2
ˆXφ
is a map between spaces of the same dimensions. The latter implies that (2.1) with pk,Bq replaced
by either pk1, B1q and pk2`1, B2q holds. Thus, the maps ev
1
h1
and evh2 have well-defined degrees
degpev1h1 , op;h1q and degpevh2 , op;h2q with respect to the relative orientations induced by the Pin
´-
structure p and the orientations of H1, . . . ,Hl˚ . These degrees are related to the map counts
N
φ,p
B1,l1´l
˚
1
and Nφ,p
B2,l2´l
˚
2
(with k1 and k2` 1 real point insertions, respectively) via the divisor
relation (5.14).
A crucial consequence of our choices of the hypersurfaces ΥĂM
τ
0,3 is that the restriction of the
first morphism in (2.3) to Sh factors through a morphism
f1 : Z1 ÝÑM
τ
k1,l1
if ǫl˚pSq“2 and SXf
´1
k1,l1pΥq‰H; see Corollary 5.10. Thus,
pShq pevh,fk1,l1 qˆ fp;ΥΥ “
`
pZ1q pev1
h1
,f1qˆ fp1;Υ
Υ
˘
evndˆevnd ev
´1
h2
pp2q, (2.7)
for a split of p into a k1-tuple p1 and a k2-tuple p2. The equality above holds set-theoretically;
Lemma 3.4 compares the signs on the two sides. The morphism ev1h1 on the right-hand side of this
equality denotes the composition of (2.6) with the natural projection
f : Zh1 ÝÑ Z
1
h1
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dropping the real marked point corresponding to the node. Thus,
pZ1q pev1
h1
,f1qˆ fp1;Υ
Υ “
 
u1 PZ1|ev1´1
h1
pp1q
: f1pu1qPΥ
(
;
Lemma 3.3 compares the signs on the two sides. Since this set is finite, (2.7) implies thatˇˇ
pShq pevh,fk1,l1 qˆ fp;ΥΥ
ˇˇ˘
Bpop;h,ocΥ “ αpS,Υqdegpev1h1 , op;h1qdegpevh2 , op;h2q
for some αpS,Υq P Z determined by S and Υ. This leads to a decomposition of the nodal map
counts associated with the two-component diagrams in Figure 1 into sums of pairwise products of
the real map counts Nφ,pB,l ; see Proposition 5.7.
3 Topological preliminaries
3.1 Relative orientations
For a real vector space or vector bundle V , let λpV q ” Λtop
R
V be its top exterior power. For a
manifold M , possibly with nonempty boundary BM , we denote by
λpMq ” λpTMq ” Λtop
R
TM ÝÑM
its orientation line bundle. An orientation of M is a homotopy class of trivializations of λpMq. By
definition, λpptq“R. We identify the two orientations of any point with ˘1 in the obvious way.
For submanifolds S1ĂSĂM , the short exact sequences
0 ÝÑ TS ÝÑ TM |S ÝÑ NS”
TM |S
TS
ÝÑ 0 and
0 ÝÑ NSS
1”
TS|S1
TS1
ÝÑ NS1”
TM |S1
TS1
ÝÑ NS|S1”
TM |S1
TS|S1
ÝÑ 0
of vector spaces determine isomorphisms
λpMq
ˇˇ
S
« λpSqbλpNSq and λpNS1q « λpNSS
1qbλpNSq
ˇˇ
S1
(3.1)
of line bundles over S and S1, respectively. A co-orientation of S in M is an orientation of NS. We
define the canonical co-orientation ocBM of BM in M to be given by the outer normal direction.
For a fiber bundle fM : MÝÑM
1, we denote by TMv”ker dfM its vertical tangent bundle. The
short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ TMv ÝÑ TM
dfMÝÝÑ f˚MTM
1 ÝÑ 0 (3.2)
of vector bundles determines an isomorphism
λpMq « f˚MλpM
1qbλpTMvq (3.3)
of line bundles over M. The switch of the ordering of the factors in (3.3) from (3.2) is motivated
by Lemma 3.1(1) below and by the inductive construction of the orientations ok,l on the real
Deligne-Mumford moduli spaces M
τ
k,l in Section 4.1.
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If f : ZÝÑY is a continuous map between two smooth manifolds, possibly with boundary, let
λpfq” f˚λpY q˚bλpZq ÝÑ Z .
A relative orientation of f is an orientation on the line bundle λpfq. For a relative orientation o
of f and uPZ, we denote by ou the associated homotopy class of trivializations of the fiber λupfq
over u and the associated homotopy class of isomorphisms λupZqÝÑλfpuqpY q. If in addition o
1 is a
relative orientation of another continuous map g : Y ÝÑZ, we denote by oo1 the relative orientation
of g˝f corresponding to the homotopy class of the compositions
λupZq ÝÑ λfpuqpY q ÝÑ λgpfpuqqpZq
of isomorphisms in the homotopy classes ou and o
1
fpuq for each uPZ.
We identify an orientation o on a manifold Z with a relative orientation of ZÝÑpt in the obvious
way. For a submanifold SĂZ, we identify a co-orientation oc
S
on S with a relative orientation of
the inclusion ιS : SÝÑZ via the first isomorphism in (3.1). If S
1ĂS is also a submanifold with a
co-orientation oc
S 1
in S, then the relative orientation oc
S 1
oc
S
of the inclusion
ιS 1 : S
1 ÝÑ S ÝÑ Z
corresponds to the co-orientation of S 1 in Z induced by the co-orientations oc
S
and oc
S 1
via the second
isomorphism in (3.1). If fM : MÝÑM
1 is a fiber bundle, we similarly identify an orientation ov
M
of TMv with a relative orientation of fM via (3.3).
If f , o, S, and oc
S
are as above, we denote by o|S the restriction of the trivialization of λpfq
determined by o to S and define
oS ” o
c
So (3.4)
to be the relative orientation of λpf |Sq induced by o and o
c
S
. If Z is a manifold with boundary, let
B
`
Z, o
˘
”
`
BZ, Bo
˘
”
`
BZ, ocBZo
˘
. (3.5)
If Y is a point (and so o and Bo are orientations on Z and BZ, respectively), this convention
agrees with [28, p146] if and only if the dimension of M is odd. If S “ tP u is also a point, then
the projection isomorphism TPZÝÑNS is orientation-preserving with respect to o and o
c
S
if and
only if
ocSo “ `1 ;
this is the M1,Υ“tptu case of Lemma 3.1(1) below.
If o is a relative orientation of f : ZÝÑY and uPZ is such that duf is an isomorphism, we define
supoq “
#
`1, if duf Pou;
´1, if duf Rou.
If g : Y ÝÑZ and o1 are also as above and dfpuqg is an isomorphism as well, then
supoo
1q “ supoqsfpuqpo
1q . (3.6)
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ΥˆM2
  //
π1

MˆM2
fMˆidM2 //
π1

M1ˆM2
π1

f´1pΥq 
 //

Z
fZ //
f

Z 1
f 1

Υ 
 //M
fM //M1 Υ 
 //M
fM //M1
Figure 2: The maps of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
If yPY is a regular value of f and the set f´1pyq is finite, we defineˇˇ
f´1pyq
ˇˇ˘
o
“
ÿ
uPf´1pyq
supoq .
Let fM : MÝÑM
1 be a fiber bundle. If ΥĂM is a submanifold and P PΥ, then the differential
dP pfM|Υq is an isomorphism if and only if the composition
TPM
v”ker dP fM ÝÑ TPM ÝÑ
TPM
TPΥ
”NPΥ (3.7)
is. If M2 is another manifold, then
fMˆidM2 : MˆM2 ÝÑM
1ˆM2
is also a fiber bundle and ΥˆM2ĂM1ˆM2 is a submanifold; see the first diagram in Figure 2.
The differential of
π1 : MˆM2 ÝÑM (3.8)
induces a commutative diagram
ker
 
fMˆidM2
(v //
dπ1

N
`
ΥˆM2
˘
dπ1

π˚1TM
v // π˚1NΥ
of vector bundle homomorphisms. Since the vertical arrows above are isomorphisms, they pull back
a vertical orientation ov
M
of fM to a vertical orientation π
˚
1o
v
M
of fMˆidM2 and a co-orientation o
c
Υ
of Υ to a co-orientation π˚1o
c
Υ of ΥˆM2. We note the following.
Lemma 3.1 Suppose fM : MÝÑM
1 is a fiber bundle with an orientation ov
M
on TMv, ΥĂM is
a submanifold with a co-orientation ocΥ, and P PΥ is such that dP pfM|Υq is an isomorphism.
(1) The isomorphism (3.7) is orientation-preserving with respect to ov
M
and ocΥ if and only if
sP po
c
Υo
v
M
q“`1.
(2) If M2 is another manifold, π1 is as in (3.8), and P2 PM2, then
spP,P2q
`
pπ˚1o
c
Υqpπ
˚
1o
v
Mq
˘
“ sP
`
ocΥo
v
M
˘
.
Suppose that fZ : Z ÝÑ Z
1 is another fiber bundle, f, f 1 are maps as in the second diagram in
Figure 2 so that it commutes, and ov
Z
and ov
M
are orientations on TZv and TMv, respectively. If
uPZ is such that the restriction
duf : TuZ
v”ker dufZ ÝÑ TfpuqM
v (3.9)
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is an isomorphism, we define supf, o
v
Z
, ov
M
q to be `1 if this isomorphism is orientation-preserving
with respect to the orientations ov
Z
and ov
M
and to be ´1 otherwise. If P P Υ are as above,
u P f´1pP q, and the homomorphisms (3.7) and (3.9) are isomorphisms, then f is transverse to Υ
at u, f´1pΥqĂZ is a smooth submanifold near u, the composition
TuZ
v”ker dufZ ÝÑ TuZ ÝÑ
TuZ
Tuf´1pΥq
”Nuf
´1pΥq
is an isomorphism, and dug descends to an isomorphism
dug : Nuf
´1pΥq”
TuZ
Tuf´1pΥq
ÝÑ
TPM
TPΥ
”NPΥ
and thus pulls back a co-orientation ocΥ on ΥĂM to a co-orientation f
˚ocΥ on f
´1pΥqĂZ near u.
Lemma 3.2 Let fM, Υ, P , o
v
M
, and ocΥ be as in Lemma 3.1. Suppose in addition that fZ : ZÝÑZ
1
is another fiber bundle with an orientation ov
Z
on TZv, f, f 1 are maps so that the second diagram
in Figure 2 commutes, and uPf´1pP q. If the homomorphism (3.9) is an isomorphism, then
su
`
pf˚ocΥqo
v
Z
˘
“ supf, o
v
Z , o
v
MqsP
`
ocΥo
v
M
˘
.
3.2 Intersection signs
For continuous maps f : ZÝÑY and g : ΥÝÑY between manifolds with boundary, define
Mf,g ” ZfˆgΥ “
 
pu, P qPZˆΥ´pBZ qˆ pBΥq : fpuq“gpP q
(
,
fˆY g : Mf,g ÝÑ Y, fˆY gpu, P q “ fpuq“gpP q.
We call two such maps f and g strongly transverse if they are smooth and the maps f and f |BZ are
transverse to the maps g and g|BΥ. The space Mf,g is then a smooth manifold and
dimMf,g ` dimY “ dimZ ` dimΥ ,
BMf,g “
`
Z´BZ
˘
fˆg pBΥq \ pBZq fˆg
`
Υ´BΥ
˘
. (3.10)
Suppose in addition that
f“pf1, f2q : Z ÝÑ Y ”XˆM, g“pg1, g2q : Υ ÝÑ XˆM, (3.11)
o1 is a relative orientation of f1, and o2 is a relative orientation of g2; see the second rows in the
diagrams of Figure 3. For pu, P qPMf,g such that the homomorphism
TuZ‘TPΥ ÝÑ TfpuqY “TgpP qY, pv,wq ÝÑ dufpvq`dP gpwq, (3.12)
is an isomorphism, we define pf, o1qu ¨P pg, o2q to be `1 if the top exterior power Λ
top
R
of this
isomorphism lies in the homotopy class determined by po1qu and po2qP and to be ´1 otherwise. If
Mf,g is also finite, let ˇˇ
Mf,g
ˇˇ˘
o1,o2
“
ÿ
pu,P qPMf,g
pf, o1q u ¨P pg, o2q .
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f´12 pΥq
_

f1 // X Z
rf // XˆMˆM2

ΥˆM2?
_
gˆidM2oo
π1

Z
f //
%%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲ XˆM
OO
Υ? _
goo Z
f // XˆM Υ? _
goo
XˆS
?
OO
ΥXS? _
goo
?
OO
Figure 3: The maps of Lemma 3.3 with g“px, g2q for some xPX.
Suppose ΥĂM is a bordered submanifold with co-orientation ocΥ, g1 : ΥÝÑX is a constant map,
and g2 : ΥÝÑM is the inclusion. Then,
Mf,g “
 `
u, f2puq
˘
: uPf´12 pΥqXf
´1
1 pg1pΥqq´pBZqXf
´1
2 pBΥq
(
.
If in addition f is strongly transverse to g, then f´12 pΥq Ă Z is a smooth submanifold with co-
orientation f˚ocΥ and the restriction
f1 : f
´1
2 pΥq ÝÑ X
is a submersion. Along with the relative orientation o1 on f1, f
˚
2 o
c
Υ induces a relative orienta-
tion pf˚2 o
c
Υqo1 on this restriction as in (3.4). If in addition SĂM is another submanifold strongly
transverse to Υ, then the homomorphism
NSpΥXSq”
TS|ΥXS
T pΥXSq
ÝÑ
TM|ΥXS
TΥ|ΥXS
”NΥ|ΥXS
of vector bundles is an isomorphism. The co-orientation ocΥ of Υ in M then restricts to a co-
orientation ocΥ|ΥXS . In such a case,
Mf,g “Mf,g|ΥXS .
The following observations are straightforward.
Lemma 3.3 Suppose Z,Υ,X,M, f, g, fi, gi, o1, o
c
Υ are as above (with ΥĂM and g1 constant),
dimZ`dimΥ “ dimX`dimM ,
and f is strongly transverse to g.
(1) For every uPf´12 pΥqXf
´1
1 pg1pΥqq,
pf, o1q u ¨f2puq
`
g, ocΥ
˘
“ p´1qpdimΥqpcodimΥqsu
`
pf˚2 o
c
Υqo1
˘
.
(2) Suppose S ĂM is another submanifold strongly transverse to Υ and f2pZq Ă S. For every
pu, P qPMf,g|ΥXS ,
pf, o1q u ¨P
`
g, ocΥ
˘
“ p´1qpcodim SqpcodimΥqpf, o1q u ¨P
`
g|ΥXS , o
c
Υ|ΥXS
˘
with the intersection on the right-hand side above taken in XˆS.
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(3) Suppose M2, π1, and π
˚
1o
c
Υ are as in Lemma 3.1(2) and the second diagram in Figure 3
commutes. For every pu, rP qPM rf ,gˆidM2 ,
p rf , o1q u ¨ rP `gˆidM2 , π˚1ocΥ˘ “ p´1qpdimM2qpcodimΥqpf, o1q u ¨π1p rP q`g, ocΥ˘.
Let e1 : Z1ÝÑX
1 and e2 : Z2ÝÑX
1 be strongly transverse maps so that
Z ”Me1,e2 ”
 
pu1, u2qPZ1ˆZ2´pBZ1qˆpBZ2q : e1pu1q“ e2pu2q
(
Ă Z1ˆZ2
is a smooth submanifold. For each u”pu1, u2qPZ, the short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ TuZ ÝÑ Tu1Z1‘Tu2Z2 ÝÑ Te1pu1qX
1“Te2pu2qX
1 ÝÑ 0,
pv1, v2q ÝÑ du2e2pv2q´du1e1pv1q,
of vector spaces induces an isomorphism
λupZqbλ
`
Te2pu2qX
1
˘
« λu1pZ1qbλu2pZ2q .
Combined with relative orientations o11 and o12 of
f11 : Z1 ÝÑ X1 and pe2, f12q : Z2 ÝÑ X
1ˆX2,
this isomorphism determines a homotopy class of isomorphisms
λupZqb λe2pu2q
`
TX 1
˘
ÝÑ λf11pu1qpX1qbλpe2pu2q,f12pu2qqpX
1ˆX2q
ÝÑ λf11pu1qpX1qbλf12pu2qpX2qbλ
`
Te2pu2qX
1
˘ (3.13)
The homotopy class of trivializations in (3.13) corresponds to a relative orientation po11q e1ˆe2 o12
of the restriction
f1”pf11ˆf12q
ˇˇ
Z
: Z ÝÑ X1ˆX2 .
For a map f2 : Z1 ÝÑM, let f2 : Z ÝÑM also denote the composition of f2 with the projec-
tion to Z1. If in addition g2 : ΥÝÑM is the embedding of a (possibly bordered) submanifold,
g1i : ΥÝÑXi are constant maps with values x1 and x2, respectively,
f”pf11, f12, f2q : Z ÝÑ X1ˆX2ˆM, and g”pg11, g12, g2q : Υ ÝÑ X1ˆX2ˆM,
then
Mf,g “
 
pu1, u2, P q : ppu1, P q, u2qPMe1|Mpf11,f2q,pg11,g2q ,e2|f´112 px2q
(
;
see the diagram in Figure 4.
Lemma 3.4 Suppose Z1,Z2,Z,X
1,X1,X2,M,Υ, ei, f1i, f2, f, g1i, g2, g, o1i are as above, o
c
Υ is a
co-orientation on Υ,
dimZ1`dimΥ “ dimX1`dimM, dimZ2 “ dimX
1`dimX2,
the maps e1 and e2 are strongly transverse, and the maps f and g are strongly transverse. If`
pu1, P q, u2
˘
P
`
pZ1q pf11,f2qˆ pg11,g2qΥ
˘
e1ˆe2f
´1
12
`
g12pΥq
˘
,
then `
f, po11q e1ˆe2o12
˘
pu1,u2q ¨f2pu1 q` g, o
c
Υ
˘
“ p´1qpdimX2qpcodimΥ`dimX
1q
`
ppf11, f2q, o11q u1¨f2pu1qppg11, g2q, o
c
Υq
˘
su2
`
o12
˘
.
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Z1
pf11,f2q
//
e1
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
~~⑦⑦
⑦
X1ˆM pZ1q pf11,f2qˆ px1,g2qΥ
\<rr

X 1 Z
f //
OO

X1ˆX2ˆM

OO
Υ
goo
px1,g2q❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙
x2
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦
uu❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦
Z2
f12 //
e2❅❅❅❅
__❅❅❅❅
X2 f
´1
12 px2qC cll
OO
Figure 4: The maps of Lemma 3.4 with xi PXi corresponding to the constant map g1i.
3.3 Steenrod pseudocycles
Let Y be a smooth manifold, possibly with boundary. For a continuous map f : ZÝÑY , let
Ωpfq “
č
KĂZ cmpt
fpZ´Kq
be the limit set of f . A Z2-pseudocycle into Y is a continuous map f : ZÝÑY from a manifold,
possibly with boundary, so that the closure of fpZq in Y is compact and there exists a smooth
map h : Z 1ÝÑY such that
dimZ 1 ď dimZ´2, Ωpfq Ă hpZ 1q, fpBZq Ă pBY qYhpZ 1q .
The codimension of such a Z2-pseudocycle is dimY ´dimZ. A continuous map rf : rZÝÑY from
a manifold, possibly with boundary, is a bordered Z2-pseudocycle with boundary f : ZÝÑY if the
closure of rfp rZq in Y is compact,
Z Ă B rZ, rf |Z “ f,
and there exists a smooth map rh : rZ 1ÝÑY such that
dim rZ 1 ď dim rZ´2, Ωp rfq Ă rhp rZ 1q, rf`B rZ´Z˘ Ă pBY qYrhp rZ 1q .
Given rf as above, the choice of ZĂB rZ is generally not unique, and the restriction of rf to any such Z
need not be a Z2-pseudocycle. If rZ is one-dimensional, then rZ is compact and rfpB rZ´ZqĂBY .
Two bordered Z2-pseudocycles rf1 : rZ1ÝÑY and rf2 : rZ2ÝÑY as above are transverse if
‚ the maps rf1 and rf2 are strongly transverse and
‚ there exist smooth maps rh1 : rZ 11 ÝÑ Y and rh2 : rZ 12 ÝÑ Y such that rh1 is transverse to rf2
and rf2|B rZ2 , rh2 is transverse to rf1 and rf1|B rZ1 , and
dim rZ 11 ď dim rZ1´2, dim rZ 12 ď dim rZ2´2, Ωp rf1q Ă rh1p rZ 11q, Ωp rf2qĂrh2p rZ 12q.
In such a case, rf1ˆY rf2 : M rf1, rf2 ÝÑ Y
is a bordered Z2-pseudocycle with boundary (3.10).
A Steenrod pseudocycle into Y is a Z2-pseudocycle f : ZÝÑY along with a relative orientation o
of f . A bordered Z2-pseudocycle rf : rZÝÑY with boundary f and a relative orientation ro of rf is a
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bordered Steenrod pseudocycle with boundary pf, oq if Bro“o. If pf, oq is a codimension 0 Steenrod
pseudocycle, then the number
degpf, oq ”
ÿ
uPf´1pyq
supoq P Z (3.14)
is well-defined for a generic choice of yPY and is independent of such a choice. We call this number
the degree of pf, oq. It vanishes if pf, oq bounds a bordered Steenrod pseudocycle p rf,roq.
Lemma 3.5 Suppose Z,Υ,X,M, Y, f, g, fi, gi, o1, o2 are as in (3.11) and just below and such that
dimZ ` dimΥ “ dimY ` 1 .
If f and g are transverse bordered Z2-pseudocycles, then ZfˆgpBΥq and pBZqfˆgΥ are finite sets
and ˇˇ
Zfˆg pBΥq
ˇˇ˘
o1,Bo2
“ p´1qdimΥ
ˇˇ
pBZqfˆgΥ
ˇˇ˘
Bo1,o2
. (3.15)
Proof. By the transversality and dimension assumptions, Mf,g is a compact one-dimensional man-
ifold and
BMf,g “ Z fˆg pBΥq \ pBZq fˆgΥ.
In particular, the two sets on the right-hand side above are finite. By a direct computation,
this equality respects the orientations with the orientation on the last fiber product modified by
p´1qcodimZ and for a suitably chosen orientation on the left-hand side. Alternatively, (3.15) is
equivalent to ˇˇ
ZfˆgpBΥq
ˇˇ˘
o1,Bo2
“ p´1qpdimZqpdimΥq
ˇˇ
Υgˆf pBZq
ˇˇ˘
o2,Bo1
.
The sign in this statement must be symmetric in dimZ and dimΥ, depend only on their parity, be
`1 if both dimensions or codimensions are even, and be ´1 for linear maps from intervals to R.
4 Moduli spaces of stable curves
4.1 Main stratum and orientations
For k P Zě0, let rks “ t1, . . . , ku. If in addition k ě 3, we denote by M0,k the Deligne-Mumford
moduli space of stable rational curves with k marked points. For k, l P Zě0 with k`2l ě 3, we
denote by M
τ
k,l the Deligne-Mumford moduli space of stable real genus 0 curves
C ”
`
Σ, pxiqiPrks, pz
`
i , z
´
i qiPrls, σ
˘
(4.1)
with k real marked points, l conjugate pairs of marked points, and an anti-holomorphic involution σ
with separating fixed locus. This space is a smooth manifold of dimension k`2l´3, without
boundary if k ě 1 and with boundary if k “ 0. The boundary of M
τ
0,l parametrizes the curves
with no irreducible component fixed by the involution; the fixed locus of the involution on a curve
in BM
τ
0,l is a single node. The strata of M
τ
0,l parametrizing curves with two invariant irreducible
components sharing a real node are of codimension 1, but are not part of BM
τ
0,l. The moduli space
M
τ
k,l is orientable if and only if k“0 or k`2lď4; see [9, Prop. 1.5].
The main stratum Mτk,l of M
τ
k,l is the quotient of `
pxiqiPrks, pz
`
i , z
´
i qiPrls
˘
: xiPS
1, z˘i PP
1´S1, z`i “τpz
´
i q,
xi‰xj, z
`
i ‰z
`
j , z
´
j @ i‰j
(
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by the natural action of the subgroup PSLτ2CĂPSL2C of automorphisms of P
1 commuting with τ .
The topological components of Mτk,l are indexed by the possible distributions of the points z
`
i
between the interiors of the two disks cut out by the fixed locus S1 of the standard involution τ
on P1 and by the orderings of the real marked points xi on S
1.
If k`2lě4 and iPrks, let
fRk,l;i : M
τ
k,l ÝÑM
τ
k´1,l (4.2)
be the forgetful morphism dropping the i-th real marked point. The restriction of fRk,l;i to the
preimage of Mτk´1,l is an S
1-fiber bundle. The associated short exact sequence (3.2) induces an
isomorphism
λ
`
Mτk,l
˘
« fR˚k,l;iλ
`
Mτk´1,l
˘ˇˇ
Mτ
k,l
b
`
ker dfRk,l;i
˘ˇˇ
Mτ
k,l
. (4.3)
If k`2lě5 and iPrls, we similarly denote by
fk,l;i : M
τ
k,l ÝÑM
τ
k,l´1 (4.4)
the forgetful morphism dropping the i-th conjugate pair of marked points. The restriction of fk,l;i
to Mτk,l is a dense open subset of a P
1-fiber bundle and thus induces an isomorphism
λ
`
Mτk,l
˘
« f ˚k,l;iλ
`
Mτk,l´1
˘ˇˇ
Mτ
k,l
bλ
`
ker dfk,l;i
˘ˇˇ
Mτ
k,l
. (4.5)
For each C PMτk,l as in (4.1),
ker dCfk,l;i « Tz`i
P
1
is canonically oriented by the complex orientation of the fiber P1 at z`i . We denote the resulting
orientation of the last factor in (4.5) by o`i .
Suppose l PZ` and C PMτk,l is as in (4.1) with Σ“ P
1. Let D2`ĂCĂ P
1 be the disk cut out by
the fixed locus S1 of τ which contains z`1 . We orient S
1ĂD2`ĂC in the standard way (this is the
opposite of the boundary orientation of D2` as defined in Section 3.1). If k`2lě4 and iPrks, this
determines an orientation oRi of the fiber
ker dCf
R
k,l;i « TxiS
1
of the last factor in (4.3) over fRk,l;ipCq. This orientation extends over the subspace
M
τ ;‹
k,l;i ĂM
τ
k,l
consisting of curves C as in (4.1) such that the real marked point xi of C lies on the same irreducible
component of Σ as the marked point z`1 .
Let px1, xj2pCq, . . . , xjkpCqq be the ordering of the real marked points of C starting with x1 and
going in the direction of the standard orientation of S1. We denote by δRpCq PZ2 the sign of the
permutation sending
̟C :
 
2, . . . , k
(
ÝÑ
 
2, . . . , k
(
, ̟Cpiq “ jipCq .
If k“0, we take δRpCq“0. For l
˚Prls, let
δcl˚pCq “
ˇˇ 
iPrls´rl˚s : z`i RD
2
`
(ˇˇ
` 2Z P Z2.
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z`1 z
´
2
z´1 z
`
2
z`1
z´1
z´2
z`2
z`1
z´1
z`2
z´2
z`1
z´1
z`2
z´2
z`2z
`
1
z´2z
´
1
0 81
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
Figure 5: The structure of M
τ
0,2
In particular, δRpCq“0 if kď2 and δ
c
l pCq“0. The functions δR and δl˚ are locally constant on M
τ
k,l.
The space Mτ1,1 “M
τ
1,1 is a single point; we take o1,1 ”`1 to be its orientation as a plus point.
We identify the one-dimensional space M
τ
0,2 with r0,8s via the cross ratio
ϕ0,2 : M
τ
0,2 ÝÑ r0,8s, ϕ
`
rpz`1 , z
´
1 q, pz
`
2 , z
´
2 qs
˘
“
z`2 ´z
´
1
z´2 ´z
´
1
:
z`2 ´z
`
1
z´2 ´z
`
1
“
|1´z`1 {z
´
2 |
2
|z`1 ´z
`
2 |
2
; (4.6)
see Figure 5. This identification, which is the opposite of [10, (3.1)] and [12, (1.12)], determines an
orientation o0,2 on M
τ
0,2.
We now define an orientation ok,l on M
τ
k,l for lPZ
` and k`lě3 inductively. If kě1, we take ok,l
to be so that the i“k case of the isomorphism (4.3) is compatible with the orientations ok,l, ok´1,l,
and oRk on the three line bundles involved. If lě 2, we take ok,l to be so that the i“ l case of the
isomorphism (4.5) is compatible with the orientations ok,l, ok,l´1, and o
`
l . By a direct check, the
orientations on Mτ1,2 induced from M
τ
0,2 via (4.3) and M
τ
1,1 via (4.5) are the same. Since the fibers
of fk,l;l|Mτ
k,l
are even-dimensional, it follows that the orientation ok,l on M
τ
k,l is well-defined for all
lPZ` and kPZě0 with k`2lě3. This orientation is as above [9, Lemma 5.4].
For l˚ P rls, we denote by ok,l;l˚ the orientation on M
τ
k,l which equals ok,l at C if and only if
δRpCq“δ
c
l˚pCq. The next statement is straightforward.
Lemma 4.1 The orientations ok,l;l˚ on M
τ
k,l with k, lPZ
ě0 and l˚ Prls such that k`2lě3 satisfy
the following properties:
(oM1) if C PM
τ
k`1,l, the isomorphism (4.3) with pk, iq replaced by pk`1, jk`1pCqq respects the
orientations ok`1,l;l˚, ok,l;l˚, and o
R
k`1 at C;
(oM2) the isomorphism (4.5) with pl, iq replaced by pl` 1, l
˚ 1`q respects the orientations ok,l`1;l˚`1,
ok,l;l˚, and o
`
l˚`1;
(oM3) the interchange of two real points xi and xj with 2ď i, jďk preserves ok,l;l˚ ;
(oM4) if C PM
τ
k,l, the interchange of the real points x1 and xjipCq with 2ď iď k preserves ok,l;l˚
at C if and only if pk´1qpi´1qP2Z;
(oM5) if C PM
τ
k,l and the marked points z
`
i and z
`
j are not separated by the fixed locus S
1 of C,
then the interchange of the conjugate pairs pz`i , z
´
i q and pz
`
j , z
´
j q preserves ok,l;l˚ at C;
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(oM6) the interchange of the points in a conjugate pair pz
`
i , z
´
i q with l
˚ă iď l preserves ok,l;l˚;
(oM7) the interchange of the points in a conjugate pair pz
`
i , z
´
i q with 1
˚ă iď l˚ reverses ok,l;l˚ ;
(oM8) the interchange of the points in the conjugate pair pz
`
1 , z
´
1 q preserves ok,l;l˚ if and only if
k ‰ 0 and l´l˚ –
ˆ
k
2
˙
mod 2 or k “ 0 and l´l˚ – 1 mod 2.
4.2 Codimension 1 strata and degrees
The (open) codimension 1 strata of M
τ
k,l´BM
τ
k,l correspond to the sets tpK1, L1q, pK2, L2qu such
that
rks “ K1\K2, rls “ L1\L2, |K1|`2|L1| ě 2, |K2|`2|L2| ě 2 .
The stratum S corresponding to such a set parametrizes marked curves C as in (4.1) so that the
underlying surface Σ consists of two real irreducible components with one of them carrying the real
marked points xi with i PK1 and the conjugate pairs of marked points pz
`
i , z
´
i q with i P L1 and
the other component carrying the other marked points. A closed codimension 1 stratum S is the
closure of such an open stratum S. Thus,
S «Mτ|K1|`1,|L1|ˆM
τ
|K2|`1,|L2|
, S «M
τ
|K1|`1,|L1|ˆM
τ
|K2|`1,|L2|. (4.7)
Let lPZ`. If S is a codimension 1 stratum ofM
τ
k,l´ BM
τ
k,l and C PS, we denote by P
1
1 the irreducible
component of C containing the marked points z˘1 , by P
1
2 the other irreducible component, and by
S11 Ă P
1
1 and S
1
2 Ă P
1
2 the fixed loci of the involutions on these components. For r“ 1, 2, we then
take KrpSq and LrpSq to be the set of real marked points and the set of conjugate pairs of marked
points, respectively, carried by P1r and define
krpSq “
ˇˇ
KrpSq
ˇˇ
and lrpSq “
ˇˇ
LrpSq
ˇˇ
.
For iPrls, we denote by
Si ĂM
τ
k,l and Si ĂM
τ
k,l
the open codimension 1 stratum parametrizing marked curves consisting of two real spheres with
the marked points z˘i on one of them and all other marked points on the other sphere and its
closure, respectively.
If SĂM
τ
k,l´BM
τ
k,l is a closed codimension 1 stratum different from S1, let
fS;1 : S ÝÑM
τ
k1pSq,l1pSqˆM
τ
k2pSq`1,l2pSq (4.8)
denote the composition of the second identification in (4.7) with the forgetful morphism
fRnd : M
τ
k1pSq`1,l1pSq ÝÑM
τ
k1pSq,l1pSq
as in (4.2) dropping the marked point nd corresponding to the node. The vertical tangent bundle of
fS;1|S is a pullback of the vertical tangent bundle of f
R
nd|Mτk1pSq`1,l1pSq
and thus inherits an orientation
from the orientation oRnd of the latter specified in Section 4.1; we denote the induced orientation
also by oRnd. It extends over the subspace
S‹ Ă S ĂM
τ
k,l
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of curves C so that the marked point nd of the first component of the image of C under (4.7) lies
on the same irreducible component of the domain as the marked point corresponding to z`1 .
Let ΥĂM
τ
k,l be a bordered hypersurface. If k`2lě 4 and i P rks, we call Υ regular with respect
to fRk,l;i if Υ Ă M
τ ;‹
k,l;i, f
R
k,l;ipΥ´Υq is contained in the strata of codimension at least 2, i.e. the
subspace of M
τ
k´1,l parametrizing curves with at least two nodes, and f
R
k,l;ipBΥq is contained in the
union of BM
τ
k´1,l and the strata of codimension at least 2. By the last two assumptions, f
R
k,l;i|Υ is
a Z2-pseudocycle of codimension 0; see Section 3.3. By the first assumption, the orientation o
R
i of
the last factor in (4.3) and a co-orientation ocΥ on Υ induce a relative orientation o
c
Υo
R
i of f
R
k,l;i|Υ;
see the paragraph above Lemma 3.1. Let
degRi
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
” deg
`
fRk,l;i|Υ, o
c
Υo
R
i
˘
be the degree of the Steenrod pseudocycle pfRk,l;i|Υ, o
c
Υo
R
i q; see (3.14).
Suppose in addition that S ĂM
τ
k,l´BM
τ
k,l is a codimension 1 stratum. We call Υ regular with
respect to S if Υ and BΥ are transverse to S in M
τ
k,l,
ΥXS « Υ1ˆM
τ
k2pSq`1,l2pSq
under the second identification in (4.7) for some Υ1ĂM
τ ;‹
k1pSq`1,l1pSq;nd, fS;1ppΥ´ΥqXSq is contained
in the strata of codimension at least 2 of the target of fS;1, and fS;1pBΥXSq is contained in the
union of the boundary and the strata of codimension at least 2 of the target of fS;1. By the first and
the last two assumptions, fS;1|ΥXS is a Z2-pseudocycle of codimension 0. By the first assumption,
a co-orientation ocΥ on Υ in M
τ
k,l determines a co-orientation
ocΥXS ” o
c
Υ
ˇˇ
ΥXS
on ΥXS in S. By the second assumption, ΥXS Ă S‹. By the first two assumptions, S ‰ S1 if
ΥXS‰H and that ocΥ and the orientation o
R
nd of the fibers of the restriction of (4.8) to S specified
above induce a relative orientation ocΥXSo
R
nd of fS;1|ΥXS. Let
degS
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
” deg
`
fS;1|ΥXS , o
c
Υo
R
nd
˘
” deg
`
fS;1|ΥXS , o
c
ΥXSo
R
nd
˘
.
We call a bordered hypersurface ΥĂM
τ
k,l regular if Υ´Υ is contained in the strata of codimension
at least 2 and Υ is regular with respect to the forgetful morphism fRk,l;i for every i P rks and with
respect to every codimension 1 stratum SĂM
τ
k,l´BM
τ
k,l. For such a hypersurface, ΥXS1“H.
4.3 Strata orientations
Suppose l ě 2 and k` 2l ě 5. The moduli space M
τ
k,l contains codimension 2 strata Γ that
parametrize marked curves C as in (4.1) so that the underlying surface Σ consists of one real
component P10 and one pair P
1
˘ of conjugate components; see Figure 1. We do not distinguish these
strata based on the ordering of the marked points on the fixed locus S11ĂP
1
0 of the involution. For
such a stratum Γ, let l0pΓq, lCpΓqPZ
ě0 be the number of conjugate pairs of marked points carried
by P10 and P
1
´YP
1
`, respectively. In particular,
lCpΓq ě 2 and l0pΓq`lCpΓq “ l.
The closure Γ of Γ decomposes as
Γ «M
τ
k,l0pΓq`1ˆM0,lCpΓq`1 . (4.9)
We call a codimension 2 stratum as above primary if the marked point z`1 of the curves C in Γ is
carried by P1´YP
1
`.
For a primary codimension 2 stratum Γ and C PΓ, we denote by P1` the irreducible component of C
carrying the marked point z`1 . In this case, we choose the identification (4.9) so that
(oΓ1) the second factor on the right-hand side parametrizes the irreducible component P
1
` with its
marked points so that the node zC separating it from P
1
0 is the first marked point,
(oΓ2) the node z
`
R
separating P10 from P
1
` is the first marked point in the first conjugate pair of
marked points in the corresponding element in the first factor on the right-hand side, and
(oΓ3) the remaining conjugate pairs of points and the real points in the first factor on the right-
hand side are numbered in the same order as on the left-hand side.
If in addition l˚Prls, let l˚0 pΓq (resp. l
˚
´pΓq) be the number of marked points z
´
i with iPrl
˚s carried
by P10 (resp. P
1
`). The second factor in (4.9) is canonically oriented (being a complex manifold).
We denote by oΓ;l˚ the orientation on Γ obtained via the identification (4.9) from the orientation
ok,l0pΓq`1;l˚0 pΓq`1
on Mτ
k,l0pΓq`1
times p´1ql
˚
´pΓq.
With the identification as above, let
π1, π2 : Γ ÝÑM
τ
k,l0pΓq`1,M0,lCpΓq`1
be the projections to the two factors. Denote by
LRΓ ÝÑM
τ
k,l0pΓq`1 and L
C
Γ ÝÑM0,lCpΓq`1
the universal tangent line bundles at the first point of the first conjugate pair of marked points and
at the first marked point, respectively. The normal bundle NΓ consists of conjugate smoothings
of the two nodes of the curves in Γ. Thus, it is canonically isomorphic to the complex line bundle
LΓ ” π
˚
1L
R
ΓbCπ2L
C
Γ ÝÑ Γ .
The next observation is straightforward.
Lemma 4.2 Suppose k, l P Zě0 and l˚ P rls are such that k`2lě3. Let ΓĂM
τ
k,l be a primary
codimension 2 stratum. The orientation ocΓ on NΓ induced by the orientations ok,l;l˚ on M
τ
k,l
and oΓ;l˚ on Γ agrees with the complex orientation of LΓ.
Suppose now that lPZ` and S is a codimension 1 stratum of M
τ
k,l´BM
τ
k,l. For r“1, 2, let
KrpSq Ă rks, LrpSq Ă rls, and krpSq, lrpSqPZ
ě0
be as in Section 4.2. Define
rpSq “
#
1, if k“0 or 1PK1pSq;
2, if 1PK2pSq;
thus, the real marked point x1 lies on S
1
rpSq if kě1.
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For l˚ Prls and r“1, 2, define
L˚r pSq “ LrpSqXrl
˚s, l˚r pSq ”
ˇˇ
L˚r pSq
ˇˇ
.
An orientation ocS;C of the normal bundle NCS of S in M
τ
k,l at C P S determines a direction of
degeneration of elements ofMτk,l to C. The orientation ok,l;l˚ onM
τ
k,l limits to an orientation ok,l;l˚;C
of λCpM
τ
k,lq obtained by approaching C from this direction. Along with o
c
S;C , ok,l;l˚;C determines
an orientation Boc
S;C
ok,l;l˚;C of λCpSq via the first isomorphism in (3.1). If in addition l
˚
2 pSqě1, let
i˚ PL˚2pSq be the smallest element. The two directions of degeneration of elements of M
τ
k,l to C
are then distinguished by whether the marked points z`1 and z
`
i˚ of the degenerating elements lie
on the same disk D2` or not. We denote by o
c;`
S;C the orientation of NCS which corresponds to the
direction of degeneration for which z`1 , z
`
i˚ PD
2
` and by o
c;´
S;C the opposite orientation. Let o
˘
k,l;l˚;C
and o˘S;l˚;C be the orientations of λCpM
τ
k,lq and λCpSq, respectively, induced by o
c;˘
S;C as above.
A topological component S˚ of S is characterized by the distribution of the points z
`
i with iPLrpSq
between the interiors of the two disks cut out by the fixed locus S1r in each component P
1
r of the
domain of the curves in S and by the orderings of the real marked points xi with iPKrpSq on S
1
r .
Thus,
S˚ «M1ˆM2 ĂM
τ
k1pSq`1,l1pSq
ˆMτk2pSq`1,l2pSq (4.10)
for some topological components M1 and M2 of the moduli spaces on the right-hand side above.
We choose this identification so that
(oS1) the orderings of the conjugate pairs of marked points on the two sides are consistent,
(oS2) the nodal point on each of the irreducible components on the left-hand side corresponds to
the first real marked point in the associated factor on the right-hand side.
If in addition l˚2 pSq ě 1 and i
˚ P L˚2pSq is the smallest element as before, we denote by oS;l˚ the
orientation on S obtained via the identification (4.10) from the orientations ok1pSq`1,l1pSq;l˚1 pSq on
Mτ
k1pSq`1,l1pSq
and ok2pSq`1,l2pSq;l˚2 pSq on M
τ
k2pSq`1,l2pSq
. The orientation oS;l˚ does not depend on
the orderings of the real points on S11 and S
1
2 . In this case, both fixed loci S
1
r ĂP
1
r are canonically
oriented. For a topological component S˚ of S, let j
1
1pS˚q P Z
ě0 be the number of real marked
points that lie on the oriented arc of S1
rpSq between the nodal point of P
1
rpSq and the real marked
point x1 of any C PS˚; if k“0, we take j
1
1pS˚q“0. Define
δ`
C;l˚pSq “ 1, δ
`
R
pS˚q “ pk´1qj
1
1pS˚q`
`
rpSq´1
˘
k1pSqk2pSq,
δ´
C;l˚pSq “ l2pSq´l
˚
2 pSq, δ
´
R
pS˚q “ pk´1qj
1
1pS˚q`
ˆ
k2pSq`1
2
˙
`
`
rpSq´1
˘
pk´1q.
Lemma 4.3 Suppose k, l P Zě0 and l˚ P rls are such that k`2lě3. Let S˚ĂM
τ
k,l´BM
τ
k,l be
a topological component of codimension 1 stratum such that l˚2 pSq ě 1. The orientations o
˘
S;l˚
and oS;l˚ on λpSq|S˚ are the same if and only if δ
˘
C;l˚pSq–k`δ
˘
R
pS˚q mod 2.
Proof. For r“1, 2, let
lr “ lrpSq, l
˚
r “ l
˚
r pSq, kr “ krpSq, j
1
1 “ j
1
1pS˚q.
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If l˚“ l“2 and k“0, S“S1“S2 is a point and oS;l˚“`1. The claim in this case thus holds by the
definition of the orientations o0,2;2“o0,2 on M
τ
0,2 and o
c;˘
S;C on NS. Since the orientation o0,l;l”o0,l
with lě3 (resp. o1,l;l”o1,l with lě2) is obtained from the orientations o0,l´1;l´1 (resp. o1,l´1;l´1)
and o`l , it follows that the claim holds whenever l
˚“ l and k“0.
Let C P S˚ be as in (4.1). Suppose l
˚ă l and k“ 0. Let lc1 and l
c
2 be the numbers of the marked
points z´i of C with iPrls´rl
˚s on the same disk as z`1 and on the same disk as z
`
i˚ , respectively.
By definition,
o1,l1;l˚1
ˇˇ
M1
“ p´1ql
c
1o1,l1;l1
ˇˇ
M1
, o`S;l˚ “ p´1q
lc1`l
c
2o`S;l,
o1,l2;l˚2
ˇˇ
M2
“ p´1ql
c
2o1,l2;l2
ˇˇ
M2
, o´S;l˚ “ p´1q
lc1`pl2´l
˚
2´l
c
2qo´S;l .
Thus, the claim in this case follows from the l˚“ l case above.
Suppose ką0, S1ĂMτ0,l is the image of S under the forgetful morphism
f : Mτk,l ÝÑM
τ
0,l
dropping all real marked points, C1 “ fpCq, and pC11, C
1
2q PM
1
1ˆM
1
2 is the corresponding pair of
marked irreducible components (with 1 real marked point each). Let pxi1 , . . . , xik1 q be the ordering
of the real marked points on S11 along its canonical direction starting from the first point after
the node and pxj1 , . . . , xjk2 q be the analogous ordering of the real marked points on S
1
2 . The
orientation oS;l˚ on TCS is obtained via isomorphisms
`
TCS, oS;l˚
˘
«
`
TC11M
1
1, o1,l1;l˚1
˘
‘
k1à
m“1
TximS
1
1 ‘
`
TC12M
1
2, o1,l2;l˚2
˘
‘
k2à
m“1
TxjmS
1
2
«
`
TC11M
1
1, o1,l1;l˚1
˘
‘
`
TC12M
1
2, o1,l2;l˚2
˘
‘
k1à
m“1
TximS
1
1‘
k2à
m“1
TxjmS
1
2
«
`
TC1S
1, oS1;l˚
˘
‘
k1à
m“1
TximS
1
1‘
k2à
m“1
TxjmS
1
2
(4.11)
from the standard orientations on S11 and S
1
2 determined by the marked points z
`
1 and z
`
i˚ . The
second isomorphism above is orientation-preserving because the dimension of TC12M
1
2 is even.
Let rC PMτk,l be a smooth marked curve close to C from the direction of degeneration determined
by oc;˘S and
rC1“ fprCq. Let px1, xi˘2 , . . . , xi˘k q be the ordering of the real marked points of rC along
the standard direction of S1 determined by z`1 p
rCq. The orientation o˘S;l˚ at C is obtained via
isomorphisms
`
TCS, o
˘
S;l˚
˘
‘
`
NCS, o
c;˘
S
˘
«
`
T rCMτk,l, ok,l;l˚˘ « `T rC1Mτ0,l, o0,l;l˚˘‘ kà
m“1
Tx
i
˘
m
S1
«
`
TC1S
1, o˘S1;l˚
˘
‘
`
NC1S
1, o
c;˘
S1
˘
‘
kà
m“1
Tx
i
˘
m
S1
« p´1qk
`
TC1S
1, o˘S1;l˚
˘
‘
kà
m“1
Tx
i
˘
m
S1‘
`
NCS, o
c;˘
S
˘
.
(4.12)
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By (4.11), (4.12), and the k“ 0 case above, the claim in the general case holds if δ˘
R
pS˚q has the
same parity as the parity of the permutation`
i1, . . . , ik1 , j1, . . . , jk2
˘
ÝÑ
`
i˘1 “1, i
˘
2 , . . . , i
˘
k
˘
(4.13)
plus the parity of k2 in the minus case, since the tangent spaces TxjmS
1
2 then enter with the reversed
orientations.
Suppose rpSq“1. The plus case of (4.13) then moves the indices pi1, . . . , ij11q to the end preserving
their order. The parity of this permutation is
δ`
R
pS˚q “ j
1
1
`
k´j11
˘
– pk´1qj11 mod 2 .
The minus case of (4.13) is the composition of the permutation`
j1, . . . , jk2
˘
ÝÑ
`
jk2 , . . . , j1
˘
(4.14)
with the transposition in the plus case. This adds an extra k2pk2´1q{2 to the parity.
Suppose rpSq “ 2. The plus case of (4.13) then moves pjj11`1 “ 1, . . . , jk2q to the front preserving
their order. The parity of this permutation is
δ`
R
pS˚q “
`
k2´j
1
1
˘`
k1`j
1
1
˘
– pk´1qj11`k1k2 mod 2 .
The minus case of (4.13) consists of the permutation (4.14) followed by moving pjj11`1, . . . , j1q to
the front of the entire k tuple. The parity of this permutation plus k2 is
δ´
R
pS˚q “
ˆ
k2`1
2
˙
`
`
j11`1
˘`
k´1´j11
˘
– pk´1qj11 ` k´1`
ˆ
k2`1
2
˙
.
This establishes the claim.
4.4 Bordisms in M
τ
1,2 and M
τ
0,3
The two relations of Theorem 1.1 are proved by applying (2.5) with the hypersurfaces ΥĂM
τ
1,2
and ΥĂM
τ
0,3 of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 below. These hypersurfaces are regular, in the sense defined
at the end of Section 4.2, and in particular are disjoint from the codimension 1 stratum S1 of the
moduli space. We determine the degrees of these hypersurfaces with respect to the other non-
boundary codimension 1 strata and with respect to the forgetful morphism fR1,2;1 in the first case.
These degrees are essential for computing the right-hand side of (2.5); see Proposition 5.7.
Orientations are interpreted below as relative orientations of maps to a point; see Section 3.1.
All notation for the codimension 1 strata and the degrees is as in Section 4.2. For a primary
codimension 2 stratum Γ ofM
τ
k,l, we denote by o
c
Γ the canonical orientation on NΓ as in Lemma 4.2
and by oΓ;l the orientation on Γ as in the first half of Section 4.3. Since ok,l“ok,l;l for k“0, 1,
oΓ;l “ o
c
Γok,l (4.15)
in the cases of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. Let P˘ PM
τ
1,2 be the three-component curve so that z
`
1
and z˘2 lie on the same irreducible component.
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Lemma 4.4 There exists an embedded closed path ΥĂM
τ
1,2 with a co-orientation o
c
Υ so that Υ
is a regular hypersurface and
B
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
“
`
P`, ocP`
˘
\
`
P´, ocP´
˘
, degR1
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
“ 1, degS2` Υ, o
c
Υ
˘
“ ´1 . (4.16)
Proof. Since pP`, oP˘;2q is a ˘-point, (4.15) gives
ocP˘o1,2 “ ˘1. (4.17)
Let |Mτ1,2 « S2 be the space obtained by contracting S1 to a point P0. By [9, Lemma 5.4], the
orientation o1,2 on M
τ
1,2 extends over
|Mτ1,2; this can also be readily seen from the definitions. The
morphisms fR1,2;1 and f1,2;2 descend to smooth maps
fR1,2;1 : |Mτ1,2 ÝÑMτ0,2 and f1,2;2 : |Mτ1,2 ÝÑMτ1,1 .
We can identify |Mτ1,2 with S2 Ă R3 and Mτ0,2 with r´1, 1s so that P˘ “ p˘1, 0, 0q and fR1,2;1 is
the height function. The fibers of fR1,2;1 over M
τ
0,2 are then the circles of constant latitude. The
orientation oR1 of the fibers of f
R
1,2;1|Mτ1,2 specified in Section 4.1 extends over the equator S2«S
1.
By Lemma 4.1(oM1),
o1,2
ˇˇ
Mτ1,2
“
`
oR1 o0,2
˘ˇˇ
Mτ1,2
. (4.18)
Let Υ1 Ă |Mτ1,2 be a meridian running from P´ to P` disjoint from P0 and oΥ1 be its canonical
orientation. Thus, the restriction
fR1,2;1 :
`
Υ1, oΥ1
˘
ÝÑ
`
M
τ
0,2, o0,2
˘
is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism. We take ocΥ1 to be the orientation of NΥ
1 so that the
projection `
ker dfR1,2;1, o
R
1
˘
ÝÑ
`
NΥ1, ocΥ1
˘
is an orientation-preserving isomorphism. By (4.18) and Lemma 3.1(1),
oΥ1 “ o
c
Υ1o1,2 and deg
R
1
`
Υ1, ocΥ1
˘
”deg
`
fR1,2;1|Υ1 , o
c
Υ1o
R
1
˘
“ 1. (4.19)
By Lemma 4.1(oM2), the orientation o1,2 corresponds to the natural orientation of the complex
coordinate z`2 with z
`
1 “0 and x1“1 fixed. Thus, o
c
Υ1 is the negative rotation in the z
`
2 -coordinate.
Along S2, it corresponds to the negative rotation of the node. Thus,
degS2` Υ
1, ocΥ1
˘
”deg
`
f0,2;2|Υ1XS2 , o
c
Υ1o
R
nd
˘
“ ´1.
Since the outer normal co-orientation ocBΥ1 of BΥ
1 agrees with the restriction of ˘oΥ1 at P
˘, i.e.`
ocBΥ1oΥ1
˘ˇˇ
P˘
“ ˘1,
the first statement in (4.19) gives`
ocBΥ1o
c
Υ1
˘ˇˇ
P˘
o1,2
ˇˇ
P˘
“ ocBΥ1
ˇˇ
P˘
oΥ1
ˇˇ
P˘
“ ˘1.
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z´1 z¯i
z¯j
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z`j
z´j
z˘k
z¯k
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Γ`i
z˘i
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z`j
z´j
z´k
z`k
Γ´i
Figure 6: Elements of open codimension 1 and 2 strata of M
τ
0,3, with ti, ju “ t2, 3u in the first
diagram and ti, j, ku“t1, 2, 3u in the other four.
Comparing with (4.18), we conclude that`
ocBΥ1oΥ1
˘ˇˇ
P˘
“ ocP˘ ,
i.e. the first equality in (4.16) with Υ replaced by Υ1 holds as well.
We take ΥĂM
τ
1,2 to be the preimage of Υ
1 under the blowdown map (which is a diffeomorphism
on a neighborhood of Υ) and ocΥ to be the pullback of o
c
Υ1 .
The moduli space M
τ
0,3 is a 3-manifold with the boundary
BM
τ
0,3 “ S
``
23 \ S
`´
23 \ S
´`
23 \ S
´´
23 ,
where
S˘˘ij «M0,4 « S
2
is the closure of the open codimension 1 stratum S˘˘ij of curves consisting of a pair of conjugate
spheres with the marked points z˘i and z
˘
j on the same sphere as z
`
1 ; see [10, Fig. 4] and the first
diagram in Figure 6. There are four primary codimension 2 strata Γ˘i , with i“2, 3, in M
τ
0,3. The
closed interval Γ
`
i (resp. Γ
´
i ) is the closure of the open codimension 2 stratum Γ
`
i (resp. Γ
´
i ) of
curves consisting of one real sphere and a conjugate pair of spheres so that the real sphere carries
the marked points z˘i and the decorations
˘ of the marked points on each of the conjugate spheres
are the same (resp. different); see the last pair of diagrams in Figure 6. Let
˝
Γ`i “Γ
`
i Y
`
Γ
`
i XSiq Ă Γ
`
i
be the complement of the endpoints of Γ
`
i .
Lemma 4.5 There exist a bordered surface Υ Ă M
τ
0,3 with a co-orientation o
c
Υ and a one-
dimensional manifold γ1 Ă M
τ
0,3 with a co-orientation o
c
γ1 so that Υ is transverse to all open
strata of M
τ
0,3 not contained in any Γ
˘
i with i“2, 3, Υ is a regular hypersurface, and
B
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
“
` ˝
Γ`2 , o
c
Γ`2
˘
Y
` ˝
Γ`3 ,´o
c
Γ`3
˘
Y
` ˝
Γ´2 , o
c
Γ´2
˘
Y
` ˝
Γ´3 ,´o
c
Γ´3
˘
Y
`
γ1, ocγ1
˘
, (4.20)
γ1 Ă BM
τ
0,3, degS2` Υ, o
c
Υ
˘
“ 1, degS3` Υ, o
c
Υ
˘
“ ´1.
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Proof. For i“2, 3, z`i moves in pΓ
`
i , oΓ`i ;3
q (resp. pΓ´i , oΓ´i ;3
q) from the node separating the sphere
carrying z´1 (resp. z
`
1 ) to the other node. Each closed interval Γ
˘
i intersects Si transversally at
one point P˘i and does not intersect Sj for j “ 1, 2, 3 with j ‰ i. It intersects BM
τ
0,3 at its
endpoints; we denote the starting point by P˘´i and the ending point by P
˘`
i . By [10, Section 3],
the orientation o0,3“o0,3;3 on M
τ
0,3 extends over M
τ
0,3.
By [10, Remark 3.5], M
τ
0,3 is the blowup of a bordered manifold
|Mτ0,3 at a point P0 with the
exceptional divisor S1. Denote by
p : M
τ
0,3 ÝÑ
|Mτ0,3
the blowdown map. The morphisms f0,3;2 and f0,3;3 descend to smooth maps
f0,3;2 : |Mτ0,3 ÝÑMτ0,2 and f0,3;3 : |Mτ0,3 ÝÑMτ0,2 . (4.21)
Since S1 is disjoint from the four spheres of BM
τ
0,3 and the four intervals Γ
˘
i with i“ 2, 3, p is a
diffeomorphism on neighborhoods of these spaces. We denote the images of these intervals and the
twelve points P˘i , P
˘˘
i on them under p in the same way. The spacesqS2”ppS2q « |Mτ1,2«S2 and qS3”ppS3q « |Mτ1,2
are the fibers of f0,3;3 and f0,3;2, respectively, over the curve consisting of two real components,
which corresponds to 1Pr0,8s under the identification ϕ0,2 in (4.6).
Setting pz`1 , z
´
1 q“p0,8q, we obtain a natural identification|Mτ0,3´B|Mτ0,3 «  `pz`2 , z´2 q, pz`3 , z´3 q˘PpP1q4 : z`i “τpz´i q, pz˘2 , z˘3 q‰p0, 0q(L„,`
pz`2 , z
´
2 q, pz
`
3 , z
´
3 q
˘
„
`
pzz`2 , zz
´
2 q, pzz
`
3 , zz
´
3 q
˘
@ zPS1.
The condition z`i “ τpz
´
i q implies that the points z
`
i and z
´
i lie on a great arc through the poles
z`1 ” 0 and z
´
1 ”8 (or lie at z
˘
1 ). The blowup point P0 in this identification corresponds to the
point rp1, 1q, p1, 1qs. The projections (4.21) in this identification are given by
f0,3;i
`
rpz`2 , z
´
2 q, pz
`
3 , z
´
3 qs
˘
“
“
p0,8q, pz`5´i, z
´
5´iq
‰
.
In particular, the fiber of f0,3;i over a point of rp0,8q, pz
`
5´i, z
´
5´iqs of M
τ
0,2´BM
τ
0,2 can be identified
via z`i with P
1 by choosing z`5´iPR
`.
The space |Mτ0,3´B|Mτ0,3 is covered by two charts
R
`ˆP1 ÝÑ |Mτ0,3´f´10,3;2pBMτ0,2q, pr2, z3q ÝÑ “pr2, 1{r2q, pz3, 1{z3q‰,
P
1ˆR` ÝÑ |Mτ0,3´f´10,3;3pBMτ0,2q, pz2, r3q ÝÑ “pz2, 1{z2q, pr3, 1{r3q‰. (4.22)
In these charts,
ϕ0,2
`
f0,3;3pr2, z3q
˘
“ 1{r22 ,
qS2 “  pr2, z3qPR`ˆP1 : r2“1(,
ϕ0,2
`
f0,3;2pz2, r3q
˘
“ 1{r23 ,
qS3 “  pz2, r3qPP1ˆR` : r3“1(. (4.23)
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The overlap map between the two charts,
R
`ˆC˚ ÝÑ C˚ˆR`,
`
r2, r3e
iθ
˘
ÝÑ
`
r2e
´iθ, r3
˘
,
is orientation-preserving with respect to the standard orientations oR` on R
` and oP1 on P
1. We
take qo0,3 to be the orientation on |Mτ0,3 opposite to the orientation determined by oR` and oP1 via
the two charts in (4.22). Since the map`
R
`, oR`
˘
ÝÑ
`
R
`,´oR`
˘
, r2 ÝÑ ϕ0,2
`
f0,3;3pr2, z3q
˘
, (4.24)
is orientation-preserving for each z`3 PP
1 fixed, Lemma 4.1(oM2) and (4.15) give
o0,3
ˇˇ
M
τ
0,3´S1
“ p˚qo0,3 ˇˇMτ0,3´S1 , oΓ˘i ;3 “ ocΓ˘i qo0,3 . (4.25)
The moduli space M
τ
0,3 is a submanifold of M0,6. By [21, Appendix D.4,5], the four cross-ratios
CRτ˘˘ : M
τ
0,3 ÝÑ P
1, CRτ˘˘
`“
pz`i , z
´
i qiPr3s
‰˘
“
z˘2 ´z
´
1
z˘3 ´z
´
1
:
z˘2 ´z
`
1
z˘3 ´z
`
1
,
extend over M
τ
0,3 and descend to smooth maps from
|Mτ0,3. The subspacerΥ1 Ă |Mτ0,3´ P˘˘2 , P˘˘3 (
where all four cross-ratios take values in
RP
1 ” r´8,8s{ ´8„8 (4.26)
is an orientable surface, as explained in the next paragraph. The boundary of rΥ1 consists of the
complement of two points in a circle on each boundary sphere of B|Mτ0,3.
The intersections of rΥ1 with the charts (4.22) are given by
R
`ˆRP1 ÝÑ rΥ1´f´10,3;2pBMτ0,2q, pr2, r3q ÝÑ “pr2, 1{r2q, pr3, 1{r3q‰,
RP
1ˆR` ÝÑ rΥ1´f´10,3;3pBMτ0,2q, pr2, r3q ÝÑ “pr2, 1{r2q, pr3, 1{r3q‰. (4.27)
An element rpz`2 , z
´
2 q, pz
`
3 , z
´
3 qs of
|Mτ0,3´B|Mτ0,3 belongs to rΥ1 if and only if all four points z˘i PP1
with i“2, 3 lie on a great circle through z´1 and z
`
1 . The structure of
rΥ1 along B|Mτ0,3 is described
by the local coordinates of [10, Remark 3.5] with zPR. The overlap map between the charts (4.27),
R
`ˆR˚ ÝÑ R˚ˆR`, pr2, r3q ÝÑ
#
pr2, r3q, if r3PR
`;
p´r2,´r3q, if r3PR
´;
is orientation-preserving with respect to the orientation oR` on R
` and the orientation oRP1 on RP
1
induced by the standard orientation of r´8,8s via (4.26). We take orΥ1 to be the orientation on rΥ1
determined by oR` and oRP1 via the two charts in (4.27).
The surface rΥ1 contains the four open intervals
˝
Γ˘i ” Γ
˘
i ´
 
P˘`i , P
˘´
i
(
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with i“ 2, 3; the closures of these intervals connect the components of the closure of BrΥ1. In the
two charts (4.22),
˝
Γ`2 “
 
pr2, z3qPR
`ˆP1 : z3“0
(
,
˝
Γ´2 “
 
pr2, z3qPR
`ˆP1 : z3“8
(
,
˝
Γ`3 “
 
pz2, r3qPP
1ˆR` : z2“0
(
,
˝
Γ´3 “
 
pz2, r3qPP
1ˆR` : z2“8
(
.
The cut pΥ1 of rΥ1 along the four open intervals has two components, pΥ` and pΥ´. They are
distinguished by whether CR``23 pCq lies in R
` or R´ for the elements C of pΥ1´BpΥ1, i.e. whether the
points z˘2 lie on the same great arc through z
´
1 and z
`
1 as the points z
˘
3 or on the opposite arc.
Let Υ1“ pΥ` and γ1“Υ1XBrΥ1. The former is a surface with boundary
BΥ1 “
˝
Γ`2 Y
˝
Γ`3 Y
˝
Γ´2 Y
˝
Γ´3 Yγ
1 .
By (4.23) and (4.27), this surface intersects qS2 and qS3 transversely along the closed line segments
given by
qΓ2 ”Υ1X qS2 “  pr2, z3qPR`ˆP1 : r2“1, z3 Pr0,8s(,qΓ3 ”Υ1X qS3 “  pz2, r3qPP1ˆR` : r3“1, z2 Pr0,8s(
in the charts (4.22). For i “ 2, 3, let oqΓi be the opposite of the orientation on qΓi given by the
r5´i”|z5´i| coordinate. The restriction
f0,3;i :
`qΓi, oqΓi˘ ÝÑ `Mτ0,2, o0,2˘ (4.28)
is then an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism (because (4.24) is orientation-preserving).
We denote by oΥ1 and o
c
Υ1 the restrictions of the orientation orΥ1 and the co-orientation ocrΥ1 to Υ1,
by oγ1 the boundary orientation on γ
1 induced by oΥ1 , and by o
c
γ1 the orientation on Nγ
1 determined
by qo0,3 and oγ1 . Thus,
oΥ1 “ o
c
Υ1qo0,3, oγ1 “ `ocBΥ1oΥ1˘ˇˇγ1 “ ocγ1qo0,3 . (4.29)
At the point P`2 PΓ
`
2 ,
qΓ2, the orientation oΓ`2 ;3 on Γ`2 is the opposite of the orientation given by
the r2-coordinate (because z
`
2 moves from z
´
1 “ 8 to z
`
1 “ 0); see Figure 7. Since the natural
isomorphisms`
T
P`2
qΓ2, oqΓ2˘ ÝÑ `NΥ1BΥ1|P`2 , ocBΥ1˘ and `TP`2 Γ`2 , oΓ`2 ;3˘‘`TP`2 qΓ2, oqΓ2˘ ÝÑ `TP`2 Υ1, oΥ1˘
are orientation-preserving,
BoΥ1 |P`2
”
`
ocBΥ1oΥ1
˘ˇˇ
P`2
“ o
Γ`2 ;3
|
P`2
.
Since the right-hand side of
B
`
Υ1, oΥ1
˘
“
` ˝
Γ`2 , oΓ`2 ;3
˘
Y
` ˝
Γ`3 ,´oΓ`3 ;3
˘
Y
` ˝
Γ´2 , oΓ´2 ;3
˘
Y
` ˝
Γ´3 ,´oΓ´3 ;3
˘
Y
`
γ1, oγ1
˘
is an oriented loop and the equality above respects the orientations at P`2 , it follows that this
equality respects the orientations everywhere. Combining it with the second equality in (4.25) and
the first and last equalities in (4.29), we obtain (4.20) with Υ replaced by Υ1.
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oΓ`2 ;3
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´oΓ´3 ;3
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oΓ´2 ;3
Γ`3
´oΓ`3 ;3qΓ2
oqΓ2
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P`2
P´2
Υ1
qS2
810
|Mτ0,3
M
τ
0,2
f0,3;3
Figure 7: The surfaces Υ1 and qS2 in |Mτ0,3; the dotted arcs indicate the four components of γ1ĂBΥ1.
We now compute the degree
deg
`
f0,3;i|qΓi , ocΥ1 |qΓioRnd˘ P Z (4.30)
of f0,3;i|qΓi with respect to the co-orientation ocΥ1 |qΓi on qΓi in qSi and the natural orientation oRnd of
the fibers of
f0,3;i|qSi« fR1,2;1 : qSi« |Mτ1,2 ÝÑMτ0,2
overMτ0,2 as in the proof of Lemma 4.4. By Lemma 4.1(oM2), the orientation o1,2 on
qSiXf´10,3;ipMτ0,2q
is given by the z5´i-coordinate under the corresponding identification in (4.23). Since the diffeo-
morphism (4.28) is orientation-preserving, it follows that the vertical orientation oRnd on
qSi is given
by the negative rotation in the z5´i-coordinate. Since the charts (4.22) are orientation-reversing
with respect to qo0,3 and the charts (4.27) are orientation-preserving with respect to orΥ1 , the orien-
tation ocΥ1 on NΥ
1 is given by the negative rotation in the z3-coordinate in the first chart in (4.22)
and the positive rotation in the z2-coordinate in the second chart in (4.22). Thus, the projection`
ker d
 
f0,3;i|qSi(, oRnd˘ˇˇqΓi´tP˘i u ÝÑ `NΥ1, p´1qiocΥ1˘ˇˇqΓi´tP˘i u
is an orientation-preserving isomorphism and the number in (4.30) is p´1qi; see Lemma 3.1(1).
The surface Υ1 is transverse to qS1XqS2, but passes through P0. Let pΥ2, ocΥ2q be a co-oriented surface
in |Mτ0,3 obtained from pΥ1, ocΥ1q by a small deformation around P0 so that Υ2 is still transverse
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to qS1X qS2 and P0 RΥ2. We take ΥĂMτ0,3 to be the preimage of Υ2 under the blowdown map p
(which is a diffeomorphism on a neighborhood of Υ) and ocΥ“p
˚ocΥ2 .
Remark 4.6. We could have taken Υ1 “ pΥ´ in the proof of Lemma 4.5 to avoid P0, but with
oΥ1“´orΥ1 |Υ1 .
5 Real GW-invariants
5.1 Moduli spaces of stable maps
Let pX,ω, φq be a real symplectic manifold and k, l PZě0 with k`2lě 3. We denote by Hω,φk,l the
space of pairs pJ, νq consisting of J P J φω and a real perturbation ν of the BJ -equation as in [9,
Section 2]. For pJ, νqPHω,φk,l , a real genus 0 pJ, νq-map with k real marked points and l conjugate pairs
of marked points is a tuple
u “
`
u : ΣÝÑX, pxiqiPrks, pz
`
i , z
´
i qiPrls, σ
˘
(5.1)
such that
C ”
`
Σ, pxiqiPrks, pz
`
i , z
´
i qiPrls, σ
˘
(5.2)
is a real genus 0 nodal curve with complex structure j, k real marked points, and l conjugate pairs
of marked points and u is a smooth map satisfying
u˝σ “ φ˝u, BJu|z”
1
2
`
dzu`J ˝dzu˝j
˘
“ ν
`
z, upzq
˘
@ zPΣ.
Such a map is called simple if the restriction of u to each unstable irreducible component of the
domain is simple (i.e. not multiply covered) and no two such restrictions have the same image.
For B PH2pXq and pJ, νq PH
ω,φ
k,l , we denote by Mk,lpB;J, νq the moduli space of the equivalence
classes of stable real genus 0 degree B pJ, νq-maps with k real marked points and l conjugate pairs
of marked points that take the fixed locus of the domain to the chosen topological component Xφ
of the fixed locus of φ. modulo the reparametrizations. Let
M
˚
k,lpB;J, νq ĂMk,lpB;J, νq and Mk,lpB;J, νq ĂM
˚
k,lpB;J, νq
be the subspace of simple maps and the (virtually) main stratum, i.e. the subspace consisting of
maps as in (5.1) from smooth domains Σ, respectively.
The forgetful morphisms
fRk`1,l;i : M
τ
k`1,l ÝÑM
τ
k,l, iPrk`1s, and fk,l`1;i : M
τ
k,l`1 ÝÑM
τ
k,l, iPrl`1s,
induce maps
fR˚k`1,l;i : H
ω,φ
k,l ÝÑH
ω,φ
k`1,l and f
˚
k,l`1;i : H
ω,φ
k,l ÝÑH
ω,φ
k,l`1,
respectively. For each ν PHω,φk,l , we also denote by
fRk`1,l;i : Mk`1,lpB;J, f
R ˚
k`1,l;iνq ÝÑMk,lpB;J, νq,
fk,l`1;i : Mk,l`1pB;J, f
˚
k,l`1;iνq ÝÑMk,lpB;J, νq
(5.3)
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the forgetful morphisms dropping the i-th real marked point and the i-th conjugate pair of marked
points, respectively. The restriction of the second morphism in (5.3) to Mk,l`1pB;J, f
˚
k,l`1;iνq is a
dense open subset of a P1-fiber bundle. We denote by o`i the relative orientation of this restriction
induced by the position of the marked point z`i .
For c P Z`, a (virtually) codimension c stratum S of Mk,lpB;J, νq is a subspace of maps from
domains Σ with precisely c nodes and thus with c`1 irreducible components isomorphic to P1. It
is characterized by the distributions of
‚ the degree B of the map components u of its elements u as in (5.1),
‚ the k real marked points, and
‚ the l conjugate pairs of marked points
between the irreducible components of Σ. There are two types of codimension 1 strata distinguished
by whether the fixed locus Σσ of pΣ, σq consists of a single point or a wedge of two circles. These
two types are known as sphere bubbling and disk bubbling, respectively. If k and B satisfy (2.1),
as is the case if (1.3) holds, then the fixed locus Σσ of the domain pΣ, σq of every element (5.1) of
Mk,lpB;J, νq is a circle or a tree of two or more circles. In this case, sphere bubbling does not occur.
Suppose lPZ` and S is a codimension 1 disk bubbling stratum of Mk,lpB;J, νq. We define
K1pSq,K2pSq Ă rks, L1pSq, L2pSq Ă rls, k1pSq, k2pSq, l1pSq, l2pSq P Z
ě0
analogously to KrpSq, LrpSq, krpSq, lrpSq in Section 4.2. We denote by B1pSq PH2pXq the degree
of the restriction of the map components u of the elements u of S to the irreducible component P11
of the domain carrying the marked points z˘1 and by B2pSq PH2pXq the degree of the restriction
of u to the other irreducible component P12 of the domain. Let
S ĂMk,lpB;J, νq
be the virtual closure of S, i.e. the subspace of maps u as in (5.1) so that the domain Σ can be split
at a node into two connected (possibly reducible) surfaces, Σ1 and Σ2, so that the degree of the
restriction of the map component u of u to Σ1 is B1pSq, the real marked points xi with iPK1pSq
lie on Σ1, and so do the conjugate pairs of marked points z
˘
i with iPL1pSq.
If in addition l˚Prls, let
L˚1pSq “ L1pSqXrl
˚s, L˚2pSq “ L2pSqXrl
˚s, l˚1 pSq “
ˇˇ
L˚1pSq
ˇˇ
, l˚2 pSq “
ˇˇ
L˚2pSq
ˇˇ
,
εl˚pSq “
@
c1pX,ωq, B2pSq
D
´
`
k2pSq`2
`
l2pSq´l
˚
2 pS q˘
˘
.
In particular,
ℓω
`
B1pSq
˘
`ℓω
`
B2pSq
˘
“ ℓωpBq´1, 1 ď l
˚
1 pSq ď l1pSq, l
˚
2 pSq ď l2pSq,
k1pSq`k2pSq “ k, l1pSq`l2pSq “ l, l
˚
1 pSq`l
˚
2 pSq “ l
˚.
We denote by
M‹k,l;l˚pB;J, νq ĂM
˚
k,lpB;J, νq
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the subspace of simple maps that have no nodes, or lie in a codimension 1 stratum S with
εl˚pSq–0, 1 mod 4, or have only one conjugate pair of nodes. Let xMk,l;l˚pB;J, νq be the space ob-
tained by cutting Mk,lpB;J, νq along the closures S of the codimension 1 strata S with εl˚pSq–2, 3
mod 4. Thus, xMk,l;l˚pB;J, νq contains a double cover of S for each codimension 1 stratum S of
Mk,lpB;J, νq with εl˚pSq – 2, 3 mod 4; the union of these covers forms the (virtual) boundary ofxMk,l;l˚pB;J, νq. Let
q : xMk,l;l˚pB;J, νq ÝÑMk,lpB;J, νq (5.4)
be the quotient map. We denote byxM‹k,l;l˚pB;J, νq Ă xMk,l;l˚pB;J, νq (5.5)
the subspace of simple maps that
‚ have no nodes, or
‚ have only one real node, or
‚ have only one conjugate pair of nodes.
The boundary BxM‹k,l;l˚pB;J, νq of this subspace consists of double covers pS˚ of the subspaces S˚
of simple maps of the codimension 1 strata S of Mk,lpB;J, νq with εl˚pSq–2, 3 mod 4.
For each iPrks, let
evRi : Mk,lpB;J, νq ÝÑ X
φ, evRi
`
ru, pxjqjPrks, pz
`
j , z
´
j qjPrls, σs
˘
“ upxiq,
be the evaluation morphism for the i-th real marked point. For each iPrls, let
ev`i : Mk,lpB;J, νq ÝÑ X, ev
`
i
`
ru, pxjqjPrks, pz
`
j , z
´
j qjPrls, σs
˘
“ upz`i q,
be the evaluation morphism for the positive point of the i-th conjugate pair of marked points. Let
ev”
kź
i“1
evRi ˆ
lź
i“1
ev`i : Mk,lpB;J, νq ÝÑ Xk,l”pX
φqkˆX l (5.6)
be the total evaluation map. We also denote by
evRi :
xMk,l;l˚pB;J, νq ÝÑ Xφ, ev`i : xMk,l;l˚pB;J, νq ÝÑ X,
ev :xMk,l;l˚pB;J, νq ÝÑ Xk,l (5.7)
the compositions of the evaluation maps above with the quotient map q in (5.4). We will use
the same notation for the compositions of the first three evaluation maps with all obvious maps
to Mk,lpB;J, νq.
For l˚ Prls and a tuple
h”phi : HiÝÑXqiPrl˚s (5.8)
of maps, define
fh : Mh ”
l˚ź
i“1
Hi ÝÑ X
l˚ , fh
`
pyiqiPrl˚s
˘
“
`
hipyiq˘ iPrl˚s, (5.9)
Z‹k,l;hpB;J, νq “
 `
u, pyiqiPrl˚s
˘
PM‹k,l;l˚pB;J, νqˆMh : ev
`
i puq“hipyiq @ iPrl
˚s
(
.
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We denote by
evk,l;h : Z
‹
k,l;h
`
B;J, ν
˘
ÝÑ Xk,l´l˚ (5.10)
the map induced by (5.6). Orientations on Hi determine an orientation oh on Mh. Along with the
symplectic orientation oω of X and a relative orientation oev of
ev: M‹k,l;l˚pB;J, νq ÝÑ Xk,l , (5.11)
the orientation oh determines a relative orientation oevoh of (5.10).
A dimension n pseudocycle h : HÝÑX in the usual sense determines an element rhs of HnpX;Zq;
see [32]. If in addition B is a homology class in X in the complementary dimension, let
h¨XB ”
@
PDXprhsq, B
D
P Z
denote the homology intersection product of rhs with B. If h and B are not of complementary
dimensions, we set h¨XB“0. The next two statements follow readily from [24]; see Section 6.2.
Lemma 5.1 Suppose pX,ω, φq is a real symplectic fourfold, k, l P Zě0 with k`2lě3, l˚ P rls,
B PH2pXq, and pJ, νq PH
ω,φ
k,l is generic. If k and B satisfy (2.1), then a Pin
´-structure p on Xφ
determines relative orientations op;l˚ and pop;l˚ of the maps
ev: M‹k,l;l˚pB;J, νq ÝÑ Xk,l and ev :
xM‹k,l;l˚pB;J, νq ÝÑ Xk,l, (5.12)
respectively, with the following properties:
(op1) the restrictions of op;l˚ and pop;l˚ to Mk,lpB;J, νq are the same;
(op2) the restrictions of op;l˚`1oω and o
`
l˚`1op;l˚ to Mk,l`1pB;J, f
˚
k,l`1;l˚`1νq are the same;
(op3) the interchange of two real points xi and xj preserves op;l˚ ;
(op4) if u PMk,lpB;J, ν; qXφq and the marked points z`i and z`j are not separated by the fixed
locus S1 of the domain of u, then the interchange of the conjugate pairs pz`i , z
´
i q and pz
`
j , z
´
j q
preserves op;l˚ at u;
(op5) the interchange of the points in a conjugate pair pz
`
i , z
´
i q with l
˚ă iď l preserves op;l˚ ;
(op6) the interchange of the points in a conjugate pair pz
`
i , z
´
i q with 1
˚ă iď l˚ reverses op;l˚ ;
(op7) the interchange of the points in the conjugate pair pz
`
1 , z
´
1 q reverses op;l˚ if and only if
ℓωpBq – k`2pl´l
˚q mod 4;
(op8) if k, l, l
˚“1 and B“0, pevR1 ˆidX , op;l˚oωq is a Steenrod pseudocycle of degree 1.
Proposition 5.2 Suppose pX,ω, φq is a real symplectic fourfold, p is a Pin´-structure on Xφ,
lPZ`, l˚Prls, and B PH2pXq are such that
k”ℓωpBq ´ 2pl´l
˚q ě maxp0, 3´2lq . (5.13)
Let h” phiqiPrl˚s be a tuple of pseudocycles of codimension 2 in general position. For a generic
choice of pJ, νqPHω,φk,l , the map (5.10) with the relative orientation op;l˚oh is a codimension 0
Steenrod pseudocycle. If B‰0, then
deg
`
evk,l;h, op;l˚oh
˘
“
ˆ l˚ź
i“1
hi ¨XB˙ N
φ;p
B,l´l˚ . (5.14)
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5.2 Decomposition formulas
Let pX,ω, φq be a real symplectic fourfold, p be a Pin´-structure on Xφ, k, k1, l P Zě0, l1, l˚ Prls
with
k1 ď k and k1`2l1 ě 3, (5.15)
B PH2pXq, and pJ, νqPH
ω,φ
k,l . If k and B satisfy (2.1), there is a well-defined forgetful morphism
fk1,l1 : Mk,lpB;J, νq ÝÑM
τ
k1,l1 (5.16)
which drops the last k´k1 real marked points and the last l´ l1 conjugate pairs from the nodal
marked curve (5.2) associated with each tuple u as in (5.1) and contracts the unstable irreducible
components of the resulting curve. Let h as in (5.8) be a tuple of smooth maps from oriented
manifolds and
p”
`
ppRi qiPrks, pp
`
i qiPrls´rl˚s
˘
P Xk,l´l˚”pX
φqkˆpX´Xφql´l
˚
. (5.17)
Let ΓĂM
τ
k1,l1 be a primary codimension 2 stratum and o
c
Γ be its canonical co-orientation as in
Lemma 4.2. We denote by
MΓ;k,lpB;J, νq Ă f
´1
k1,l1pΓq ĂMk,lpB;J, νq
the subspace consisting of maps from three-component domains. The domain of every element u
of MΓ;k,lpB;J, νq is stable and thus u is automatically a simple map. Define
Z‹Γ;k,l;hpB;J, νq “
 `
u, pyiqiPrl˚s
˘
PZ‹k,l;hpB;J, νq : uPMΓ;k,lpB;J, νq
(
.
For generic choices of pJ, νq and h,
Z‹Γ;k,l;hpB;J, νq Ă Z
‹
k,l;hpB;J, νq
is a smooth submanifold of a smooth manifold with the normal bundle canonically isomorphic
to f˚k1,l1NΓ. We denote by
oΓ;p;h ”
`
f˚k1,l1o
c
Γ
˘`
op;l˚oh
˘
the relative orientation of the restriction
evΓ;h : Z
‹
Γ;k,l;hpB;J, νq ÝÑ Xk,l´l˚ (5.18)
of (5.10) determined by f˚k1,l1o
c
Γ and the relative orientation op;l˚oh of (5.10), with op;l˚ as in
Lemma 5.1; see Section 3.1.
With l0pΓq, lCpΓq, l
˚
0 pΓqPZ
ě0 as at the beginning of Section 4.3 and B PH2pXq, define
xl˚yΓ “ l
1´l˚´pl0pΓq´l
˚
0 pΓqq P Z
ě0 ; xB; kyΓ “
#
1, if k1“k“1, l0pΓq“0;
0, otherwise.
Let L˚0pΓqĂrl
˚s be the subset indexing the conjugate pairs of marked points pz`i , z
´
i q with iP rl
˚s
carried by the real component of the curves in Γ. Define
L˚CpΓq “ rl
˚s´L˚0pΓq, xhyl˚;Γ “
#
hi ¨Xhj , if |L
˚
C
pΓq|“ lCpΓq, L
˚
C
pΓq“ti, ju;
0, otherwise.
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Proposition 5.3 Suppose pX,ω, φq is a real symplectic fourfold, p is a Pin´-structure on Xφ,
k1, lPZě0, l1Prls, l˚ Prl1s, and B PH2pXq are such that
k”ℓωpBq ´ 2pl´l
˚q ´ 2 ě maxp0, 3´2lq (5.19)
and (5.15) holds. Let ΓĂM
τ
k1,l1 be a primary codimension 2 stratum, h as in (5.8) be a tuple of
pseudocycles of codimension 2 with φ˚rhis“´rhis for every i P rl
˚s, and p be as in (5.17). If the
elements of h and p are in general position and pJ, νqPHω,φk,l is generic, then p is a regular value
of (5.18) and the set ev´1Γ;hppq is finite. Furthermore,ˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppq
ˇˇ˘
oΓ;p;h
“ 2ℓωpB{2q´1´xl
˚yΓ´l
˚
xB; kyΓ
ˆ ź
iPrl˚s
hi ¨XB˙
ÿ
B1PH2pXq
dpB1q“B
NXB1
` xhyl˚;Γ
ˆ ź
iPL˚0 pΓq
hi ¨XB˙ N
φ;p
B,l´l˚`1 `
ÿ
B0,B
1PH2pXq´t0u
B0`dpB1q“B
2ℓωpB
1q´xl˚yΓ˜
`
B0¨ XB
1
˘
ˆ
ˆ ź
iPL˚0 pΓq
hi ¨XB0˙
ˆ ź
iPL˚
C
pΓq
hi ¨XB
1˙
ˆ
l´l1
ℓωpB1q´xl˚yΓ
˙
NXB1N
φ;p
B0,l´l˚´ℓωpB1q
¸
.
(5.20)
Remark 5.4. The domain of (5.18) can be completed to a Steenrod pseudocycle by adding in the
codimension 1 strata of its closure. This implies that the set ev´1Γ;hppq is finite for a generic choice
of p and |ev´1Γ;hppq|
˘
oΓ;p;h
is the degree of this pseudocycle. The proof of Proposition 5.3 in Section 6.4
instead identifies ev´1Γ;hppq with a finite subset of the cross product of two moduli spaces with the
signed cardinality given by the right-hand side of (5.20).
Suppose S is an open codimension 1 stratum of Mk,lpB;J, νq. Let
KrpSq Ă rks, LrpSq Ă rls, L
˚
r pSq Ă rl
˚s, krpSq, lrpSq, l
˚
r pSq, ǫl˚pSq P Z, BrpSq P H2pXq
be as in Section 5.1 and S˚ĂS be the subspace of simple maps. With Mh given by (5.9), define
S˚h “
 `
u, pyiqiPrl˚s
˘
PS˚ˆMh : ev
`
i puq“hipyiq @ iPrl
˚s
(
.
The (virtual) normal bundles NS of S in Mk,lpB;J, νq and NS
˚
h of S
˚
h in
Zk,l;hpB;J, νq ”
 `
u, pyiqiPrl˚s
˘
PMk,lpB;J, νqˆMh : ev
`
i puq“hipyiq @ iPrl
˚s
(
are canonically isomorphic.
If u P S˚h, an orientation o
c
S;u of NuS determines a direction of degeneration of elements of the
main stratum of Z‹k,l;hpB;J, νq to u. The relative orientation op;l˚oh of (5.10) limits to a relative
orientation op;h;u of
evk,l;h : Zk,l;hpB;J, νq ÝÑ Xk,l´l˚ (5.21)
at u obtained by approaching u from this direction. Along with oc
S;u, op;h;u determines a relative
orientation Boc
S;u
op;h;u of the restriction
evS;h : S
˚
h ÝÑ Xk,l´l˚ (5.22)
of evk,l;h via the first isomorphism in (3.1).
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Lemma 5.5 Suppose pX,ω, φq, p, k, l, l˚, B, and pJ, νq are as in Lemma 5.1 and h as in (5.8) is
a generic tuple of smooth maps from oriented manifolds. If k and B satisfy (2.1), S is an open
codimension 1 stratum ofMk,lpB;J, νq, and uPS
˚
h, then the relative orientation BocS;uop;h;u of (5.22)
at u does not depend on the choice of oc
S;u if and only if ǫl˚pSq–2, 3 mod 4.
The relative orientation op;l˚oh of the restriction of (5.21) to
Mk,l;hpB;J, νq ”
 `
u1, pyiqiPrl˚s
˘
PMk,lpB;J, νqˆMh : ev
`
i pu
1q“hipyiq @ iPrl
˚s
(
extends across S˚h if and only if BocS;uop;h;u depends on the choice of o
c
S;u for every uPS
˚
h. In partic-
ular, the first statement of Lemma 5.1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.5. If Mk,lpB;J, νq
is cut along S and pS˚ is the double cover of S˚ in the cut, then Boc
S;u
op;h;u is the boundary relative
orientation induced by op;l˚oh at one of the copies pu of u in
pS˚h “  `pu1, pyiqiPrl˚s˘P pS˚ˆMh : ev`i ppu1q“hipyiq @ iPrl˚s(; (5.23)
we then denote it by Bop;h;pu. If ǫl˚pSq–2, 3 mod 4, we abbreviate Boc
S;u
op;h;u as Bop;h;u.
Remark 5.6. While Lemma 5.5 follows readily from [24, Prop. 5.3], it is also immediately implied
by our Lemmas 4.3 and 6.2 (which are also needed to establish Proposition 5.7 below). The terms
w2pψpd
2qq in [24, (17),(18)] appear to be extra (they are omitted in the key invariance argument
on [24, p53]). The first equation in [24] with
µpd2q “ ℓω
`
B2pSq
˘
, k2 “ k2pSq, l
2 “ l2pSq´l
˚
2 pSq
compares the two possibilities for Boc
S;u
op;h;u when k “ 0 or the real marked point x1 lies on the
same component of u as the marked points z`1 ; the second equation treats the remaining case.
The right-hand side of the latter reduces to the right-hand side of the former if (2.1) holds. The
right-hand side of [24, (17)], without the w2pψpd
2qq term, in turn reduces to
pµpd2q´k2´2l2qpµpd2q´k2´2l2´1q
2
`1 –
ǫl˚pSqpǫl˚pSq´1q
2
`1 mod 2;
the last expression vanishes (i.e. the two orientations are the same) if and only if ǫl˚pSq–2, 3.
The stratum S satisfies exactly one of the following conditions:
(S0) K2pSqXrk
1s“H and L2pSqXrl
1s“H;
(S1) |K2pSqXrk
1s|“1 and L2pSqXrl
1s“H;
(S2) there exists a codimension 1 stratum SĂM
τ
k1,l1 such that fk1,l1pSqĂS.
We call a pair pS,Υq consisting of S as above and a (possibly bordered) hypersurface ΥĂM
τ
k,l
admissible if one of the following conditions holds:
(S1Υ) K2pSqXrk
1s“tiu, L2pSqXrl
1s“H, and Υ is regular with respect to fRk1,l1;i;
(S2Υ) there exists a codimension 1 stratum SĂM
τ
k1,l1 such that fk1,l1pSqĂS and Υ is regular with
respect to S.
The notions of Υ being regular with respect to fRk1,l1;i and S are defined in Section 4.2.
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For ΥĂM
τ
k1,l1 , define
fp;Υ : Υ ÝÑ Xk,l´l˚ˆM
τ
k1,l1, fp;ΥpP q “ pp, P q, (5.24)
S˚h,p;Υ “
 `
u, P
˘
PS˚hˆΥ: evS;hpuq“p, fk1,l1puq “ P
(
. (5.25)
If pS,Υq is an admissible pair and ocΥ is a co-orientation on Υ, we denote by degpS, o
c
Υq P Z the
corresponding degree degRi pΥ, o
c
Υq or degSpΥ, o
c
Υq defined in Section 4.2.
Proposition 5.7 Suppose pX,ω, φq, p, k, k1, l, l˚, l1, B,p,h are in as Proposition 5.3,
S ĂMk,lpB;J, νq and Υ ĂM
τ
k1,l1
form an admissible pair, and ocΥ is a co-orientation on Υ. If εl˚pSq “ 2, the elements of h and p
are in general position, and pJ, νqPHω,φk,l is generic, then`
evS;h, fk1,l1
˘
: S˚h ÝÑ Xk,l´l˚ˆM
τ
k1,l1 and fp;Υ : Υ ÝÑ Xk,l´l˚ˆM
τ
k1,l1
are transverse maps from manifolds of complementary dimensions and the set S˚h,p;Υ is finite.
Furthermore,
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Bop;h,o
c
Υ
“ ´p´1qdimΥdegpS, ocΥq
ˆ ź
iPL˚1 pSq
hi ¨XB1pS q˙
ˆ ź
iPL˚2 pSq
hi ¨XB2pS q˙
ˆNφ;p
B1pSq,l1pSq´l
˚
1 pSq
N
φ;p
B2pSq,l2pSq´l
˚
2 pSq
.
(5.26)
Due to the condition εl˚pSq“2,
k1pSq “ ℓω
`
B1pS q˘ ´2
`
l1pSq´l
˚
1 pS q˘ and k2pSq`1 “ ℓω
`
B2pS q˘ ´2
`
l2pSq´l
˚
2 pS q˘ ,
i.e. the second irreducible component of the maps in S passes through an extra real point.
Remark 5.8. The crucial property of pS,Υq used in the proof is that the condition fk1,l1puqPΥ
in (5.25) factors through
S ÝÑMk1pSq`1,l1pSq
`
B1pSq;J, ν1
˘
ˆMk2pSq`1,l2pSq
`
B2pSq;J, ν2
˘
ÝÑMk1pSq`1,l1pSq
`
B1pSq;J, ν1
˘
for a good choice of ν. Thus, Lemma 3.4 applies.
5.3 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Fix pX,ω, φq, p, and B as in Theorem 1.1, take k as in (1.3) and l˚ P t2, 3u, and choose generic
tuples
h”
`
hi : HiÝÑX
˘
iPrl˚s
and p”
`
ppRi qiPrks, pp
`
i qiPrl`l˚´1s´rl˚s
˘
P Xk,l´1
so that each hi is a codimension 2 pseudocycle,
ℓωpBq “ 2l`k, and h1 ¨Xh3 “ 0. (5.27)
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We deduce the three relations of Theorem 1.1, with Nφ;pB,l pX
φq replaced by Nφ;pB,l and the left-hand
sides multiplied by h1 ¨Xh2, from Propositions 5.3 and 5.7 and several lemmas stated so far.
For pk1, l1q“p1, 2q, p0, 3q such that k1ďk and l1ď l`l˚´1, we denote by
fk1,l1 :xMk,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq ÝÑMτk1,l1
the composition of (5.16) and the quotient map q in (5.4) with l replaced by l` l˚´1. For a
stratum S of Mk,l`l˚´1pB;J, νq, letpS˚ “ q´1pS˚q Ă xMk,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq.
With the notation as in (5.5), let
Mh “ H1ˆ. . .ˆHl˚ ,pZ‹k,l`l˚´1;hpB;J, νq “  pu, y1, . . . , yl˚qPxM‹k,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νqˆMh : ev`i puq“hipyiq @ iPrl˚s(.
For pJ, νq PHω,φk,l`l˚´1 generic, the relative orientation pop;l˚ of Lemma 5.1 and the orientation oh
of Mh determine a relative orientation pop;h of the map
evk,l`l˚´1;h : pZ‹k,l`l˚´1;h`B;J, ν˘ ÝÑ Xk,l´1
induced by (5.6) with l replaced by l`l˚´1.
Below we take ΥĂM
τ
k1,l1 to be the bordered compact hypersurfaces of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 with
their co-orientations ocΥ. For a stratum S of Mk,l`l˚´1pB;J, νq, let
S˚h,p;Υ Ă S
˚ˆMhˆΥ and pS˚h ” pZ‹k,l`l˚´1;h`B;J, ν˘X` pS˚ˆMh˘
be as in (5.25) and (5.23), respectively, andpS˚h,p;Υ “  `pu, P ˘P pS˚hˆΥ: evk,l`l˚´1;hppuq“p, fk1,l1ppuq“P( .
We establish the next two statements at the end of this section.
Lemma 5.9 For a generic choice of pJ, νqPHω,φk,l`l˚´1, the map`
evk,l`l˚´1;h, fk1,l1
˘
: pZ‹k,l`l˚´1;hpB;J, νq ÝÑ Xk,l´1ˆMτk1,l1 (5.28)
is a bordered Z2-pseudocycle of dimension 4l`2k´2 transverse to (5.24).
Corollary 5.10 For a generic choice of pJ, νqPHω,φk,l`l˚´1,
Mpevk,l`l˚´1;h,fk1,l1q,fp;Υ Ă
pZ‹k,l`l˚´1;hpB;J, ν qˆ Υ
is a compact one-dimensional manifold with boundary (2.4) and`
B pZ‹k,l`l˚´1;hpB;J, ν q˘ pevk,l`l˚´1;h,fk1,l1 qˆ fp;ΥΥ “ ğ
ǫl˚pSq“2
pS˚h,p;Υ, (5.29)
with the union taken over the codimension 1 strata S of Mk,l`l˚´1pB;J, νq that satisfy either (S1)
or (S2) above Proposition 5.7.
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In our case, ΥXS1 “ H. If S
˚
h,p;Υ ‰H and S satisfies (S2), then S‰ S1. Combined with the
assumption that pk1, l1q is either p1, 2q or p0, 3q, this implies that the pair pS,Υq is admissible in
the sense defined above Proposition 5.7 whenever S contributes to the right-hand side of (5.29).
The identity (2.5) follows from Lemma 3.5. We use Corollary 5.10 and Proposition 5.7 to express
the right-hand side of this identity, i.e. the signed cardinality of (5.29), in terms of the real in-
variants Nφ,pB1,l1 . We use Lemma 3.3(1) and Proposition 5.3 to express the left-hand side of (2.5)
in terms of the real invariants Nφ,p
B1,l1
and the complex invariants NXB1 . Setting the two expressions
equal and dividing by 2, we obtain the two identities of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of (RWDVV1). We take l˚“2. Since k, lě1 in this case, the morphism
f1,2 : pZ‹k,l`1;hpB;J, νq ÝÑMτ1,2
is well-defined. Let P˘ PM
τ
1,2, ΥĂM
τ
1,2, o
c
P˘
, and ocΥ be as in the statement of Lemma 4.4. Let
AR1 (resp. A2) be the collection of the codimension 1 strata S of Mk,l`1pB;J, νq with ǫ2pSq “ 2
such that the irreducible component P11 carrying pz
`
1 , z
´
1 q (resp. the other component P
1
2) of the
maps in S carries the conjugate pair pz`2 , z
´
2 q, but not the real marked point x1. Each such stratum
is doubly covered by a stratum pS of BxM‹k,l`1;2pB;J, νq.
By Corollary 5.10 and Proposition 5.7, half of the right-hand side of (2.5), not including the sign
in front, equalsÿ
SPAR1
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Bop;h,o
c
Υ
`
ÿ
SPA2
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Bop;h,o
c
Υ
“
ÿ
SPAR1
`
h1 ¨XB1pS q˘
`
h2 ¨XB1pS q˘ N
φ;p
B1pSq,l1pSq´2
N
φ;p
B2pSq,l2pSq
´
ÿ
SPA2
`
h1 ¨XB1pS q˘
`
h2 ¨XB2pS q˘ N
φ;p
B1pSq,l1pSq´1
N
φ;p
B2pSq,l2pSq´1
.
Summing over all splittings of B PH2pXq into B1 and B2, of l´1 conjugate pairs of points into sets
of cardinalities l1 and l2, and of k´1 real points into sets of cardinalities ℓωpBiq´2li, we obtain
1
2
ˇˇ`
B pZ‹k,l`1;hpB;J q˘ pevk,l`1;h,fk1,l1 qˆ fp;Υ Υˇˇ˘Bpop;h,ocΥ
“
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq´t0u
B1`B2“B
l1`l2“l´1, l1,l2ě0
`
h1 ¨XB1˘
`
h2 ¨XB1˘
ˆ
l´1
l1
˙ˆ
ℓωpBq´2l´1
ℓωpB1q´2l1
˙
N
φ;p
B1,l1
N
φ;p
B2,l2
´
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq´t0u
B1`B2“B
l1`l2“l´1, l1,l2ě0
`
h1 ¨XB1˘
`
h2 ¨XB2˘
ˆ
l´1
l1
˙ˆ
ℓωpBq´2l´1
ℓωpB1q´2l1´1
˙
N
φ;p
B1,l1
N
φ;p
B2,l2
.
(5.30)
We note that l1 ” l1pSq´2 in the A
R
1 sum above and l1 ” l1pSq´1 in the A2 sum, because the
subtractions from l1pSq correspond to the insertions of the divisors H1,H2; the meaning of l2 is
analogous.
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By Lemma 3.3(1) and Proposition 5.3, half of the left-hand side of (2.5) equalsˇˇ
ev´1
P`;h
ppq
ˇˇ˘
o
P`;p;h
“
`
h1 ¨Xh2
˘
N
φ;p
B,l ` 2
ℓωpB{2q´3xByl
`
h1 ¨XB
˘`
h2 ¨XB
˘ ÿ
B1PH2pXq
dpB1q“B
NXB1
`
ÿ
B0,B
1PH2pXq´t0u
B0`dpB1q“B
2ℓωpB
1 q` B0¨ XB
1
˘`
h1 ¨XB
1
˘`
h2 ¨XB
1
˘ˆ l´1
ℓωpB1q
˙
NXB1N
φ;p
B0,l´1´ℓωpB1q
.
Equating this expression with the negative of (5.30), as dictated by (2.5), we obtain the first identity
in Theorem 1.1 with the left-hand side multiplied by h1 ¨Xh2.
Proof of (RWDVV2). We again take l˚“2. Since lě2 in this case, the morphism
f0,3 : pZ‹k,l`1;hpB;J, νq ÝÑMτ0,3
is well-defined. Let Γ˘i ,Υ, γ
1ĂM
τ
0,3, o
c
Γ˘i
, ocΥ, and o
c
γ1 be as in the statement of Lemma 4.5. Let
A2 (resp. A3) be the collection of the codimension 1 strata S of Mk,l`1pB;J, νq with ǫ2pSq “ 2
such that P11 (resp. P
1
2) carries the conjugate pair pz
`
3 , z
´
3 q, but not pz
`
2 , z
´
2 q.
By Corollary 5.10 and Proposition 5.7, half of the right-hand side of (2.5) equalsÿ
SPA2
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Bop;h,o
c
Υ
`
ÿ
SPA3
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Bop;h,o
c
Υ
“
ÿ
SPA3
`
h1 ¨XB1pS q˘
`
h2 ¨XB1pS q˘ N
φ;p
B1pSq,l1pSq´2
N
φ;p
B2pSq,l2pSq
´
ÿ
SPA2
`
h1 ¨XB1pS q˘
`
h2 ¨XB2pS q˘ N
φ;p
B1pSq,l1pSq´1
N
φ;p
B2pSq,l2pSq´1
.
Summing over all splittings of B PH2pXq into B1 and B2, of l´2 conjugate pairs of points into sets
of cardinalities l1 and l2, and of k real points into sets of the appropriate cardinalities, we obtain
1
2
ˇˇ`
B pZ‹k,l`1;hpB;J q˘ pevk,l`1;h,fk1,l1qˆfp;ΥΥˇˇ˘Bpop;h,ocΥ
“
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq´t0u
B1`B2“B
l1`l2“l´2, l1,l2ě0
`
h1 ¨XB1
˘`
h2 ¨XB1
˘ˆl´2
l1
˙ˆ
ℓωpBq´2l
ℓωpB1q´2l1
˙
N
φ;p
B1,l1
N
φ;p
B2,l2`1
´
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq´t0u
B1`B2“B
l1`l2“l´2, l1,l2ě0
`
h1 ¨XB1
˘`
h2 ¨XB2˘
ˆ
l´2
l1
˙ˆ
ℓωpBq´2l
ℓωpB1q´2l1´2
˙
N
φ;p
B1,l1`1
N
φ;p
B2,l2
.
(5.31)
We note that l1” l1pS q´ 2 in both sums above, because l1pS q´ 1 includes the conjugate pair pz
`
3 , z
´
3 q
in the A2 sum; this pair is included into l2pSq in the A3 sum.
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By Lemma 3.3(1) and Proposition 5.3, half of the negative of the left-hand side of (2.5) equalsˇˇ
ev´1
Γ`3 ;h
ppq
ˇˇ˘
o
Γ
`
3
;p;h
´
ˇˇ
ev´1
Γ`2 ;h
ppq
ˇˇ˘
o
Γ
`
2
;p;h
“
`
h1 ¨Xh2
˘
N
φ;p
B,l
`
ÿ
B0,B
1PH2pXq´t0u
B0`dpB1q“B
2ℓωpB
1 q` B0¨XB
1
˘`
h1 ¨XB
1
˘`
h2 ¨XB
1
˘ˆ l´2
ℓωpB1q
˙
NXB1N
φ;p
B0,l´1´ℓωpB1q
´
ÿ
B0,B
1PH2pXq´t0u
B0`dpB1q“B
2ℓωpB
1q´1` B0¨ XB
1
˘`
h1 ¨XB
1
˘`
h2 ¨XB0
˘ˆ l´2
ℓωpB1q´1
˙
NXB1N
φ;p
B0,l´1´ℓωpB1q
.
Equating this expression with the negative of (5.31), we obtain the second identity in Theorem 1.1
with the left-hand side multiplied by h1 ¨Xh2.
Proof of (RWDVV3). We now take l˚“3. Since lě1 in this case, the morphism
f0,3 : pZ‹k,l`2;hpB;J, νq ÝÑMτ0,3
is well-defined. Let Γ˘i ,Υ, γ
1ĂM
τ
0,3, o
c
Γ˘i
, ocΥ, and o
c
γ1 be as in the statement of Lemma 4.5. Let
A2 (resp. A3) be the collection of the codimension 1 strata S of Mk,l`2pB;J, νq with ǫ3pSq“2
such that P11 (resp. P
1
2) carries the conjugate pair pz
`
3 , z
´
3 q, but not pz
`
2 , z
´
2 q.
By Corollary 5.10 and Proposition 5.7, half of the right-hand side of (2.5) equalsÿ
SPA2
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Bop;h,o
c
Υ
`
ÿ
SPA3
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Bop;h,o
c
Υ
“
ÿ
SPA3
`
h1 ¨XB1pS q˘
`
h2 ¨XB1pS q˘
`
h3 ¨XB2pS q˘ N
φ;p
B1pSq,l1pSq´2
N
φ;p
B2pSq,l2pSq´1
´
ÿ
SPA2
`
h1 ¨XB1pS q˘
`
h3 ¨XB1pS q˘
`
h2 ¨XB2pS q˘ N
φ;p
B1pSq,l1pSq´2
N
φ;p
B2pSq,l2pSq´1
.
Summing over all splittings of B PH2pXq into B1 and B2, of l´1 conjugate pairs of points into sets
of cardinalities l1 and l2, and of k real points into sets of the appropriate cardinalities, we obtain
1
2
ˇˇ`
B pZ‹k,l`2;hpB;J q˘ pevk,l`2;h,fk1,l1qˆfp;ΥΥˇˇ˘Bpop;h,ocΥ
“
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq´t0u
B1`B2“B
l1`l2“l´1, l1,l2ě0
`
h1 ¨XB1
˘`
h2 ¨XB1˘
`
h3 ¨XB2˘
ˆ
l´1
l1
˙ˆ
ℓωpBq´2l
ℓωpB1q´2l1
˙
N
φ;p
B1,l1
N
φ;p
B2,l2
´
ÿ
B1,B2PH2pXq´t0u
B1`B2“B
l1`l2“l´1, l1,l2ě0
`
h1 ¨XB1
˘`
h3 ¨XB1
˘`
h2 ¨XB2˘
ˆ
l´1
l1
˙ˆ
ℓωpBq´2l
ℓωpB1q´2l1
˙
N
φ;p
B1,l1
N
φ;p
B2,l2
.
(5.32)
We note that l1” l1pS q´ 2 and l2” l2pS q´ 1 in both sums above, because the subtractions from l1pSq
and l2pSq correspond to the insertions of the divisors H1,H2,H3.
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By Lemma 3.3(1), Proposition 5.3, and the last equation in (5.27), half of the negative of the
left-hand side of (2.5) equalsˇˇ
ev´1
Γ`3 ;h
ppq
ˇˇ˘
o
Γ
`
3
;p;h
´
ˇˇ
ev´1
Γ`2 ;h
ppq
ˇˇ˘
o
Γ
`
2
;p;h
“
`
h1 ¨Xh2
˘`
h3 ¨XB
˘
N
φ;p
B,l
`
ÿ
B0,B
1PH2pXq´t0u
B0`dpB1q“B
2ℓωpB
1 q` B0¨XB
1
˘`
h1 ¨XB
1
˘`
h2 ¨XB
1
˘`
h3 ¨XB0˘
ˆ
l´1
ℓωpB1q
˙
NXB1N
φ;p
B0,l´1´ℓωpB1q
´
ÿ
B0,B
1PH2pXq´t0u
B0`dpB1q“B
2ℓωpB
1 q` B0¨XB
1
˘`
h1 ¨XB
1
˘`
h3 ¨XB
1
˘`
h2 ¨XB0
˘ˆ l´1
ℓωpB1q
˙
NXB1N
φ;p
B0,l´1´ℓωpB1q
.
Equating this expression with the negative of (5.31), we obtain the last identity in Theorem 1.1
with the left-hand side multiplied by h1 ¨Xh2.
Proof of Lemma 5.9. It is sufficient to show that`
ev, fk1,l1
˘
: xM‹k,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq ÝÑ Xk,l`l˚´1ˆMτk1,l1 (5.33)
is a bordered Z2-pseudocycle of dimension 4l`2k`2pl
˚´1q transverse to
fh;p;Υ : MhˆΥ ÝÑ Xk,l`l˚´1ˆM
τ
k1,l1, (5.34)
fh;p;Υpy1, . . . , yl˚ , P q “
`
h1py1q, . . . , hl˚pyl˚q,p, P
˘
.
Since dimRX “ 4, xc1pX,ωq, B
1y ě 1 for every B1 P H2pXq´t0u which can be represented by a
J-holomorphic map u : P1ÝÑX for a generic J PJ φω .
For a stratum S of xMk,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq, we denote by S˚ Ă S the subspace of simple maps and
by cpS˚q the number of nodes of maps in S. The image of S under fk1,l1 is contained in a stratum
S_ of M
τ
k1,l1 with cpS
_q ď cpSq. For a generic choice of pJ, νq, S˚ Ă S is a smooth manifold of
dimension
dimS˚ “ ℓωpBq`2pl`l
˚´1q`k ´ cpSq “ 4l`2k`2pl˚´1q ´ cpSq . (5.35)
The image of S´S˚ under`
ev, fk1,l1
˘
: xMk,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq ÝÑ Xk,l`l˚´1ˆMτk1,l1 (5.36)
is covered by smooth maps from manifolds S 1 with
dimS 1 ď ℓωpBq`2pl`l
˚´1q`k ´ 2´ cpS_q “ 4l`2k` 2pl˚´2q ´ cpS_q; (5.37)
see [23, Section 3] and [33, Section 3.4].
The space xM‹k,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq consists of the main stratum Mk,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq and the sub-
spaces S˚ of the strata S with either one real node only or one conjugate pair of nodes only. Such
strata have disjoint open neighborhoods in xM‹k,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq. Thus, the gluing maps as in [20]
for these strata can be chosen so that their images do not overlap. Along with the smooth struc-
ture ofMk,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq, these maps then determine a smooth structure onxM‹k,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq
with respect to which the map (5.33) is smooth.
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Since the space xMk,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq is compact,
Ω
`
pev, fk1,l1q
ˇˇxM‹
k,l`l˚´1;l˚
pB;J,νq
˘
Ă
 
pev, fk1,l1q
(` xMk,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq´xM‹k,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, ν q˘ . (5.38)
The complement on the right-hand side above consists of the subspaces S˚ of the strata S with
cpSqě2 nodes and of the subspaces S´S˚ with cpSqě1. Combining this with (5.35) and (5.37), we
conclude that the left-hand side of (5.38) is covered by smooth maps from manifolds of dimension
at most 4l`2k`2pl˚´2q. Thus, (5.33) is a bordered Z2-pseudocycle of dimension 4l`2k`2pl
˚´1q.
For a generic pJ, νq, the restriction`
ev, fk1,l1
˘
: S˚ ÝÑ Xk,l`l˚´1ˆS
_ (5.39)
of (5.36) to S˚ is transverse (in the target above) to fh;p;Υ1 for every given submanifold Υ
1ĂS_.
Along with the smoothings of the nodes, this implies that (5.33) is transverse to fh;p;Υ1. Since
fk1,l1
`
BxM‹k,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq˘X BΥ “ H
with our choices of Υ, we conclude that the restriction of (5.33) to BxM‹k,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq is trans-
verse to (5.34) and to the restriction of (5.34) to the boundary MhˆBΥ of its domain.
Since the image of fk1,l1 is disjoint from BM
τ
k1,l, it is also disjoint from the limit set
ΩpΥq ” Υ´Υ
of Υ (ΩpΥq is empty in the case of Lemma 4.4 and consists of 8 points in BM
τ
0,3 in the case
of Lemma 4.5). It remains to show that smooth maps from manifolds of dimensions at most
4l`2k`2pl˚´2q covering the right-hand side of (5.38) can be chosen so that they are transverse
to (5.34) and to the restriction of (5.34) to MhˆBΥ. If cpSq ě 2 and S is not a stratum ofxM‹k,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq, i.e. the maps in S do not just contain a conjugate pair of nodes, then the
transversality of Υ to every stratum of M
τ
k1,l1´BΥ, the transversality of (5.39) to fh;p;Υ1 for every
given submanifold Υ1ĂS_, and (5.35) imply that 
pev, fk1,l1q
(
pS˚q X fh;p;Υ
`
MhˆΥ
˘
“ H. (5.40)
For any stratum S of xMk,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq, the image of S´S˚ under (5.33) is covered by smooth
maps
hS 1 : S
1 ÝÑ Xk,l`l˚´1ˆS
_
satisfying (5.37); these maps are transverse (in the target above) to fh;p;Υ1 for every given subman-
ifold Υ1ĂS_ for a generic pJ, νq. This implies that (5.40) holds with S˚ replaced by S´S˚. Thus,
the bordered Z2-pseudocycle (5.33) is transverse to (5.34).
Proof of Corollary 5.10. For a codimension 1 stratum S of Mk,l`l˚´1pB;J, νq and r“1, 2, let
kr ” krpSq, lr ” lrpSq, l
˚
r ” l
˚
r pSq, Br ” BrpSq (5.41)
be as in Section 5.1 . Suppose that pS˚ is a stratum of BxM‹k,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq, i.e.
ǫl˚pSq ”
@
c1pX,ωq, B2
D
´2pl2´l
˚
2 q´k2
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is congruent to 2 or 3 modulo 4.
Since ΥXS1 “H, pl1, k1q ‰ p1, 0q if pS˚h,p;Υ ‰H. If B2 “ 0, l2, l˚2 “ 1, and k2 “ 0, then ǫl˚pSq“0,
contrary to the assumption on S above. Suppose B2“0, l2“1, and l
˚
2 , k2“0. For good choices of ν
(still sufficiently generic), the restriction to pS˚ of (5.7) with l replaced by l`l˚´1 then factors as
pS˚ ÝÑMk`1,l`l˚´2`B;J, ν1˘ˆM1,1p0;J, 0q ÝÑ Xk,l`l˚´2ˆXφ ÝÑ Xk,l`l˚´1 .
Thus, pS˚h,p;Υ “H for generic choices of h and p. Suppose B2 “ 0, l2 “ 0, and k2 “ 2. For good
choices of ν, the restriction to pS˚ of (5.7) with l replaced by l`l˚´1 then factors as
pS˚ ÝÑMk´1,l`l˚´1`B;J, ν1˘ˆM3,0p0;J, 0q ÝÑ Xk´2,l`l˚´1ˆ∆φX ÝÑ Xk,l`l˚´1 ,
where ∆φXĂpX
φq2 is the diagonal. Thus, pS˚h,p;Υ“H for generic choices of h and p.
We can thus assume that either Br ‰ 0 or 2lr`kr ě 3 for r “ 1, 2. For good choices of ν, the
restriction to pS˚ of (5.7) with l replaced by l`l˚´1 then factors as
pS˚ ÝÑMk1`1,l1` B1;J, ν1˘ˆMk2`1,l2` B2;J, ν2˘
ÝÑMk1,l1` B1;J, ν
1
1
˘
ˆMk2,l2
`
B2;J, ν
1
2
˘
ÝÑ Xk1,l1´l˚1 ˆXk2,l2´l
˚
2
ÝÑ Xk,l´1 .
Thus, pS˚h,p;Υ“H for generic choices of h, p, and pJ, νq unless
ℓω
`
Br
˘
`2
`
lr´l
˚
r
˘
`kr ě 4
`
lr´l
˚
r
˘
`2kr @ r“1, 2.
Since
ℓωpB1q`ℓωpB2q “ ℓωpBq´1 “ 2l`k´1, k1`k2 “ k, l1`l2 “ l`l
˚´1, l˚1`l
˚
2 “ l
˚,
and ǫl˚pSq–2, 3 mod 4, it follows that ǫl˚pSq“2 and
ℓωpB1q “ 2
`
l1´l
˚
1
˘
`k1. (5.42)
If S satisfies (S0) above Proposition 5.7, the restriction to pS˚ of the composition of (5.33) with the
projection to the product Xk1,l1ˆM
τ
k1,l1 factors aspS˚ ÝÑMk1`1,l1` B1;J, ν1˘ˆMk2`1,l2` B2;J, ν2˘ ÝÑMk1,l1` B1;J, ν 11˘ ÝÑ Xk1,l1ˆMτk1,l1 .
Since the restriction of (5.33) to pS˚ is transverse to (5.34) and Υ is a real hypersurface, (5.42) then
implies that pS˚h,p;Υ“H.
6 Proofs of structural statements
6.1 Orienting the linearized B-operator
For u as in (5.1), let
D
φ
J,ν;u : Γpuq ”
 
ξPΓpΣ;u˚TXq : ξ˝σ“dφ˝ξ
(
ÝÑ Γ0,1puq ”
 
ζ PΓpΣ; pT ˚Σ, jq0,1bCu
˚pTX, Jqq : ζ˝dσ “ dφ˝ζ
(
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be the linearization of the tBJ´νu-operator on the space of real maps from pΣ, σq with its complex
structure j. We define
λCupXq “
lâ
i“1
λ
`
Tupz`i q
X
˘
, λRupXq “ λ
ˆ kà
i“1
TupxiqX
φ˙ “
kâ
i“1
λ
`
TupxiqX
φ
˘
,
λu
`
D
φ
J,ν
˘
“ detDφJ,ν;u ,
rλu`DφJ,ν ,X˘ “ λRupXq˚bλCupXq˚bλu`DφJ,ν˘;
the summands and the factors in the definition of λRupXq are not ordered. By [11, Appendix], the
projection rλ`DφJ,ν ,X˘ ” ď
uPMk,lpB;J,νq
 
uuˆrλu`DφJ,ν ,X˘ ÝÑMk,lpB;J, νq (6.1)
is a line orbi-bundle with respect to a natural topology on its domain.
For iPrks and uPMk,lpB;J, νq with the associated marked curve C as in (5.2), let
jipuq “ jipCq P rks
be as in Section 4.1. The next statement is a consequence of the orienting construction of [24,
Prop. 3.1], a more systematic perspective of which appears in the proof of [8, Thm. 7.1].
Lemma 6.1 Suppose pX,ω, φq is a real symplectic fourfold, l P Z`, k P Zě0 with k` 2l ě 3,
B PH2pXq, and pJ, νq PH
ω,φ
k,l . If k and B satisfy (2.1), then a Pin
´-structure p on Xφ determines
an orientation oDp on the restriction of (6.1) to Mk,lpB;J, νq with the following properties:
(oDp 1) the interchange of two real points xi and xj preserves o
D
p ;
(oDp 2) if uPMk,lpB;J, νq, the interchange of the real points x1 and xjipuq with 2ď iďk preserves o
D
p
at u if and only if pk´1qpi´1qP2Z;
(oDp 3) if u PMk,lpB;J, ν;
qXφq and the marked points z`i and z`j are not separated by the fixed
locus S1 of the domain of u, then the interchange of the conjugate pairs pz`i , z
´
i q and
pz`j , z
´
j q preserves o
D
p at u;
(oDp 4) the interchange of the points in a conjugate pair pz
`
i , z
´
i q with 1ă iď l preserves o
D
p ;
(oDp 5) the interchange of the points in the conjugate pair pz
`
1 , z
´
1 q preserves o
D
p if and only if
k ‰ 0 and ℓωpBq – 2, 3 mod 4 or k “ 0 and ℓωpBq – 0 mod 4;
(oDp 6) if k, l, l
˚ “ 1, B “ 0, and ν is small, then oDp is the orientation induced by the evaluation
at x1.
Proof. Let u be as in (5.1). For the purposes of applying [8, Thm. 7.1], we take the distinguished
half-surface D2ĂP1 to be the disk so that BD2 is the fixed locus S1 of τ and z`1 P D
2. A Pin´-
structure p on Xφ then determines an orientation oDp;R on the line λ
R
upXq
˚bλupD
φ
J,νq varying
continuously with u. Since oDp;R does not depend on the conjugate pairs of marked points, except
for z˘1 which determines D
2, oDp;R satisfies (o
D
p 3) and (o
D
p 4). By the CROrient 1p property in [8,
Section 7.2], oDp;R satisfies (o
D
p 1), (o
D
p 2), and (o
D
p 5). By the CROrient 5b and 6b properties in
[8, Section 7.2], it also satisfies ((oDp 6)). Along with the symplectic orientations of Tupz`i q
X, oDp;R
determines an orientation oDp on
rλupDφJ,ν ,Xq varying continuously with u. Since the complex
dimension of X is even, oDp also satisfies all six properties.
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Suppose now that lPZ` and S is an open codimension 1 stratum of Mk,lpB;J, νq. Define
rpSq “
#
1, if k“0 or 1PK1pSq;
2, if 1PK2pSq.
An orientation oc
S;u of NuS determines a direction of degeneration of elements of Mk,lpB;J, νq
to u. The orientation oDp on (6.1) limits to an orientation o
D
p;u of
rλupDφJ,ν ,Xq by approaching u
from this direction. The orientation oDp;u is called the limiting orientation induced by p and o
c
S;u in
[8, Section 7.3]. If in addition l˚2 pSq ě 1, the possible orientations o
c;˘
S;u of NuS are distinguished
as above Lemma 4.3. We denote by oD;˘p;u the limiting orientation of rλupDφJ,ν ,Xq induced by p
and oc;˘
S;u.
The domain of each element u P S consists of an irreducible component P11 carrying the marked
points z˘1 with fixed locus S
1
1 and another irreducible component P
1
2 with fixed locus S
1
2 . The fixed
locus S1r splits P
1
r into two disks. Let S˚ĂS be the subspace of all maps with fixed distributions
of the marked points z`i with iPrls between the four disks and with fixed orderings of the marked
points xi with i P rks and the nodal points on the two fixed loci. We call such a subspace a
substratum of S. If k2pSq`2l2pSqě2, i.e. the marked domain (5.2) of every element uPS is stable,
then the image of S under the forgetful morphism
fk,l : Mk,lpB;J, νq ÝÑM
τ
k,l
is contained in a codimension 1 stratum S_. In such a case, a substratum S˚ of S is given by
S˚ “ S X f
´1
k,l pS
_
˚ q
for some topological component S_˚ of S
_.
For good choices of ν, there are a natural embedding
S˚ ãÝÝÑ M1ˆM2 ĂMk1pSq`1,l1pSq
`
B1pSq;J, ν1
˘
ˆMk2pSq`1,l2pSq
`
B2pSq;J, ν2
˘
(6.2)
for some unions M1 and M2 of topological components of the moduli spaces on the right-hand side
above and forgetful morphisms
fnd : Mk1pSq`1,l1pSq
`
B1pSq;J, ν1
˘
ÝÑMk1pSq,l1pSq
`
B1pSq;J, ν
1
1
˘
,
fnd : Mk2pSq`1,l2pSq
`
B2pSq;J, ν2
˘
ÝÑMk2pSq,l2pSq
`
B2pSq;J, ν
1
2
˘ (6.3)
dropping the real marked points corresponding to the nodal points nd on the two components. We
choose the embedding in (6.2) so that it satisfies (oS1) and (oS2) in Section 4.3. For an element
uPS, we denote by
u1 PMk1pSq`1,l1pSq
`
B1pSq;J, ν1
˘
and u2 PMk2pSq`1,l2pSq
`
B2pSq;J, ν2
˘
the pair of maps corresponding to u via (6.2). Let
u11 PMk1pSq,l1pSq
`
B1pSq;J, ν
1
1
˘
and u12 PMk2pSq,l2pSq
`
B2pSq;J, ν
1
2
˘
be the images of u1 and u2 under the forgetful morphisms in (6.3).
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Suppose k and B satisfy (2.1), l˚2 pSqě1, and i
˚ PL2pS˚q is as above Lemma 4.3. For each uPS˚,
the exact sequences
0 ÝÑ DφJ,ν;u ÝÑ D
φ
J,ν11;u
1
1
‘DφJ,ν2;u2 ÝÑ TupndqX
φ ÝÑ 0,
`
ξ1, ξ2
˘
ÝÑ ξ2pndq´ξ1pndq, (6.4)
0 ÝÑ DφJ,ν;u ÝÑ D
φ
J,ν1;u1
‘Dφ
J,ν2;u
1
2
ÝÑ TupndqX
φ ÝÑ 0,
`
ξ1, ξ2
˘
ÝÑ ξ2pndq´ξ1pndq,
of Fredholm operators determine isomorphisms
λu
`
D
φ
J,ν
˘
bλ
`
TupndqX
φ
˘
« λu11
`
D
φ
J,ν11
˘
bλu2
`
D
φ
J,ν2
˘
,
λu
`
D
φ
J,ν
˘
bλ
`
TupndqX
φ
˘
« λu1
`
D
φ
J,ν1
˘
bλu12
`
D
φ
J,ν12
˘
.
(6.5)
If ǫl˚pSq P 2Z (for any l
˚ P rls), a Pin´-structure p on Xφ determines homotopy classes of isomor-
phisms
λu11
`
D
φ
J,ν11
˘
ÝÑ λRu11
pXqbλCu11
pXq and λu2
`
D
φ
J,ν2
˘
ÝÑ λRu2pXqbλ
C
u2
pXq;
see Lemma 6.1. Combining these isomorphisms with the first isomorphism in (6.5), we obtain a
homotopy class of isomorphisms
λu
`
D
φ
J,ν
˘
bλ
`
TupndqX
φ
˘
« λRu11
pXqbλCu11
pXqbλRu2pXqbλ
C
u2
pXq
« λRu11
pXqbλCu11
pXqbλ
`
TupndqX
φ
˘
bλRu12
pXqbλCu12
pXq
« λRupXqbλ
C
upXqbλ
`
TupndqX
φ
˘
.
(6.6)
If ǫl˚pSqR2Z, a Pin
´-structure p on Xφ similarly determines a homotopy class of isomorphisms
λu
`
D
φ
J,ν
˘
bλ
`
TupndqX
φ
˘
« λRu1pXqbλ
C
u1
pXqbλRu12
pXqbλCu12
pXq
« λ
`
TupndqX
φ
˘
bλRu11
pXqbλCu11
pXqbλRu12
pXqbλCu12
pXq
« λRupXqbλ
C
upXqbλ
`
TupndqX
φ
˘
.
In either case, we denote the associated orientation on rλupDφJ,ν ,Xq by oDp;u.
If l˚2 pSq ě 1, we choose the embedding (6.2) so that the real marked points of the tuples of u1
and u2 corresponding to uPS˚ are ordered by their position on S
1
1ĂP
1
1 and S
1
2ĂP
1
2, respectively,
starting from the node in the counterclockwise direction with respect to z`1 PP
1
1 and z
`
i˚
PP12. We
define δ˘
R
pS˚qPZ as above Lemma 4.3 and set
δ`DpSq “ k2pSqxw2pXq, B1pSqy, δ
´
DpSq “ δ
`
DpSq`
pℓωpB2pSqq´k2pSqqpℓωpB2pSqq´k2pSq`1q
2
.
Lemma 6.2 Suppose pX,ω, φq, p, k, l, B, and pJ, νq are as in Lemma 6.1, the pair pk,Bq satis-
fies (2.1), and S˚ is a substratum of a codimension 1 stratum S of Mk,lpB;J, νq with l
˚
2 pSq ě 1.
The orientations oD;˘p and o
D
p on
rλpDφJ,ν ,Xq|S˚ are the same if and only if δ˘DpSq–δ˘R pS˚q mod 2.
Proof. Let uPS˚. We define rǫpSq to be 1 if ǫl˚pSqP2Z and 2 if ǫl˚pSqR2Z. Let j
1
ǫpuqPZ
ě0 be the
number of real marked points that lie on the oriented arc of S1
rǫpSq
between the node and the real
marked point xiPS
1
rǫpSq
with the smallest value of i; if krǫpSqpSq“0, we take j
1
ǫpuq“0. The marked
points z`1 P P
1
1 and z
`
i˚ P P
1
2 determine the distinguished disks as in the proof of Lemma 6.1. By
Lemma 6.1(oDp 2), the orientation o
D
p at u agrees with the split orientation of [8, Section 7.4] if and
only if pkrǫpSq´1qj
1
ǫpuq is even. Thus, [8, Cor. 7.5] implies the claim for λ
R
upXq
˚bλupD
φ
J,νq. Since
the conjugate pairs of marked points have the same effect on oD;˘p and o
D
p , the claim follows.
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0
0

0

0 // A11 //

A12 //

A13 //

0
0 // A21 //

A22 //

A23 //

0
0 // A31 //

A32 //

A33 //

0
0 0 0
Figure 8: Commutative square of vector spaces with exact rows and columns for the statement of
Lemma 6.3
6.2 Proofs of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.5 and Proposition 5.2
Suppose pX,ω, φq, p, k, l, l˚, B, and pJ, νq are as in Lemma 5.1, the pair pk,Bq satisfies (2.1), and
pJ, νq is generic. The exact sequences
0 ÝÑ kerDφJ,ν;u ÝÑ TuM
˚
k,lpB;J, νq ÝÑ Tfk,lpuqM
τ
k,l ÝÑ 0
with u PM˚k,lpB;J, νq induced by the forgetful morphism fk,l determine an isomorphism
λ
`
ev
ˇˇ
M˚
k,l
pB;J,νq
˘
” ev˚λRpXq˚bev˚λCpXq˚bλ
`
M˚k,lpB;J, νq
˘
« rλ`DφJ,ν ,X˘bf˚k,lλ`Mτk,l˘ (6.7)
of line bundles over M˚k,lpB;J, νq. By Lemma 6.1, the Pin
´-structure p on Xφ induces an orienta-
tion oDp on the first factor on the right-hand side above. Along with the orientation ok,l;l˚ on the
second factor defined in Section 4.1, it determines a relative orientation op;l˚ on the restrictions
of (5.12) to M˚k,lpB;J, νq via (6.7).
Proofs of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.5. By Lemmas 4.1 and 6.1, the relative orientation op;l˚ above
satisfies all properties listed in Lemma 5.1 wherever it is defined. Every (continuous) extension
of op;l˚ to subspaces of the domains of the maps in (5.12) satisfies the same properties. The relative
orientation op;l˚ automatically extends over all strata of codimension 2 and higher. By Lemma 5.5,
it extends over the codimension 1 strata of the two domains as well. Lemma 5.5 in turn follows
immediately from Lemmas 4.3 and 6.2.
The next observation, which is used in the proof of Proposition 5.2, is straightforward.
Lemma 6.3 Suppose Aij with i, j Pr3s are oriented finite-dimensional vector spaces, the rows and
columns in the diagram in Figure 8 are exact sequences of vector-space homomorphisms, and this
diagram commutes. The total number of rows and columns in this diagram which (do not) respect
the orientations is congruent to dimpA13qdimpA31q mod 2.
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Proof of Proposition 5.2. We continue with the notation in the proof of Lemma 5.9, but apply
it to the strata S of Mk,lpB;J, νq. Let
evrl˚s “
l˚ź
i“1
ev`i : Mk,lpB;J, νq ÝÑ X
l˚ (6.8)
and h : ZÝÑX l
˚
be a smooth map from a manifold of dimension 2l˚´2 that covers Ωpfhq. Let
evk,l;h : Zk,l;hpB;J, νq”
 
pu, yqPMk,lpB;J, νqˆMh : evrl˚spuq“fhpyq
(
ÝÑXk,l´l˚, (6.9)
evk,l;h : Zk,l;hpB;J, νq”
 
pu, zqPMk,lpB;J, νqˆZ : evrl˚spuq“hpzq
(
ÝÑ Xk,l´l˚
be the maps induced by (5.6).
For each stratum S of Mk,lpB;J, νq, define
Sh “ Zk,l;hpB;J, νq X
`
SˆMh
˘
, S˚h “ Zk,l;hpB;J, νq X
`
S˚ˆMh
˘
.
For a generic pJ, νq, the subspace S˚ of simple maps in S is a smooth manifold of dimension
dimS˚ “ ℓωpBq`2l`k ´ cpSq “ 4l´ 2l
˚`2k´cpSq (6.10)
and the restriction of (6.8) to S˚ is transverse to fh and to h. Along with (6.10), the first transver-
sality property implies that S˚h is a smooth manifold of dimension
dimS˚h “ dimS
˚´2l˚ “ 4pl´l˚q`2k´cpSq . (6.11)
For every stratum S of Mk,lpB;J, νq, there is a smooth manifold S
1 and smooth maps
evrl˚s : S
1 ÝÑ X l
˚
and evk,l;l˚ : S
1 ÝÑ Xk,l´l˚
such that evrl˚s is transverse to fh and to h,
evrl˚spS´S
˚q Ă evrl˚spS
1q, and dimS 1 ď ℓωpBq`2l`k ´ 2 “ 4l´ 2l
˚`2k´2 ; (6.12)
see [23, Section 3] and [33, Section 3.4]. In particular, the map
evk,l;h : S
1
h”
 
pu, yqPS 1ˆMh : evrl˚spuq“fhpyq
(
ÝÑ Xk,l´l˚
induced by evk,l;l˚ is smooth,
evk,l;h
`
Sh´S
˚
h
˘
Ă evk,l;hpS
1
hq, and dimS
1
h ď 4pl´l
˚q`2k´2 . (6.13)
By the reasoning in the proof of Lemma 5.9 applied to the space M‹k,l;l˚pB;J, νq instead ofxM‹k,l`l˚´1;l˚pB;J, νq, M‹k,l;l˚pB;J, νq is a smooth manifold. Along with the first transversality
property after (6.10), this implies that (5.10) is a smooth map between smooth manifolds of the
same dimension. The relative orientation op;l˚ of the first map in (5.12) and the orientation oh
determine a relative orientation op;l˚oh of (5.10).
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Since the space Mk,lpB;J, νq is compact,
Ω
`
evk,l;h
ˇˇ
Z
‹
k,l;h
pB;J,νq
˘
Ă evk,l;h
`
Zk,l;hpB;J, νq´Z
‹
k,l;hpB;J, νq
˘
Yevk,l;h
`
Zk,l;hpB;J, νq
˘
.
(6.14)
By (6.10), (6.12), and the transversality of the maps evrl˚s on S
˚ and S 1 to h, the last set above is
covered by smooth maps from finitely many manifolds of dimension at most
dimZ‹k,l;hpB;J, νq´2 “ 4pl´l
˚q`2k ´ 2. (6.15)
The set
Zk,l;hpB;J, νq´Z
‹
k,l;hpB;J, νq ĂMk,lpB;J, νqˆMh
consists of the subspaces S˚h corresponding to the strata S of Mk,lpB;J, νq with either cpSq ě 2
nodes or ǫl˚pSq– 2, 3 mod 2 and of the subspaces Sh´S
˚
h with cpSq ě 1. By (6.11) and (6.13), a
smooth map from manifold of dimension (6.15) covers evk,l;hpS
˚
hq if cpSq ě 2 and evk,l;hpSh´S
˚
hq
for any stratum S of Mk,lpB;J, νq. We show in the next two paragraphs that a smooth map from
manifold of dimension (6.15) also covers evk,l;hpS
˚
hq if S is a stratum of Mk,lpB;J, νq with cpSq“1
and ǫl˚pSq–2, 3 mod 4. This will conclude the proof of the first claim of the proposition.
Suppose S is a stratum of Mk,lpB;J, νq with cpSq“1 and ki, li, l
˚
i , Bi are as in (5.41). Let
fh1 : Mh1 ÝÑ X
l˚1 and fh2 : Mh2 ÝÑ X
l˚2
be the pseudocycles determined by the maps h1, . . . , hl˚ corresponding to the conjugate pairs of
marked points indexed by iPrl˚s that are carried by the first and second components of the maps
in S, respectively. If
ǫl˚pSq ”
@
c1pX,ωq, B2
D
´2pl2´l
˚
2 q´k2 ”
`
ℓωpB2q´2pl2´l
˚
2 q´k2
˘
` 1
is congruent to 2 or 3 modulo 4, then
pB1, l1, k1q ‰ p0, 1, 0q and pB2, l2, l
˚
2 , k2q ‰ p0, 1, 1, 0q.
Suppose B2“0, l2“1, and l
˚
2 , k2“0. For good choices of ν (still sufficiently generic), the restriction
of (6.9) to S˚h then factors as
S˚h ÝÑ Z
‹
k`1,l´1;hpB;J, ν1qˆM1,1p0;J, 0q ÝÑ Xk,l´1´l˚ˆX
φ ÝÑ Xk,l´l˚ .
Thus, evk,l;hpS
˚
hq is contained in a smooth manifold of dimension 4pl´l
˚q`2k´2. Suppose B2“0,
l2, l
˚
2 “0, and k2“2. For good choices of ν, the restriction of (6.9) to S
˚
h then factors as
S˚h ÝÑ Z
‹
k´1,l;hpB;J, ν1qˆM3,0p0;J, 0q ÝÑ Xk´2,l´l˚ˆ∆
φ
X ÝÑ Xk,l´l˚ ,
where ∆φX Ă pX
φq2 is the diagonal. Thus, evk,l;hpS
˚
hq is again contained in a smooth manifold of
dimension 4pl´l˚q`2k´2.
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We can thus assume that either Bi‰0 or 2li`kiě3 for i“1, 2. For good choices of ν, the restriction
of (6.9) to S˚h then factors as
S˚h
// Z‹k1,l1;h1pB1;J, ν
1
1q ˆZ
‹
k2,l2;h2
pB2;J, ν
1
2q
evk1,l1;h1

evk2,l2;h2

Xk1,l1´l˚1
ˆXk2,l2´l˚2
// Xk,l´l˚.
Thus, evk,l;hpS
˚
hq is covered by a smooth map from a manifold of dimension
dimZ‹ki,li;hipBi;J, νiq`dimXk3´i,l3´i´l˚3´i
“ ℓωpBiq`2pli´l
˚
i q`ki ` 4pl3´i ´ l
˚
3´iq`2k3´i
“ 4pl´l˚q`2k `
`
ℓωpBiq´2pli´l
˚
i q´ki
˘
for i“1, 2. Since`
ℓωpB1q´2pl1´l
˚
1 q´k1
˘
`
`
ℓωpB2q´2pl2´l
˚
2 q´k2
˘
“ ℓωpBq´1´2pl´l
˚q´k “ ´1,
it follows that evk,l;hpS
˚q is covered by a smooth map from a manifold of dimension (6.15) unless
ǫl˚pSq is either 0 or 1. Along with the previous paragraph, this confirms the claim at the end of
the paragraph containing (6.15).
It remains to establish (5.14). We can assume that B‰0 and can be represented by a J-holomorphic
map; thus, xω,By‰ 0. Let H PH2pX;Zq be such φ˚H “´H and xH,By‰ 0; such a class H can
be obtained by slightly deforming ω so that it represents a rational class, taking a multiple of
the deformed class that represents an integral class, and then taking the anti-invariant part of the
multiple. Let h1 and h2 be two pseudocycles as in the statement of the proposition representing
the Poincare dual of H. By definition,
N
φ;p
B,l´l˚ “
1
xH,By2
deg
`
evk,l´l˚`2;ph1,h2q, op;2oph1,h2q
˘
.
An implicit implication of a similar definition in [24, Section 4] is that Nφ;pB,l´l˚ does not depend on
the choices of H, h1, and h2. This follows from (6.16) below, which also implies (5.14).
Let k, l, l˚, B,h be as in the statement of the proposition and h1 : H 1ÝÑX be another codimension 2
pseudocycle in general position. We denote by hh1 the tuple ph1, . . . , hl˚ , h
1q and show below that
deg
`
evk,l`1;hh1, op;l˚`1ohh1
˘
“
`
h1 ¨XB
˘
deg
`
evk,l;h, op;l˚oh
˘
, (6.16)
with evk,l;h as in (5.10) and
evk,l`1;hh1 : Z
‹
k,l`1;hh1
`
B;J, f ˚k,l`1;l˚`1ν
˘
ÝÑ Xk,pl`1q´pl˚`1q“Xk,l´l˚ .
The second forgetful morphism in (5.3) with pl, iq replaced by pl`1, l˚`1q induces a morphism
f : Z‹k,l`1;hh1
`
B;J, f ˚k,l`1;l˚`1ν
˘
ÝÑ Z‹k,l;h
`
B;J, ν
˘
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0
0

0 //

TruZhh1 druf //

Tpu,yqZh //

0
0 // Tz`
l˚`1
P
1‘Ty1H
1 //

TrupMl`1ˆMhh1q //

Tpu,yqpMlˆMhq //

0
0 // N∆ //

N∆l
˚`1 //

N∆l
˚ //

0
0 0 0
Figure 9: Commutative square of vector spaces with exact rows and columns for the proof of (5.14).
so that evk,l`1;hh1“evk,l;h f˝. The relative orientations op;l˚`1ohh1 of evk,l`1;hh1 and op;l˚oh of evk,l;h
determine a relative orientation op of f. The number of the preimages
ru ” pu, pz`l˚`1, z´l˚`1q, y, y1q
of a generic point
pu, yq P Z‹k,l;hpB;J, νq X
`
Mk,lpB;J, νqˆMh
˘
under f is finite. For such a preimage ru, druf is an isomorphism. With u as in (5.1), the homomor-
phism
T
z`
l˚`1
P
1‘Ty1H
1 ÝÑ T
upz`
l˚`1
qX“Th1py1qX, pv,wq ÝÑ dz`
l˚`1
upvq`dy1h
1pwq, (6.17)
is an isomorphism. Its domain and target are oriented by the complex orientation of P1 (i.e. the
vertical orientation o`l˚`1 in the notation of Lemma 5.1(op2)), the given orientation oh1 of H
1, and
the symplectic orientation oω of X. We set sru to be `1 if this isomorphism is orientation-preserving
and to be ´1 if it is orientation-reversing. We show below that srupopq“sru. Sinceÿ
ruPf´1pu,yqsru “ h
1 ¨XB, (6.18)
the desired identity (6.16) then follows from (3.6).
Let ∆ĂX2 and ∆l
˚
ĂpX l
˚
q2 denote the diagonals. The orientation oω of X induces an orienta-
tion o∆ on the normal bundle N∆ of ∆ and an orientation o
l˚
∆ on the normal bundle N∆
l˚ of ∆l
˚
.
Define
Zh “ Z
‹
k,l;h
`
B;J, ν
˘
, Ml “Mk,l
`
B;J, ν
˘
,
Zhh1 “ Z
‹
k,l`1;hh1
`
B;J, f ˚k,l`1;l˚`1ν
˘
, Ml`1 “Mk,l`1
`
B;J, f ˚k,l`1;l˚`1ν
˘
.
Let pu, yq and ru be as above. Fix an orientation o on TevpuqXk,l. The differentials of the obvious
maps induce a commutative square in Figure 9 with exact rows and columns. Since the dimensions
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of X and H 1 are even, the sign sru of (6.17) is the sign of the isomorphism in the left column with
respect to the orientations o`l˚`1, o
1
h, and o∆. Along with the relative orientation op;l˚ (resp. op;l˚`1)
and the orientation oh (resp. ohh1), o induces an orientation opu,yq on Tpu,yqpMlˆMhq (resp. oru
on TrupMl`1ˆ Mhh1q). Since the dimension of H 1 is even, Lemma 5.1(op2) implies that the middle
row respects the orientations. Along with the orientation ol
˚
∆ on N∆
l˚ (resp. ol
˚`1
∆ on N∆
l˚`1),
opu,yq (resp. oru) induces an orientation o1pu,yq on Tpu,yqZh (resp. o1ru on TruZhh1) so that the right
(resp. middle) column of the diagram respects the orientations. The bottom row respects the
orientations. Lemma 6.3 then implies that druf is orientation-preserving with respect to o1ru and
o1pu,yq if and only if the isomorphism in the left column is. The latter is the case if and only if
sru“`1. These two statements imply that srupopq“sru.
6.3 Proof of Proposition 5.7
For k1, l1 P Zě0 with k1`2l1 ď 2, we denote by Hω,φk1,l1 the set of pairs pJ, 0q with J P J
φ
ω . We
continue with the notation in the statement of this proposition and just above. Let kr, lr, l
˚
r , Br be
as in (5.41) and
M‹ “M‹k,l;l˚pB;J, νq.
Since pS,Υq is admissible, k1`2l1ě3 and either k2 ě 1 or l2 ě 1. We assume that there exist
ν 11 PH
ω,φ
k1,l1
and ν2 PH
ω,φ
k2`1,l2
so that every substratum S˚ĂS admits an embedding as in (6.2) with
ν1“ f
˚
k1`1,l1;nd
ν 11 subject to the conditions specified below (6.3) and above Lemma 6.2.
We first assume that l˚2 ‰ 0 and take i
˚ P L˚2pSq to be the smallest element of this set. By this
assumption, the image of S under the forgetful morphism fk,l is contained in a codimension 1
stratum S_ of M
τ
k,l. By Lemma 5.5, we can assume that the orientation o
c
S
of NS used to define
the relative orientation Bop;l˚”Boc
S
op;l˚ of (5.22) is o
c;`
S
in the notation of Lemma 6.2.
For u P S, let
u1 PM1 ”Mk1`1,l1
`
B1;J, ν1
˘
, u11 PM
1
1 ”Mk1,l1
`
B1;J, ν
1
1
˘
,
u2 PM2 ”Mk2`1,l2
`
B2;J, ν2
˘
, nd P P11,P
1
2, S
1
1 Ă P
1
1,
Dφu “ D
φ
J,ν;u, D
φ
u1
“ DφJ,ν1;u1 “ D
φ
J,ν11;u
1
1
, Dφu2 “ D
φ
J,ν2;u2
be as above Lemma 6.2 and in Section 4.2. We denote by
C ” fk,lpuq P S
_ ĂM”M
τ
k,l, C1 ” fk1`1,l1pu1q PM1”M
τ
k1`1,l1 ,
C11 ” fk1,l1pu
1
1q PM
1
1”M
τ
k1,l1
, C2 ” fk2`1,l2pu2q PM2”M
τ
k2`1,l2
the marked domains of the maps u, u1, u
1
1, and u2, respectively.
The exact sequence
0 ÝÑ TuS ÝÑ Tu1M1‘Tu2M2 ÝÑ TupndqX
φ ÝÑ 0,
`
ξ1, ξ2
˘
ÝÑ ξ2pndq´ξ1pndq, (6.19)
of vector spaces determines an isomorphism
λupSqbλ
`
TupndqX
φ
˘
« λu1pM1qbλu2pM2q. (6.20)
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Since ǫl˚pSq P 2Z, the Pin
´-structure p on Xφ determines homotopy classes op;l˚1 and op;l
˚
2
of
isomorphisms
λu11pM
1
1q ÝÑ λ
R
u11
pXqbλCu11
pXq and λu2pM2q ÝÑ λ
R
u2
pXqbλCu2pXq, (6.21)
respectively; see Lemma 5.1. Combining the first homotopy class of isomorphisms above with the
first S1-fibration in (6.3) and the orientation oRnd on its vertical tangent bundle Tu1M
v
1“TndS
1
1 , we
obtain a homotopy class rop;l˚1 ”oRndop;l˚1 of isomorphisms
λu1pM1q « λu11pM
1
1qbTndS
1
1 « λ
R
u11
pXqbλCu11
pXq . (6.22)
Along with (6.20) and the second homotopy class of isomorphisms in (6.21), it determines a ho-
motopy class of isomorphisms
λupSqbλ
`
TupndqX
φ
˘
« λRu11
pXqbλCu11
pXqbλRu2pXqbλ
C
u2
pXq
« λRu11
pXqbλCu11
pXqbλ
`
TupndqX
φ
˘
bλRu12
pXqbλCu12
pXq
« λRupXqbλ
C
upXqbλ
`
TupndqX
φ
˘
.
(6.23)
We denote by oSp;l˚;u the homotopy class of isomorphisms
λupSq ÝÑ λ
R
upXqbλ
C
upXq
determined by (6.23). The next lemma is deduced from Lemmas 4.3 and 6.2 at the end of this
section.
Lemma 6.4 The orientations Bop;l˚ and o
S
p;l˚ of λpev|Sq are opposite.
We take h1 and h2 to be the components of h as in the proof of Proposition 5.2 and
p1 P Xk1,l1´l˚1 and p2 P Xk2,l2´l
˚
2
to be the components of pPXk,l´l˚ defined analogously. Let
Z1 “ Z
‹
k1`1,l1;h1
pB1;J, ν1qX
`
M1ˆMh1
˘
, Z 11 “ Z
‹
k1,l1;h1
pB1;J, ν
1
1qX
`
M11ˆMh1
˘
,
Z2 “ Z
‹
k2`1,l2;h2
pB2;J, ν2qX
`
M2ˆMh2
˘
.
The first forgetful morphism in (6.3) induces a fibration fZ1 so that the diagram
Z1
fZ1 //
πZ

Z 11
π
Z1

M1
fnd //M11
commutes. Since πZ induces an isomorphism between the vertical tangent bundles TZ
v
1 of fZ1 and
TMv1 of fnd, it pulls back o
R
nd to an orientation o
v
Z1
on the fibers of fZ1 . The relative orientations
oRndop;l˚1
, op;l˚1 , and op;l
˚
2
on
ev : M1 ÝÑ Xk1,l1 , ev
1 : M11 ÝÑ Xk1,l1 , and ev: M2 ÝÑ Xk2`1,l2 ,
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respectively, the orientations ohi of Hi, and the symplectic orientation oω on X determine relative
orientations rop;h1 , op;h1 , and op;h2 of
evh1 : Z1 ÝÑ Xk1,l1´l˚1 , ev
1
h1
: Z 11 ÝÑ Xk1,l1´l˚1 , and evh2 : Z2 ÝÑ Xk2`1,l2´l
˚
2
,
respectively. Since the dimensions of X and Hi are even,
rop;h1 “ ovZ1op;h1 ” `π˚ZoRnd˘op;h1 . (6.24)
For ruPS˚h, we denote by ru1 P Z1, ru11 P Z 11, ru2 P Z2
the images of ru under the projections induced by the embedding (6.2), the first forgetful morphism
in (6.3), and the decomposition
Mh «Mh1ˆMh2 .
The exact sequence
0 ÝÑ TruS˚h ÝÑ Tru1Z1‘Tru2Z2 ÝÑ TupndqXφ ÝÑ 0, `ξ1, ξ2˘ ÝÑ ξ2pndq´ξ1pndq,
of vector spaces determines an isomorphism
λrupS˚hqbλ`TupndqXφ˘ « λru1pZ1qbλru2pZ2q.
Along with the relative orientations rop;h1 and op;h2 above, this isomorphism determines a homotopy
class of isomorphisms
λrupS˚hqbλ`TupndqXφ˘ « λRru11pXqbλCru11pXqbλRru2pXqbλCru2pXq
« λRru11pXqbλCru11pXqbλ`TupndqXφ˘bλRru12pXqbλCru12pXq
« λRrupXqbλCrupXqbλ`TupndqXφ˘.
We denote the associated relative orientation of (5.22) by
oS;h ” prop;h1qndˆndop;h2 . (6.25)
Since the dimensions of X and Hi are even, Lemma 6.4 implies thatˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Bop;h,o
c
Υ
“ ´
ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
oS;h,o
c
Υ
. (6.26)
If S and Υ satisfy (S1Υ) above Proposition 5.7 with iPrk1s as in (S1Υ), let
k11 “ k
1´1, l11 “ l
1, k12 “ 1, l
1
2 “ 0, Υ1 “ Υ, nd “ i .
If S and Υ satisfy (S2Υ) and SĂM
τ
k1,l1 as in (S2Υ), let
k11 “ k1pSq, l
1
1 “ l1pSq, k
1
2 “ k2pSq, l
1
2 “ l2pSq
and denote by
π1 : S«M
τ
k11`1,l
1
1
ˆM
τ
k12`1,l
1
2
ÝÑM
τ
k11`1,l
1
1
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the projection to the first component in the second identification in (4.7). In this case,
ΥXS « Υ1ˆM
τ
k12`1,l
1
2
ĂM
τ
k11`1,l
1
1
ˆM
τ
k12`1,l
1
2
for some Υ1ĂM
τ ;‹
k11`1,l
1
1;nd
. The co-orientation ocΥXS on ΥXS in S induced by o
c
Υ is the pullback
by π1 of a co-orientation o
c
Υ1
on Υ1 in M
τ
k11`1,l
1
1
. Let
fk11`1,l
1
1
“π1˝fk1,l1 : S
˚
h ÝÑ S ÝÑM
τ
k11`1,l
1
1
.
In both cases,
dimΥ1 “ dimΥ`1´k
1
2´2l
1
2 (6.27)
and the forgetful morphism fk11`1,l11 factors as
S˚h ãÝÝÑ Z1ˆZ2 ÝÑ Z1
fk1
1
`1,l1
1ÝÝÝÝÝÑM
τ
k11`1,l
1
1
.
We define
fM“ fk11`1,l11;nd : M
τ
k11`1,l
1
1
ÝÑM
τ
k11,l
1
1
.
If S and Υ satisfy (S2Υ), (2) and (3) in Lemma 3.3 giveˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
oS;h,o
c
Υ
“ ´
ˇˇ
MpevS;h,fk1,l1q,fp;Υ|ΥXS
ˇˇ˘
oS;h,π
˚
1 o
c
Υ1
|
ΥXS
“ ´p´1qk
1
2
ˇˇ
MpevS;h,fk1
1
`1,l1
1
q,fp;Υ1
ˇˇ˘
oS;h,o
c
Υ1
;
(6.28)
the signed fiber products in the second and third expressions above are taken with respect to
Xk,l´l˚ˆS and Xk,l´l˚ˆM
τ
k11`1,l
1
1
, respectively. The first and last expressions in (6.28) are the
same if S and Υ satisfy (S1Υ). By (6.25) and Lemma 3.4,ˇˇ
MpevS;h,fk1
1
`1,l1
1
q,fp;Υ1
ˇˇ˘
oS;h,o
c
Υ1
“
ˇˇ
Mpevh1 ,fk11`1,l11
q,fp1;Υ1
ˇˇ˘rop;h1 ,ocΥ1deg`evh2 , op;h2˘ . (6.29)
By Lemma 3.3(1),ˇˇ
Mpevh1 ,fk11`1,l11
q,fp1;Υ1
ˇˇ˘rop;h1 ,ocΥ1 “ p´1qdimΥ1 deg`evh1 |f´1k11`1,l11pΥ1q, pf˚k11`1,l11ocΥ1qrop;h1˘ .
By the first identity in (6.24) and (3.6),
deg
`
evh1 |f´1
k1
1
`1,l1
1
pΥ1q
, pf˚k11`1,l11
ocΥ1qrop;h1˘ “ deg`fZ1|f´1
k1
1
`1,l1
1
pΥ1q
, pf˚k11`1,l11
ocΥ1qo
v
Z1
˘
deg
`
ev1h1 , op;h1
˘
.
By the second identity in (6.24) and Lemma 3.2,
sru` pf˚k11`1,l11ocΥ1qovZ1˘ “ sru` fk11`1,l11 , π˚ZoRnd, oRnd˘sfk11`1,l11pruq` ocΥ1oRnd˘ “ sfk11`1,l11 pruq` ocΥ1oRnd˘
for a generic ruP f´1
k11`1,l
1
1
pΥ1q.
Combining the last three equations with (6.27) and Lemma 3.1(2), we obtainˇˇ
Mpevh1 ,fk11`1,l11
q,fp1;Υ1
ˇˇ˘rop;h1 ,ocΥ1 “ ´p´1qdimΥ`k12 deg`fM|Υ1 , ocΥ1oRnd˘ deg`ev1h1 , op;h1˘
“ ´p´1qdimΥ`k
1
2 degS
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
deg
`
ev1h1 , op;h1
˘
.
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Along with (6.28) and (6.29), this givesˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
oS;h,o
c
Υ
“ p´1qdimΥ degS
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
deg
`
ev1h1 , op;h1
˘
deg
`
evh2 , op;h2˘ .
Combining this equation with (6.26) and (5.14), we obtain (5.26).
Suppose l˚2 “ 0. Choose another codimension 2 pseudocycle h
1 : H 1ÝÑX in general position with
h1 ¨XB2‰0. Let
S˚hh1 Ă Z
‹
k,l`1;hh1
`
B;J, f ˚k,l`1;l˚`1ν
˘
be the codimension 1 stratum so that fk,l`1;l˚`1pS
˚
hh1q“S
˚
h and the irreducible component P
1
2 of the
maps in this stratum carries the marked points z˘l˚`1. The vertical tangent bundle of the projection
fk,l`1;l˚`1 : Z
‹
k,l`1;h
`
B;J, f ˚k,l`1;l˚`1ν
˘
ÝÑ Z‹k,l;h
`
B;J, ν
˘
is oriented by the position of z˘l˚`1; we denote this orientation by o
`
l˚ .
By the l˚2 ‰0 case above,ˇˇ
S˚hh1,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Bo
p;hh1 ,o
c
Υ
“ ´p´1qdimΥ degS
`
Υ, ocΥ
˘
deg
`
ev1h1 , op;h1
˘`
h1 ¨XB2
˘
N
φ;p
B2,l2
. (6.30)
Since the dimensions of X and H 1 are even,
Bop;hh1 “ B
`
o`
l˚
op;hoh1
˘
“ o`
l˚
`
Bop;h
˘
oh1 .
By the reasoning in the proof of (5.14), this implies thatˇˇ
S˚hh1,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Bo
p;hh1 ,o
c
Υ
“
`
h1 ¨XB2
˘ˇˇ
S˚h,p;Υ
ˇˇ˘
Bop;h,o
c
Υ
. (6.31)
Combining (6.30) and (6.31) with (5.14), we again obtain (5.26).
Proof of Lemma 6.4. Fix orientations of TupndqX
φ and TupxiqX
φ for all iPrks. We can then view
all relevant relative orientations as orientations in the usual sense. Let S˚ĂS be the substratum
containing u.
The differential of the forgetful morphism fk,l induces the first exact square of Figure 10. The two
spaces in the bottom row are oriented by oc;`
S
and oc;`
S_
with the isomorphism between them being
orientation-preserving. These orientations and the orientations oDp , op;l˚ , and ok,l;l˚ determine the
limiting orientations oD;`p on kerD
φ
u, o
`
p;l˚ on TuM
‹, and o`k,l;l˚ on TCM, respectively. By (6.7), the
middle row respects these orientations. The middle (resp. right) column respects the orientations
Bop;l˚ on TuS, o
`
p;l˚
on TuM
‹, and oc;`
S
on NuS (resp. o
`
S_;l˚
on TuS
_, o`
k,l;l˚
on TCM, and o
c;`
S_
on NuS
_). Lemma 6.3 then implies that the top row in the first exact square of Figure 10 respects
the orientations oD;`p on kerD
φ
u, Bop;l˚ on TuS, and o
`
S_;l˚ on TuS
_.
The differentials of forgetful morphisms induce the second exact square of Figure 10. The two
spaces in the top row are oriented by oRnd as in Section 4.2 with the isomorphism between them
being orientation-preserving. The first real marked point of u1 is the node, while the second one
(if k1 ‰ 0) is the next marked point on the fixed locus S
1
1 Ă P
1
1 in the counterclockwise direction
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0
0

0

0 // kerDφu // TuS //

TCS
_ //

0
0 // kerDφu //

TuM
‹ //

TCM //

0
0 // NuS //

NCS
_ //

0
0 0
0

0

0

// TndS
1
1

// TndS
1
1

// 0
0 // kerDφu1 // Tu1M1
//

TC1M1
//

0
0 // kerDφu1 //

Tu11M
1
1
//

TC11M
1
1
//

0
0 0 0
0

0

0

0 // kerDφu //

TuS //

TCS
_ //

0
0 // kerDφu1‘kerD
φ
u2
//

Tu1M1‘Tu2M2
//

TC1M1‘TC2M2
//

0
0 // TupndqX
φ

TupndqX
φ //

0
0 0
Figure 10: Commutative squares of vector spaces with exact rows and columns for the proof of
Lemma 6.4
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with respect to z`1 . By (oM1) and (oM4) in Lemma 4.1, the right column thus does not respect
the orientations ovnd on TndS
1
1 , ok1`1,l1;l˚1 on TC1M1, and ok1,l1;l
˚
1
on TC11M
1
1 because
k1 ` dimM
1
1 “ 2k1`2l1´3 R 2Z.
By (6.7), the bottom row respects the orientations oDp on kerD
φ
u1 , op;l˚1 on Tu
1
1
M11, and ok1,l1;l˚1
on TC11M
1
1. By (6.22), the middle column respects the orientations o
v
nd on TndS
1
1 , rop;l˚1 on Tu1M1,
and op;l˚1 on Tu
1
1
M11 because
dimM11 “ ℓωpB1q`2l1`k1
is even by the assumption that ǫl˚pSq“ 2. Lemma 6.3 then implies that the middle row respects
the orientations oDp on kerD
φ
u1 , rop;l˚1 on Tu1M1, and ok1`1,l1;l˚1 on TC1M1 if and only if
1` dimkerDφu1 “ 1`2`xc1pX,ωq, B1y
is even. Since ǫl˚pSq“2, we conclude that the middle row in the second exact square of Figure 10
respects the orientations oDp on kerD
φ
u1 , rop;l˚1 on Tu1M1, and ok1`1,l1;l˚1 on TC1M1 if and only if k1
is even.
The short exact sequences (6.4) and (6.19) and the differential of the forgetful morphism fk,l induce
the third exact square of Figure 10. By (6.7), the short exact sequence of the second summands in
the middle row respects the orientations oDp on kerD
φ
u2 , op;l˚2 on Tu2M2, and ok2`1,l2;l
˚
2
on TC2M2.
Along with the conclusion of the previous paragraph and Lemma 6.3, this implies that the middle
row respects the orientations oDp ‘o
D
p , rop;l˚1 ‘op;l˚2 , and ok1`1,l1;l˚1 ‘ok2`1,l2;l˚2 if and only if
k1 `
`
dimkerDφu2
˘`
dimM1
˘
“ k1`
`
2`xc1pX,ωq, B2y
˘`
k1`2l1´2
˘
is even. Since ǫl˚pSq“2, this is the case if and only if k1`k1k2 P2Z. By Lemma 6.2, the left column
respects the orientations oD;`p , o
D
p ‘o
D
p , and the chosen orientation o
X
nd on TupndqX
φ if and only if
δ`DpSq–δ
`
R
pS˚q mod 2. Since ǫl˚pSq“2, this is the case if and only if the number k2`k1k2`δ
`
R
pS˚q
is even. By Lemma 4.3, the non-trivial isomorphism in the right column respects the orientations
o`
S_;l˚ and ok1`1,l1;l˚1 ‘ok2`1,l2;l
˚
2
if and only if δ`
R
pS˚q–k`1 mod 2. By (6.23), the middle column
respects the orientations oSp;l˚ , rop;l˚1 ‘op;l˚2 , and oXnd. Combining these statements with Lemma 6.3,
we conclude that the top row does not respect the orientations oD;`p , o
S
p;l˚ , and o
`
S_;l˚ because
pk1`k1k2q`
`
k2`k1k2`δ
`
R
pS˚q
˘
`
`
k`1`δ`
R
pS˚q
˘
`
`
dimS_
˘`
dimXφ
˘
“ 1 mod 2.
Comparing this conclusion with the conclusion concerning the top row in the first exact square of
Figure 10 above, we obtain the claim.
6.4 Proof of Proposition 5.3
We denote by Hω0,m the space of pairs pJ, ν
1q consisting of J PJω and a Ruan-Tian perturbation ν
1
of the BJ -equation if mě3 and take H
ω
0,2 to be the set of pairs pJ, 0q with J PJω. For B
1 PH2pXq
and ν 1PHω0,m, we denote by M
C
mpB
1;J, ν 1q the moduli space of (complex) genus 0 degree B1 pJ, ν 1q-
holomorphic maps from smooth domains with m marked points and by
evi : M
C
mpB
1;J, ν 1q ÝÑ X, iPrms,
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the evaluation maps at the marked points. For IĂrms, let oC;I be the orientation of M
C
mpB
1;J, ν 1q
obtained by twisting the standard complex orientation by p´1q|I|. Define
ΘIi : X ÝÑ X, Θ
I
i “
#
idX , if iRI;
φ, if iPI;
evI : MCmpB
1;J, ν 1q ÝÑ Xm, evIpuq “
``
ΘIi pevipuqq
˘
iPrms
˘
.
We continue with the notation in the statement of Proposition 5.3 and just above. The co-
orientation ocΓ of Γ in M
τ
k1,l1 and the relative orientation op;l˚ of Lemma 5.1 induce a relative
orientation pf˚k1,l1o
c
Γqop;l˚ of the restriction
evΓ : MΓ;k,lpB;J, νq ÝÑ Xk,l
of (5.11).
Fix a stratum SĂMΓ;k,lpB;J, νq. Let BR be the degree of the restrictions of the maps in S to the
real component P10 of the domain and BC be the degree of their restrictions to the component P
1
`
of the domain carrying the marked point z`1 . Denote by L0, LC Ă rls the subsets indexing the
conjugate pairs of marked points carried by P10 and P
1
`, respectively. Let L
˚
´ĂL
˚
C
be the subset
indexing the conjugate pairs of marked points pz`i , z
´
i q of curves in Γ so that z
´
i lies on P
1
`. Define
L˚0 “ L
˚
0pΓq, L
˚
C “ L
˚
CpΓq, l0 “ |L0|, lC “ |LC|, l
˚
0 “ l
˚
0 pΓq, l
˚
C ” l
˚´l˚0 .
By (5.19),
pl0´l
˚
0 q`plC´l
˚
Cq “ l´l
˚,
`
ℓωpBRq´pk`2pl0´l
˚
0 q˘
˘
` 2
`
ℓωpBCq´plC´l
˚
Cq˘ “ 0. (6.32)
For a good choice of ν, there exist νRPH
ω,φ
k,l0`1
, νCPH
ω
lC`1
, and a natural embedding
ιS : S ãÝÝÑMR ˆMC”Mk,l0`1
`
BR;J, νR
˘
ˆMClC`1
`
BC;J, νC
˘
(6.33)
satisfying (oΓ1) - (oΓ3) in Section 4.3. If BR‰0, we also assume that there exists ν
1
R
PHω,φk,l0 so that
the forgetful morphism
fnd : MR ÝÑM
1
R ”Mk,l0
`
BR;J, ν
1
R
˘
(6.34)
dropping the conjugate pair corresponding to the node nd (i.e. the first one) is defined. If BC‰0,
we similarly assume that there exists ν 1
C
PHωlC so that the analogous forgetful morphism
fnd : MC ÝÑM
1
C ”M
C
lC
`
BC;J, ν
1
C
˘
(6.35)
is defined. Denote by IĂrlC`1s (resp. I
1ĂrlCs) the subset indexing the marked points of a map in
MC (resp. M
1
C
) corresponding to the marked points on the left-hand side of (6.33) indexed by L˚´
under (6.33) (resp. (6.33) and (6.35)).
For an element u P S, we denote by u0 PMR and u` PMC the pair of maps corresponding to u
via (6.33). Let u10 PM
1
R
and u1` PM
1
C
be the image of u0 under (6.34) if BR ‰ 0 and the image
of u` under (6.35) if BC‰0, respectively. The exact sequence
0 ÝÑ TuS ÝÑ Tu0MR‘Tu`MC ÝÑ TupndqX ÝÑ 0,
`
ξ1, ξ2
˘
ÝÑ ξ2pndq´ξ1pndq,
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of vector spaces determines an isomorphism
λupSqbλ
`
TupndqX
˘
« λu0pMRqbλu`pMCq.
The Pin´-structure p on Xφ determines a homotopy class op;l˚0 of isomorphisms
λu0pMRq ÝÑ λ
R
u0
pXqbλCu0pXq;
see Lemma 5.1. Combining the above two homotopy classes of isomorphisms with the complex
orientations of λpTupndqXq and λ
C
u`
pXq and the orientation oC;I of λu`pMCq, we obtain a homotopy
class oΓ
p;l˚0 ;u
of isomorphisms
λupSq ÝÑ λ
R
upXqbλ
C
upXq.
Lemma 6.5 The relative orientations pf˚k1,l1o
c
Γqop;l˚ and o
Γ
p;l˚0
of λpevΓq are the same.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 6.4 readily adapts using Lemma 4.2. The relevant analogue of
Lemma 6.2 follows readily from [8, Cor. 7.3]. In light of Lemma 4.2, the pk1, l1q “ p0, 3q case
of Lemma 6.5 also follows from Lemma 5.2 and Remark 5.3 in [10]; the proof in [10] extends to
arbitrary pk1, l1q.
We denote by
hR : MhR ÝÑ X
l˚0 , hC : MhC ÝÑ X
l˚
C , pR P Xk,l0´l˚0 , and pC P X
lC´l
˚
C
the components of h and p corresponding to the marked points on P10 and P
1
˘ for the maps u in S.
With the notation as in (5.9), let
Sh “ SevˆfhMh, ZR “ pMRqevˆfhRMhR , ZC “ pMCqevIˆfhCMhC
be the corresponding spaces cut out by h and
evC : ZC ÝÑ X
lC´l
˚
C
be the evaluation map induced by evI . The relative orientations op;l˚0`1 and oC;I of
ev : MR ÝÑ Xk,l0`1 and ev
I : MC ÝÑ X
lC`1 ,
respectively, the orientations ohi of Hi, and the symplectic orientation oω on X determine relative
orientations op;hR and ohC;I of the induced maps
evR : ZR ÝÑ Xk,l0´l˚0 and evC : ZC ÝÑ X
lC´l
˚
C
respectively.
For ruPSh, let ru0 PZR and ru`PZC be the components of ru in the corresponding spaces. The exact
sequence
0 ÝÑ TruSh ÝÑ Tru0ZR‘Tru`ZC ÝÑ TupndqX ÝÑ 0 (6.36)
of vector spaces determines an isomorphism
λrupShqbλ`TupndqX˘ « λru0pZRqbλru`pZCq.
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Along with op;hR and ohC;I , these isomorphisms determine a relative orientation
oΓp;h ”
`
op;hR
˘
ndˆndohC;I (6.37)
of the restriction of (5.18) to Sh. Since the dimensions ofHi andX are even, Lemma 6.5 implies thatˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppqXSh
ˇˇ˘
oΓ;p;h
“
ˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppqXSh
ˇˇ˘
oΓ
p;h
. (6.38)
We denote by oc
S
the co-orientation of S in ZRˆZC determined by the symplectic orientation oω
of X via (6.36).
If BR‰0 (resp. BC‰0), we also define
Z 1R “ pM
1
RqevˆhRMhR
`
resp. Z 1C “ pM
1
CqevI1ˆhCMhC
˘
and denote by ru10 PZ 1R (resp. ru1`PZ 1C) the image of ru0 (resp. ru`) under the forgetful morphism
fR : ZR ÝÑ Z
1
R
`
resp. fC : ZC ÝÑ Z
1
C
˘
(6.39)
dropping the marked points corresponding to the nodes. If BR‰ 0 and l
˚
0 ‰ 0, op;l˚0 determines a
relative orientation o1p;hR of the evaluation map
ev1R : Z
1
R ÝÑ Xk,l0´l˚0 (6.40)
induced by ev. If BC‰0, oC;I determines a relative orientation o
1
hC;I 1
of the evaluation map
ev1C : Z
1
C ÝÑ X
lC´l
˚
C (6.41)
induced by evI
1
.
Since the projections πR and πC in the commutative diagrams
ZR
fR //
πR

Z 1
R
π1
R

ZC
fC //
πC

Z 1
C
π1
C

MR
fnd //M1
R
MC
fnd //M1
C
induce isomorphisms between the vertical tangent bundles of fR, fC, and fnd, they pull back the
relative orientations o`nd of (6.34) and (6.35), respectively, to relative orientations o
`
nd of (6.39).
Since the dimensions of X and Hi are even,
op;hR “ o
`
R
o1p;hR ”
`
π˚Ro
`
nd
˘
o1p;hR and ohC;I “ o
`
C
o1hC;I 1 ”
`
π˚Co
`
nd
˘
o1hC;I 1 , (6.42)
whenever BR‰0 and BC‰0, respectively.
Suppose BR, BC‰0. By (6.32), we can assume that
ℓωpBRq “ k`2pl0´l
˚
0 q and ℓωpBCq “ lC´l
˚
C; (6.43)
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0
TndP
1
0‘TndP
1
`

dndu`´dndu0
❖❖
❖❖
''❖❖
❖❖❖
0 // TruSh
druevΓ;h

druιS // Tru0ZR‘Tru`ZC //
dru0 fR‘dru` fC

TupndqX // 0
TevpruqXk,l´l˚ Tru10Z 1R‘Tru1`Z 1C

pdru1
0
ev1
R
,dru1`ev1Cqoo
0
Figure 11: Computation of (6.38) in the BR, BC‰0 case
otherwise, either ev´1
R
ppRq“H or ev
´1
C
ppCq“H for a generic p PXk,l´l˚ . By the first statement
above and Lemma 5.1(op7), the interchange of the marked points of the elements in ZR reverses
the orientation op;hR . This interchange also reverses the vertical orientation o
`
R
of the fibration fR.
Thus, the orientation o1p;hR on Z
1
R
can be defined by the first equation in (6.42) if l˚0 “ 0. By the
second equation in (6.43) and the assumption that φ˚rhis“´rhis for every iPrl
˚s,ˇˇ
ev1´1
C
ppCq
ˇˇ˘
ohC
“
ˇˇ
pM1CqevIˆphC,pCqMhC
ˇˇ˘
oC;I ,ohC
“
ź
iPL˚
C
phi ¨XBCqN
X
BC
; (6.44)
see [10, Prop. 4.3].
Since the real dimension of X is 4, the homomorphism
dndu`´dndu0 : TndP
1
0‘TndP
1
` ÝÑ TupndqX“NruSh
in the commutative diagram of Figure 11 is an isomorphism for a generic element uPSh. So is the
bottom row in this diagram. The number of the preimages pru0, ru`q of a generic point pu0,u`q of
tZ 1
R
ˆZ 1
C
u˝ιS under fRˆfC is finite. Since the dimensions of TndP
1
0 and TndP
1
` are even,
ovRC ” o
`
R
‘o`
C
is the vertical orientation of the fibration fRˆfC. By Lemma 3.1(1) and the reasoning in the proof
of (5.14) at the end of Section 6.2,
spru0,ru`qpocSovRCq P  ˘ 1(
is the sign of the intersection of u0 and u1 at nd and the number of such preimages counted with sign
is BR ¨XBC. Along with the commutativity of the square in Figure 11 and (3.6), this implies thatˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppqXSh
ˇˇ˘
oΓ
p;h
“
`
BR ¨XBC
˘ˇˇ
ev1´1
R
ppRq
ˇˇ˘
o1
p;hR
ˇˇ
ev1´1
C
ppCq
ˇˇ˘
o1
hC;I
1
.
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ZC
evC //
evnd
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
pt ZR
evR //
evnd
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
Xφ
X Sh
OO

evΓ;h // Xk,l´l˚
OO
X Sh
OO

evΓ;h // X1,l´l˚
OO

ZR //
evnd
__❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄
evR // Xk,l´l˚ ZC //
evnd
__❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄
evC // X l´l
˚
Figure 12: Computation of (6.38) in the BC“0 and BR“0 cases
Combining this statement with (6.38), (5.14), and (6.44), we conclude thatˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppqXSh
ˇˇ˘
oΓ;p;h
“
`
BR ¨XBC
˘ˆ ź
iPL˚0
hi ¨XBR˙
ˆ ź
iPL˚
C
hi ¨XBC˙ N
φ;p
BR,l0´l
˚
0
NXBC .
Summing this over all possibilities for S with BR, BC‰0 that satisfy (6.43), we obtain the pB0, B
1q
sum in (5.20).
Suppose BC“0 and thus BR“B. We can assume that l
˚
C
“ lC“2; otherwise, ZC“H for generic h
and p. Thus, ZC is a finite collection of points, while the dimensions of ZR and XˆXk,l´l˚ are the
same by (6.32) and (5.19). By (6.37) and Lemma 3.4 with Υ,M“pt applied to the left diagram
in Figure 12, ˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppqXSh
ˇˇ˘
oΓ
p;h
“
ˇˇ
ZC
ˇˇ˘
oC;I
ˇˇ 
evndˆevR
(´1
ppt,pq
ˇˇ˘
op;hRoω
. (6.45)
By the proof of (5.14),ˇˇ 
evndˆevR
(´1
ppt,pq
ˇˇ˘
op;hRoω
“
ˆ ź
iPL˚0
hi ¨XB˙ N
φ;p
B,l0´l
˚
0`1
Combining this statement with (6.38) and (6.45), we obtain the second term on the right-hand side
of (5.20).
Suppose BR“ 0 and thus dpBCq“B. We can assume that k
1, k“ 1 and l0“ 0; otherwise, ZR“H
for generic h and p. Thus, xB; kyΓ“1, the dimensions of ZR and X
φ are the same, and so are the
dimensions of ZC and XˆXl´l˚ by (6.32) and (5.19). By (6.37) and Lemma 3.4 with Υ,M“ pt
applied to the right diagram in Figure 12,ˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppqXSh
ˇˇ˘
oΓ
p;h
“
ˇˇ
ev´1
R
ppR1 q
ˇˇ˘
op;1
ˇˇ 
evndˆevC
(´1
ppt,pCq
ˇˇ˘
oC;Ioω
.
Combining this statement with (6.38), Lemma 5.1(op8), and (6.44), we conclude thatˇˇ
ev´1Γ;hppqXSh
ˇˇ˘
oΓ;p;h
“
ˆ ź
iPrl˚s
hi ¨XBC˙ N
X
BC
“ 2´l
˚ˆ ź
iPrl˚s
hi ¨XB˙ N
X
BC
.
Summing this over all possibilities for S with BR“ 0, we obtain the first term on the right-hand
side of (5.20).
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